
@ paper-2020-nature_medicine-proximal_origin 

You created this private channel on February 1st, 2020. This is the very beginning of the a paper-2020-nature_medicine-proximal_origin channel. 

? Add description & Add people © Send emails to channel 

February 1st,2020 - 

Kristian Andersen 1211 
joined paper-2020-nature_medicine-proximal_origin. Also, Andrew Rambaut joined. 

@ Andrew Rambaut +219 
@ie Nice channel title 

ea Kristian Andersen 1219 
Super secret too 

2 files © 

Bat_Wuhan.geneious Bat_Wuhan_SARS.geneious 
Zip Zip 

* Pinned by you February 1st,2020 ~ 

Kristian Andersen 1221 

Post ¥ 

Ideas for analyses 

Post 

Structural analysis comparing nCoV/SARS/bat binding to bat/human ACE2 

SRA search furin site + neighbor 

Likelihood of gaining furin site 
Likelihood of gaining restriction site 

Conservation in bat viruses around restriction site 

General conservation across RBD 

Is RBD hyper mutated or is this what we would expect? 

Examples of mechanisms by which viruses pick up furin sites 

@ Andrew Rambaut 1247 

BB What are the coordinates of the RED 

‘ Kristian Andersen 1248 
22553 - 23140 in Hu-1 

(might be a slight jitter in 3' - need to doublecheck) 

Ideas for analyses 

QQ Private post, shared in 1 place 

Ideas for analyses 
Structural analysis comparing nCoV/SARS/bat binding to bat/human ACE2 

SRA search furin site + neighbor 

Likelihood of gaining furin site 

Likelihood of gaining restriction site 

Conservation in bat viruses around restriction site 

General conservation across RBD 

Is RBD hyper mutated or is this what we would expect? 

Examples of mechanisms by which viruses pick up furin sites 

Structural modeling human ACE2 vs bat ACE2 

Ts/Tv ( k-mer usage unusua in any way? 

Andrew Rambaut 1250 February 1st,2020 ~ 

@ia Thanks 

Kristian Andersen 1217 

The RBD is definitely heavily mutated, but I'm not sure that's unexpected - Ineed to compare across the bat viruses. 

Sereen Shot 2020-02-01 at 10.16.33.png ¥ 

  

sce 

(this is protein) 

Andrew Rambaut 15.25 

@@B Eddie is awake. Send him an invite to this slack. 

This is SARS and its close relatives: 

magepng ¥ 
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The two bat ones are about as far away as RaTG13 is from Wuhan February 1st, 2020 ~ 

imageeng 

  

Kristian Andersen 1528 

Just invited Eddie 

Eddie Holmes +9:90 

@ joined paper-2020-nature_medicine-proximal_origin. 

Eddie Holmes 12:90 

@ Morning 

Andrew Rambaut 1590 

@e 1CoV vs RaIG13: 

  

image.png ¥ 

—_——— 

Kristian Andersen 1320 February ist, 2020 ~ 

The two bat ones are about as far away 2s RaTG13 is from Wuhan 

Help me interpret. So distance between SARS and bat SARS-like is about the same as between RaTG13 and Wuhan? 

Morning Eddie. Bright and carly. 

Do you have those comparisons just in protein space? 

e Andrew Rambaut 15.95 

MAG Wasco, 

  

Yes hold ona tick 

np Eddie Holmes 13:33 
®@ That'sa great comparison! 

@ 
aes 

Andrew Rambaut 13:59 February 1st,2020 ~ 
SARS: 

image-png ¥ 

  

nCov: 

image.png ¥ 

  

  

So not particularly heavily mutated. 

Kristian Andersen 15.55 

Good! These are very similar. What's the difference between SARS and that bat virus? 

Andrew Rambaut 15:36 
@ 92.86% identity across spike for nCoV vs Bat, 92.03% for SARS vs bat 

So I don't think the 'hypermutation’ in RBS is a goer. 

Kristian Andersen 1997 February 1st,2020 ~ 

Agreed 

It’s hyper mutated, however, that region in general is hyper mutated - in other words, this is what we'd expect. 

e@ Andrew Rambaut 13.97 

me Ves. 

ed Kristian Andersen 13:38 
s 

Andrew Rambaut 19.08 

Bie So cleavage site and restriction sites. Thoughts? 

Kristian Andersen 1959 

I'm looking at cleavage site right now - lemme share alignment 

2ip © 

Protein alignnentgeneious 

2~ 

For this I took ~ 30 AAs flanking the furin site in nCoV and protein blasted it - then downloaded everything that came up and aligned everything. A lot of diversity around that site in general 

Andrew Rambaut 13.42 

486 Pa1G13 is identical except for the 4 residue insertion. 

REV0002900



  

Kristian Andersen 134 February 1st,2020 ~ 

Yup 

What does the region around that site took like in your previous alignments? 

Kristian Andersen 
As for the Bambi site, it’s a single synonymous transition. The conservation downstream of it is typical for other sequences here, so also not unexpected. 

  

      

Eddie Holmes 

Whatever has happened here, the vir 2came very quickly loaded for human transmission. 

Kristian Andersen Ss A 
So | think we can say that (4) I “rf mutation and (2) restriction site are both consistent with evolutionary theory. (3) furin is peculiar and (for now) unexpected, but we have a large 

ascertainment bias. 

Yes - that could definitely be due to the RBD mutations + furin 

Eddie Holmes 

But they would also be exactly what was expected by engineering 

°-
0O
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Andrew Rambaut 
tt    ll be interesting to know what Ron thinks. He is not going to want it to be a GOF escape. 

Kristian Andersen 

Question is - evolution or engin ing. My problem is that both really rather pl.      

Yup 

Ron will likely bush back hard - which is fine 

  

Eddie Holmes 

No way to prove. If it’s evolution we've missed a 

Andrew Rambaut 1 

For evolution I guess we would posit a non-bat species prior to humans in which the clea 

  

'y Component somewhere....another host/earlier spread in humans 

“
0
 

& 

   age site insertion occurred 

Kristian Andersen 1 

Ithink the main thing still in = 
} 

  

y mind is that the lab escape versicn of this is so friggin’ likely to F 

  

> happened because they were already doing this type of work and the molecular data is fully 

consistent with that scenario     

  

For evolution | guess we would posit a nen-bat species prior to humans in which the cleav 

  

Be site insertion occurred 

Yup. Need to try and figure out SRA searches today Ml 

Andrew Rambaut 13.55 

Would someone try the insei 
® 
as 

e| Eddie Holmes 
And this lab escape story came from others..Jere’ 

  

ton deliberately? See what it does? Why would you think it would work 

  

coronavirus spke? 

  

y might explain. He 

  

ked me to look into it. | thought ‘can't be true’ but... 

‘ould add. 

  

Bob said the insertion was the 1st thirg h 

Andrew Rambaut 1 

@ip How would it be donc in the lab? 

  How would you decide what to add? SORES, 

co Eddie Holmes 
Makes it more fusogenic so will increase virus titre + QS 

  

Just read the Abstract 

3 1-52.0-S0042682206000900-main.pdf 

  

VIROLOGY 

  

S 

  

    

Kristian Andersen 

Yeah, the furin sit    add for sure. Bob dug into this a litte more and some of the distant human coronaviruses do have furin-like s 

  

The one in nCovV is the optimal site 

though 

netie potas SS! Pag ete ented 
@ Betterg ady to cal in! 
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‘ Kristian Andersen 13:59 
Yes, call. 

Cheers 

Andrew Rambaut 15:59 

Mi Stay on here in case we need to message. 

eS Kristian Andersen 14.01 

Yup 

Kristian Andersen 1413 

Just FYI - o-linked glycan also present in bat 

Kristian Andersen 14:19 

Crap, don't know the context around S that make them glycan sites. | might be wrong 

The serines are there in the bat 

Eddie Holmes 14:39 

@ Big ask! 

Kristian Andersen 14.39 

Destroy the world based on sequence data. Yay or nay? 

Kristian Andersen 14:52 
Let’s hop on a call between the three of us afterwards? 

Eddie Holmes 14:57 February 1st, 2020 ~ 
@ Sure thing. 

Kristian Andersen 14.5 
| propose San Diego. 

Makes sense what he’s saying - but man, that’s hard to pull off. 

e Andrew Rambaut 15.02 

  

Eddie Holmes 15:01 

@ Can we doa zoom? 

Kristian Andersen 15:02 

You too Andrew! 

Yup, I'll set up a zoom 

Andrew Rambaut 15.02 
ie Great. 

There is a WHO research expert group meeting in Geneva on the 12th Feb 

Kristian Andersen 15:05 

https://zoom.us/j/9673242666 

Call » 

Zoom meeting 

Ended at 4:06 PM - Lasted 101 weeks 

Meeting ID: 967-324-2666 

0 people joined 

Added by Zoom 

@Eddie Holmes - you hopping on? 

Kristian Andersen 22.42 

@Eddie Holmes and @Andrew Rambaut - here's a document | have been working on trying to summarize the discussions, A little tricky to balance how much to include versus not, so please feel 

free to edit away as you see fit. Maybe send this over to Jeremy and Tony Sunday? https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HOVHVaahY 2wMwaAij_Mb-rLTV3QomBai-DwRDcn5060E/edit? 

usp*sharing 

G Suite Document ¥ 

Summary 

Google Doc 

February 2nd, 2020 ~ 

g Kristian Andersen 01:00 

Dumping this here as | need to think on this - it’s kinda weird. Looking at the Ts/Tv spectrum. 

4files © 

bat_wuhan_snps.xisx sars_sars-like_snps.xisx 

Excel Spreadsheet Excel Spreadsheet 

snps.txt 
Plain Text 

sars_sars-like2_snps.xisx 

REV0002902



Co «@ paper-2020-nature_medicine-proximal_origin » 

February 2nd, 2020 ~ 
Andrew Rambaut 04:55 
Hi Kristian, 
I missed this this morning otherwise | would have held off on the reply to Ron. | will take a look and let you know. (edited) 

Kristian Andersen 09:44 
Yeah, no worries Andrew - I think your reply was great. Both Ron and Christian are much too conflicted to think about this issue straight - to them, the hypothesis of accidental lab escape is so 

unlikely and not something they want to consider. The main issue is that accidental escape is in fact highly likely - it’s not some fringe theory. | absolutely agree that we can’t prove one way or the 

other, but we never will be able to - however, that doesn't mean that by default the data is currently much more suggestive of a natural origin as opposed to ¢.g. passage. It is not - the furin 
cleavage site is very hard to explain. 

I think my initial attempt at writing up a summary was ok, but I'm not happy with it - it’s not really getting to the point. I'll rejig it this morning, go climbing, and then come back to it around noon PT. 

Maybe Eddie can then send it over to Jeremy later today - | don't think we should reply back on the current thread as he effectively shut down the discussion there and I think will just lead to a 

shouting match - Christian and Ron made it clear that they think this isa crackpot theory. 

Andrew Rambaut 1029 

\just had a phone call from Mark Perkins at WHO who was asking me about the HIV paper - the DG had rung him and wanted to know if it was true. Told Mark it was complete bollocks and why it 

was, But twitter is going crazy. 

eS mani: 
Kristian Andersen 1040 € a 
Tony Fauchi called me yesterday afternoon with the exact same question and | gave him the exact same answer, It's really disturbing we have to explain away that paper - it’s complete and utter 

bollocks. My fear is that the likes of Christian and Ron puts the question tha;'s being asked here into the same category - I'm pretty sure by now they think I'm a complete creckpot. 

Robert Garry 1048 

was added to paper-2020-nature_medicine-proximal_origin by Kristian Andersen, 
a 

Andrew Rambaut 11:10 February 2nd, 2020 ~ 

Ron had me clocked as an anti-GOF fanatic already. Although my primary concern is that these experiments are done in Cat 3 labs. 

Kristian Andersen 11.14 

Interesting. I'm all for GOF experiments, | think they're really important’ - however performing these in BSL-3 (or less) is just completely nuts! IMO it has to be performed at BSL-4 with extra 

precautions. 

“Lhave evolved a bit on this point. | used to think they're really important, but I'm actually not so sure anymore. | thought it was really important that we understood whether c.g., avian influenza 

could be transmissible between humans - and importantly which steps (and how many) would need to be involved - but honestly I'm not sure that type of knowledge is at all actionable, while, of 

course, being exceptionally dangerous. It only takes one mistake. 

Kristian Andersen 1115 

@Andrew Rambaut to this comment - “I think we should write a parallel document about scenarios for natural origins. The two things can be considered completely independently”. Yup, totally 

agree. I'll taxe that whole section out of the document and write it all differently. Do you maybe want to take a stab on getting the other document started based on your points from the email? 

e.1€ 

z lreply 3 years ago 

Andrew Rambaut 21:16 

Yes my feeling is you have to consider the cost benefit for every experiment. And do it safely. 
7% ~ n 

Kristian Andersen 1147 February 2nd, 2020 ~ 
Reading through Ron’s comments again | agree on pretty much everything he's saying - | come to the same conclusions, Where we differ is that he’s looking for very specific evidence proving that 

this is unnatural (which is understandable), but except for the most simple scenario where somebody plugged a gene into a preexisting backbone, that would simply be impossible to prove. 

Natural selection and accidental release are both plausible scenarios explaining the data - and a priori should be equally weighed as possible explanations. The presence of furin a posteriori moves 

me slightly more towards accidental release, but it’s well above my paygrade to call the shots on a final conclusion. 

Andrew Rambaut 11:52 
Given the shit show that would happen if anyone serious accused the Chinese of even accidental release, my feeling is we should say that given there is no evidence of a specifically engineered 

virus, we cannot possibly distinguish between natural evolution and escape so we are content with ascribing it to natural processes. 

Kristian Andersen 11:56 
‘Yup, | totally agree that that's a very reasonable conclusion. Although | hate when politics is injected into science - but k's impossible not to, especially given the circumstances. We should be 

sensitive to that. (plus none of this matters at the moment) 

Separately - having all of these discussions is really critical to countering ALL the friggin’ bullshit coming out and at the end cf the day, that’s probably the most important things that'll come out of 

this! 

The latest being two novel viruses circulating... https://www.biorxlv.org/content/10.1101/2020.01.30.926477v1 

(I'm starting to think that for outbreak research, the bioRxiv really needs to start scroening submissions - it's a slippery slope, but it’s justified at this stage) 

  

bR bioRxiv a 

Evolution and variation of 2019-novel coronavirus 

Background: The current outbreak caused by novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) in China 

has become a worldwide concern, As of 28 Jaruary 2020, there were 4631 
confirmed cases and 106 deaths, and 11 countries or regions were affected. 

Methods: We downloaded the genomes of 2019-nCoVs and similar isolates from the 

Global Initiative on Sharing Avian Influenza Database (GISAID and nucleotide 

b f the fonal Center for Bi hnology Inf Hon (NCBI). L 70 

and MEGA 6.0 softwares were used to calculate genetic distances of the sequences, 

to construct phylogenetic trees, and to align amino acid sequences. Bayesian 

coalescent phyl ic analysis, impl in the BEAST soft package, was 

used to calculate the molecular clock related characteristics such as the nucleotide 
substitution rate and the most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) of 2019-nCoVs, 

Results: An isolate numbered EPI\_ISL\_403928 showed different phylogenetic trees 

and genetic distances of the whole length genome, the coding sequences (CDS) of 

ployprotein (P), spike protein (S), and nucleoprotein (N) from other 2019-nCoVs. 

There are 22, 4, 2 variations in P, S, and N at the level of amino acid residues. The 

nucleotide substitution rates from high to low are 1.05 x 10-2 (nucleotide 

substitutions/site/year, with 95% HPD interval being 6.27 x 10-4 to 2.72 x 10-2) for | 

  

N, 5.34 x 10-3 (5.10 x 10-4, 128 x 10-2) for S, 1.69 x 10-3 (3.94 x 10-4, 3.60 x 10- 

3) for P, 1.65 x 10-3 (4.47 x 10-4, 3.24 x 10-3) for the whole genome, respectively. 

REV0002903



At this nucleotide substitution rate, the most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) of 
2019-nCoVs appeared about 0.253-0.594 year before the epidemic. Conclusion: Our 

analysis suggests that at least two different viral strains of 2019-nCoV are involved in 

this outbreak that might occura few months earlier before it was officially reported. 

Show less 

Jan 20th, 2020 

Robert Garry 13.18 

<@m This new sequerme EPI_ISL_403928 essentially has three consecutive mutations in what we would say is the fuston peptide, although that’s “controversial.” 

Just saying- if | was going te do gain of function or loss of function research | might mutatethe fusion peptide (right after adding the furin site). So this s ~ at the very least going to pour gas on the 

fire. Jeremy is absolutely right this needs to be discussed in the light of day. And, ASAP. 

Andrew Rambaut 13:25 
@ip EPI_ISL_403928 was one of the ones which originally had 50 SNPs which were sequencing errors. The lab then updated It (silently) and It Is now only 1 SNP different from other Wuhan ones. 

This paper is entirely an artefact of that. 

Robert Garry 1930 
@@ In the bioRxiv pdf they say; "When compared with the other 2019-nCcVs, EPI_ISL_403928 has four variations in $ protein (T5721,G799V, F800C and N801K) and two variations in N protein 

(A414 and 04151)" | can totally buy that thats’s still an artfact. 

Here is the alignment of BatG13 vs nCoV. 

PDF + 

FA LALIGN results Bat RatG13 vs nCoV pdf 
POF 

LALIGN 

  

Aaligs ext foe WERS ys. BATRTE 
PNM Serr} Date an Ft 131-98 14 OO 

  

Contes Lae cae 

These are very similar Spike proteins except for the RBD that looks like it was human adapted and the insertion of the PRRA, that concerts the site to an optimal furin-like cleavage site and 

potentially creates O-linked glycan sites. 

  To convert an low pathogericity avian flu v to a high pathogenicity virus what happensis the i ion of two arginines - Duan 2007, 

2 files » 

Alexander and Brown.pdf DUan2007 LPAI vs HPAI.pdf 
POF PDF 

  

Aleander and Brown teach that: "All the current evidence 
indicates that HPAI viruses arise by mutation after 

LPAI viruses of the H5 or H7 subtype have been 

introduced into poultry. Several mechanisms may be 

responsible for this mutation, For most HPAI viruses, there 

appears to have been spontaneous duplication of purine 

triplets, which results in the insertion of basic amino acids 

at the HAO cleavage site, and this seems to occur duc toa 

transcription error by the polymerase complex (76)." 

This is what Andrew stated last night -it can happen in poultry. But its and insertion of two amino acids not four at once. 

H9 flu viruses optimize a minimal furin cleavage site to an optimal one. 

  

POF ¥ 

MR HP and furinsite.pdf 
ap Por 

A Novel Activation Mechanisn of Avian Influenza Virus H9N2 by 
Forin 

eres 1 ehh Me dni Va Pan ay te 

  

  

  

  

  

  

13.43 H7 viruses appear to make new polybasic furin like cleavage sites by recombining in longish stretchs of nucleotides. 

POF + 

H7 recombination.pdf 
POF 

  

Recombination Resulting in 
Virulence Shift in Avian Influenza 

Outbreak, Chile 
(Gawts  Susres,” Cores A Sereet J¢ Gavkag on Mt Brown.¢ Stew © Lames Chang Wor Len” 

Rue SF Barwa | Corson Vaerene arora § Pocersan 
Grerctaten Mevigreinnt Hernan Reopen.) ice Specimen.” ard Corned Alesarntert 

Avery good review by Drosten. 

C€aerai 

REV0002904



POF + 

DRosten - source of CoVs.pdf L 
ae POF 

Hosts and Sources of Endemic 
Human Coronaviruses 

Victor M. Corman’, Doreen Mush" ', Daniela Nemeye:”, 
Christian Drosten"""* 
Shree Neti ope mabe ore a fn {esd Unrate ye tn ol tn tesco ten og, ei, Cama 
‘Gina Car baveee Rr {hf fbn Cormen 

Robert Garry 13:51 

a ® New analyss: Some strains of murine hepatitis viruses have a super-optimal furan-like cleavage site (with predicted O-liked glycans), some just have an optimal site and some have no site atall. 

Just based on the spike phylogeny this seems to have evolved with the spike protein more or less but this is out of my wheefhouse. Not sure if spixe evolution in MHV follows evetution,tMCRA etc | 

of other proteins but all are relevant questions given the current issues being discussed IMO. 

Word Document ¥ 

February 2nd, 2020 ~ 
MHV spike evolution.docx 
Word Document 

7 

  

And a first bok at the HKU-1 spike -is a close relative of MHV. 

Word Document + 

And a first look at the HKU-1 spike -is a close relative of MHV. February 2nd. 2020 » 

Word Document ¥ 

HKU-1 Spike.docx 
Word Document 

sd 

  

rd Robert Garry 1950 

<6 Two pattens seen here {i think there is a third variant as well}. There is an insert of three serines right next to the already super optimal furin Ske cleavage betwee $1 and $2. And, this creates 

predicted o-linked glycans at and around the site. THere is another mucin-like domain in 5i08 the prefusion structure on the pdb batabase. tHese presence of this mucin like domain expains why 

the authors were unsuccessful in determining the structure of the top of the trimer, but they didnt know why. 

a Robert Garry 1407 

<8 Bottom line on al this analysis - mechanisms exist in flu as Andrew stated to make insertions at the junction where the two subunits are cleaved - enhancing virulence and human infectivity. CoV 

apparently do this as well or potentially cam do this. This is an important message from this discussion and need to be talked about in light of the furin like cleavage site being noticed. 
oe 

@ Robert Garry 1416 February 2nd, 2020 ~ 

@%p | still don't knowif the nCoV was the results of a deliberate manipulation or not. If nCov was not engineered then RatGi3 ora very closely related Bat virus somehow ended up ina situation in 

nature like the poultry farms for H5 etc, as Andrew stated. That's very scary and perhaps engineered would be better - at least that can be regulated so it doesn't happen again. 

2 Robert Garry 1492 

mB So, 

Of nCoV developed that optimal furin cleavage site with the o-linked glycans (which | now suspect are important because they are present elsewhere) then: 

1. THe insertion mechanisms is different tan flu HS in that it's longer and doesn't just involve purines. 

2. The generation of the site is different than H7 and MHV because it involves aninsertion, not just mutating existing codons. 

3. the generation of the furin site is different than H¥ because the insertion is a perfect 12 nucleotides, not a rather non-specific recombination. 

@ Robert Garry 1450 

It would be important IMO to get a estimate on the timing on how long ago the MHC mutations and the HKU-1 SSS insertion took place. 

ee Kristian Andersen 15.04 
Thanks Bob, these are really good points. Can you please share the sequences from your analysis or the alignment? I'll then take a closer look at overall divergence, etc. | looked at these yesterday, 

but | wasn’t very successful at getting meaningful alignments. 

As for the recent bioRxiv paper - as Andrew stated, that can be ignored - the sequence is wrong and that’s where they're getting their signal. 

Robert Garry 1520 
me KHU-L i} 

REV0002905



  

                

                     

       

       

         

 

  

             

                         

                       

                   

          

 

    
      

  

   

      

    

    

                    

  

       
  

   

                              

                

                                      

                         

    

            

   

   

   

    

    

                                        
                                   

          

      

   

                                   

                                 

                  

                      

                                   

               

    
                                      

       

                                

                   

                               

                                     

                              

    

                                     

          

  

 

    

                

  

             

                                   

    

 

 

 

 

sequence (6).txt * 

1 >1cl[0Q437619.1_prot_A8D96198.1_1 [gene=S] [protein=spike glycoprotein) [protein_id=A8096198.1} [location=1..4@71] [gbkey=CDS) 

2) MULTIFILPTTLAVIGDFNCTNFAINDKNTTVPRISEYVVDVSYGLGTYYILDRVYLNTTILFIGYFPKS 

2 GANFRDLSLKGTTYLSTLWYQKPFLSOFNNGIFSRVKNTKLYVNKTLYSEFSTIVIGSVFINNSYTIVVQ 

PHNGVLEI TACQYTMCEYPHT ICKSKGSSRNESWHFOKSEPLCLFKKNETYNVSTOWLYFHFYQERGTFY 

MHV 

sequence just stxt + 

2 >1e2|MF618252.1_prot_ATN37888.1_3 [proteinaspike glycoprotein} [protein_idsATN37888.1} [location=22720..26694] [gbkeysCOS) 
3 MLFVFILFLPSCLGYIGDFRCIQLVNSNGANVSAPSISTETVEVSQGLGTYYVLORVYLNATLLLTGYYP 
4 VDGSKFRNLALTGTNSVSLSWFOQPPYLSOFNOGIFAKVQNLKTSTPSGATAYFPTIVIGSLFGYNSYTW 

Here are the clustal alignments for the entire spike proteins. 

2 files ¥ 

MHV clustalo-E20200202-150710... 
Plain Text 

HKU-1 clustalo-E20200202-1705... 
Plain Text j     

Kristian Andersen 15:33 

Thanks Bob - I'll take a look 

Andrew Rambaut 16:2! 

@™§e@ |i you want to look here is a bunch of cleavage sites in high-path avian influenza H5 and H7. 

Zip + 

February 2nd, 2020 ~ 

2 documents from H5N1 cleavage sites.geneious 

Zp 

Kristian Andersen 15:24 

Do we have any location information on the bat SARS-like viruses? I'm reading through papers and | found this particular sentence from one of Shi's papers interesting - “Interestingly, all the 

SARSr-CoVs that are capable of using human ACE2 were found in R. sinicus in Yunnan Province’. 

| believe RaTG13 is from Yunnan, which is about as far away from Wuhan as you can be and still be in China. What are the chances of finding a viruses that are 96% identical given that distance? 

Seems strange given how many SARS-like viruses we have in bats (which is what Eddie has been telling us for a while...). (edited) 

Andrew Rambaut 16.97 

@@p Ebola got from Middle Africa to West Africa in 10-20 years. | 

Kristian Andersen 15.37 

Yup. that’s true 

CRS Yup. that’s true 

Andrew Rambaut 19.42 

48GB | personally think we should get away from all the strange coincidence stuff. | agree it smells really fishy but without a smoking gun it will not do us any good. The truth is never going to come out 

{if escape is the truth). Would need to be irrefutable evidence. My position is that the natural evolution is entirely plausible and we will have to Ieave it at that. Lab passaging might also generate 

this mutation but we have no evidence that that happened. 

c+ r~ a rm 

February 2nd, 2020 ~ 

Not that discussing it isn't fun. 

ea Kristian Andersen 15:48 
Agreed. However, | do think some of these points could be important - e.g., would it be impossible to see a bat virus 96% identical that far away? Answer to that, no - we might expect that. 

The main concern coming up reading through all these papers is the kind of stuff that is being done - getting MERS-like viruses to infect humans, getting SARS-like viruses to cause disease in mice 

and infect humans, etc. There's a very strong focus on the spike protein for all of that work. 

But | do agree with you - the mind can do amazing things and it’s easy to get sucked in with confirmation bias. 

One important thing | came across though - for the SARS GoF studies they created a reverse genetics system for their bat virus on a whim. So Ron's and Christian's argument (which | found to be 

the strongest) about that not being feasible is not true - they were already creating those. 

e Andrew Rambaut 29:19 | Aareacton. 

1B | think it would be good idea to lay out these arguments for limited dissemination. And quite frankly so we can learn from it even if it wasn’t an escape - it easily could have F ee a a 

ea Kristian Andersen 19.28 February 2nd, 2020 ~ 

Yeah, I'm conflicted - | honestly don't know if any of this information is useful without having read all the various papers. Personally, it’s useful for context, but even though there's some strange 

research going on here, there’s no smoking gun. Not quite sure what such a gun would look like though. 

Bob said it well though - I'd prefer this thing being a lab escape so we have less reason to believe other coronas might do this again in the future @). 

What is useful is to summarize the main points considered and discussed. I'll get back on that document tomorrow - for now I still need to read more and also want to take a closer look at the 

alignments. Bottom line is that we can't prove whether this is natural or escape - leaving it to others to make that decision, but hopefully we can ensure they're more informed. 

Andrew Rambaut 19:3! 

@@ip | suggest we write this report erring on the side of extreme caution. Also | think the natural evolutionary story may be a interesting one as well. Then we can give all the curious coincidences and 

dodgy goings on to Marc Lipsitch to have fun with. 

ea Kristian Andersen 19:31 
Agreed. 

Andrew Rambaut 19:52 

ip If nothing else - the fact that we are discussing this shows how plausible it is. 

Kristian Andersen 19:33 
And yeah - would love to go down the natural selection rabbit hole ©) 

And yes, all of this is highly useful and absolutely required - taking a very close look at the different scenarios. Gives some really good ammo to shoot down all the fringe theories and bad studies 

going on as well. 

REV0002906



       

                

  

            

 

                             

                

   

  

  
  

   

                                   

            

                    

   

               

          

   

 
 

  

   
  

  

    

                                   

      

           

    

    

           

  

    

                             

    

                     

                        

        

                                           

                 

    

         

    

                                      

                                        

         

                                   

                                      

                                    

  

    

                                     

                    

                 

    

                     

 

 

 

 

Kristian Andersen 20-37 February 2nd, 2020 ~ 

@Andrew Rambaut and @Robert Garry take a look at this alignment while reading these three papers: 

https://jvi.asm.org/content/early/2020/01/23/JV1.00127-20 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41579-018-0118-9 (section on “SARS-CoV mutations that affect human and civet receptor binding"). 

https:/jvi.asm.org/content/82/5/2274 

This is very interesting - nCoV is loaded for binding human ACE2 receptor. Compared to the bats, 5/6 of the most critical contact residues are mutated in nCoV. Very interesting. 

  

(key residues are marked “mutated” in Geneious for lack of a better category... 

2 files ¥ 

= spike_alignment.fasta spike_alignment.geneious 

Plain Text Zip 

Kristian Andersen 20.46 

One additional point to this - residue 472 in SARS (L) converts from L > F in tissue culture increasing binding and infection (last paper). It's an F in nCoV, but an L in the closely related bat viruses, 

including RaTG13. However, other bat CoVs do also sometimes have F here. 

Selection or passage, this is very interesting - and adds to our understanding of why this is spreading like it is. 

Kristian Andersen 22:25 
Two homology models to accompany the structural stuff if you want to have a look. A 

Model 1 is based on 6acd.1.A and Model 2 6acg.1.A (edited) 

2 files ¥ 
February 2nd, 2020 ~ 

modeli.pdb - model2.pdb 

Plain Text Plain Text 
T 

Kristian Andersen 22:35 

One thing | find kinda funny here - all of this work getting bat samples was supported by PREDICT. So if they're not able to predict the pandemics they themselves cause, then I'd say their program 

is in pretty bad shape... 

Sorry, had to get that off my chest. Pandemic preparedness indeed. 4® 

February 3rd, 2020 ~ 

Andrew Rambaut 02:10 

@ie | was literally going to do this analysis today: https://twitter.com/trvrb/status/1224207999683547137 

Thanks Trevor. 

Eddie Holmes 02:24 

® Trevor, bless, has no idea about the functional properties of the mutations he is describing. Kristian, thanks for PREDICT stuff...I'll save that one for future use. 

Andrew Rambaut 02:35 

@6 | guess all these mutations that enhance human infection start to make it really unlikely that it adapted in humans. i 

PREDICT - perhaps they had planned a press conference predicting which virus would cause the next pandemic but then it escaped from the lab early? 

Eddie Holmes 02:39 Februsey Sy, 2020'~ 
@ Jie Cui, who worked in the Wuhan lab and is on those papers, used to be my postdoc. He's now in Shanghai. | wonder if | can have a have a chat with him? Bottom line is that the Wuhan virus is 

beautifully adapted to human transmission but we have no trace of that evolutionary history in nature. Correct? 

Andrew Rambaut 0240 

@™ip Yes. But we have decades of missing history. 

Eddie Holmes 04:01 
® Agreed. But it’s exactly the evolutionary history you would want to make a human adapted virus so it would need to be in a species that would behave the same as humans. For the summary | just 

think we need to lay out the features in the data and leave it open as to the cause. Just outline what needs to be explained and leave it like that. Irrespective of what the answer is, and will likely 

never know, these are really important bits of biology. 

This is what | told Kristian about the bat stuff: "There are bat betaCoVs from Hubei but they fall into different clades and are not from R. affinis. The Wuhan group seem to sample almost 

exclusively in Yunnan. Must have loads in their freezers. So, it that sense it's no surprise that their virus is from Yunnan. BUT, if natural, what must mean is that there is a betaCoV from a bat from 

Hubei that is >96.5% similar to 2019-nCoV AND that there must be an intermediate host that is even closer still”. Again, may all be natural. But | am struck by how differently this virus is behaving 

from SARS. 

Andrew Rambaut 04:3? 

Mie | just heard there are two papers coming out in Nature today that use the nCoV sequence to predict host. | guess one is Daniel Strieker's one using a machine learning nonsense. Not sure what the 

other is (presumably not the snakes paper). I wonder if they both say bat or do they have something better? 

Perhaps this stuff is something we should write a paper about to address this not-a-bat thing. (edited) 

Andrew Rambaut 04.43 
@@op Ha. Just got sent them (by media centre). One is yours Eddie. So not Daniels. And not really about hosts. a 
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Eddie Holmes 04.43 February 3rd, 2020 ~ 
B No, it's ours and the Wuhan Institute one. Ours is now embarrassingly out of date. 

No way Daniel can get a paper into Nature saying that a bat-related coronavirus has a bat host. Surely? 

Andrew Rambaut 04:51 

@@B No. It was just the way the media person said it - she said one of them was about the host species and had been on biorxiv. | only agreed to look at it because | was worried it was Daniels 

nonsense, 

Anyway. I don't think | will comment on these. They are fine. Well done. 

Eddie Holmes 04:56 

®& Weifeng, who helps George, is writing a paper on these 2 new bat CoVs he has sequencing. Hugely keen to know how close these are to 2019-nCoV but he has yet to tell me. 

Or what mutations they have. 

Andrew Rambaut 04:59 
ip Do you think we could write a paper on the ‘pre-adaptation' of nCoV to humans. Could be an interesting example of how the Predict project is so flawed. 

| guess they would just say we need to do even more sequencing to find these viruses. 

Eddie Holmes 05:05 

®@ When the dust has settled a bit yes. Jon Cohen is sniffing around. Not about the lab stuff but about all the cover-ups and who know what when. Very vexed that the market was cleared. So am | - 

that just smells bloody weird. | 

Eddie Holmes 05:55 

B Confidentially, just got this from Weifeng. Ones in red. Also Yunnan, Haven't got seqs but can assume they have bat motifs. 

2 files © 

Simplot-0203.pdf A) RAxML_bipartitions.aln_SD01_BGI... 
+ a Por 

Robert Garry 09:39 

<8 hitps://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6070550/ 

® PubMed Central (PMC) 

Evolution of high pathogenicity of H5 avian influenza virus; haemagglutinin cleavage 

site selection of reverse-genetics mutants during passage in chickens 

Low pathogenicity avian influenza viruses (LPAIVs) are generally asymptomatic in 

their natural avian hosts. LPAIVs can evolve into highly pathogenic forms, which can 

affect avian and human populations with devastating consequences. The switch to 

highly ... 

The major hangup | have is the polybasic cleavahe site. 

Clearly it can arise in Flu v Ha, but it’s not really a “natural” process. H5, which is the one with the insertof the arginines required transmission from waterfowl to commercial poultry. In other words 

it dis not occur in nature but only in a situation where intense transmission. | 

“The stability of the short motif suggests that pathogenicity switching may require specific conditions of intense selection pressure (such as with high host density) to boost selection of the initial 

mid-length HACS forms.” 

Andrew Rambaut 09.01 

| agree. But for selection to work it needs variation. Le., it needs the mutation to be thrown up occasionally so that it can be selected for. 

Robert Garry 09:11 

® Yes indeed. 

Contributing to my hangup. 

be
 

he
 

Its not two basic amino acids it’s three plus the proline, 

and it's a perfect 12 base insertion - no mutations at all in the rest of $2 \. 

So this major variation occurred without any other changes anywhere close til you go upstream to the RBD - (nice work K on the modeling!). 

For this to have occurred in nature you have to posit the existance of a Bat virus that is exactly like RatG13 and nCov in all of $2 except that it has some variant of the polybasic cleavage domain. 

a Robert Garry 09-25 

<@%@ Of course the hypothetical virus with the optimal furin-like site also had to evolve a near perfect RDB that was as K put it was “lock and loaded” to bind to human ACE. 

ea Kristian Andersen 10:12 

| have some more analyses to look at later today. Going to take a look at what happened to SARS as it spread in humans vs what happened to it before. Preliminary, it seems like all contact residues 

are already mutated in nCoV, but many/most of the others that changed in humans during the SARS epidemic are not. Not totally sure what to make of it, but that's both consistent with passage 

and selection - but it probably tells us that we didn't have a bunch of missing chains in humans where it could have picked up the ACE2 mutations. 

As to Trevor's analysis, | looked at similar things a few days ago and saw the same - and got to the same conclusion as this: | 

https://twitter.com/trvrb/status/1224208 100590096384 ?s=21 

But the I realized, actually no, not necessarily - unless it’s highly obvious engineering those types of analyses are no way near powered to detect a signal. Same for just looking at trees. 

Robert Garry 10:15 

i The full-length genome sequences had 99.8% homology to the human SCoV, which indicates that the human and animal SCoV-like viruses were closely related. 

hitps://science.sciencemag.org/content/302/5643/276 

© Science 

Isolation and Characterization of Viruses Related to the SARS Coronavirus from 

Animals in Southern China 

Anovel coronavirus (SCoV) is the etiological agent of severe acute respiratory 

syndrome (SARS). SCoV-like viruses were isolated from Himalayan palm civets found 

in a live-animal market in Guangdong, China. Evidence of virus infection was also 

detected in other animals (including a raccoon dog, Nyctereutes procyonoides ) and 

in humans working at the same market. All the animal isolates retain a 29-nucleotide 

sequence that is not found in most human isolates. The detection of SCoV-like 

viruses in small, live wild mammals in a retail market indicates a route of interspecies 

transmission, although the natural reservoir is not known. 

Oct 10th, 2003 
| 
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Robert Garry 1022 February 3rd, 2020 ~ 

® In the case of sars the isolation of a very close progenitor virus from three palm civets, a raccoon dog, and a Chinese ferret badger happened quickly . A similar virus was circulating amongst several 

animals in the wild - or they all got infected at the market. 

Robert Garry 1027 
iB https:/journals.plos.org/plospathogens/article?id= 10.137 1/journal.ppat.1006698 i think this is the paper you want 

* journals.plos.org 
Discovery of arich gene pool of bat SARS-related coronaviruses provides new 

insights into the origin of SARS coronavirus 

Author summary Increasing evidence has been gathered to support the bat origin of 

SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV) in the past decade. However, none of the currently 

known bat SARSr-CoVs is thought to be the direct ancestor of SARS-CoV. Herein, we 

report the identification of a diverse group of bat SARSr-CoVs in a single cave in 

Yunnan, China Importantly, all of the building blocks of SARS-CoV genome, induding 

the highly variable S$ gene, ORF8 and ORFS, could be found in the genomes of 

different SARSr-CoV strains from this single location. Based on the analysis of full- 

length genome sequences of the newly identified bat SARSr-CoVs, we speculate that 
the direct ancestor of SARS-CoV may have arise... Show more 

Kristian Andersen 10:01 February $1d,2020'~ 

Yeah, SARS seemed to have a significantly more widespread reservoir - later on in the epidemic, additional spillovers also occurred, That may still be the case with nCoV too, since it’s alittle early to 

tell - no additional spifovers into humans for now though. 

Interestingly, in Ure structure paper on nCoV from Baric, they took at compatibility of the ACE2 interacting mutations with a set of potential intermediate) host species - rats, mice, and civets are 

out, and probably bats too. Ferrets is a maybe. 

I think it might be Hela though/ 

Robert Garry 1040 
“I'm pretty sure by now they think I'm a complete crackpot.” 

G@aQeA: 

I think we're disproving this hypothesis. Lots of red flags and no it wont be possible to prove "natural" transmission until you find several closely related animal viruses (>99%). | pretty sure were not 

going to find the progenitor in humans. 

Obviously not possible to prove escape. 

Robert Garry 1050 

im Transmitting a bet virus like RatG13 in HeLa cells and then asking your graduate student to insert a furin site (she would have had to be taken literally not change 4 amino acids but literally insert 4) 

would get you there. It's not crackpot to suggest this could have happened given the GoF research we know is happening. 

Robert Garry 1058 

Sm Forme proving “natural” evolution of the furin site would require finding some animal CoV with a highly similar (identical) S2 and some version of the furin site insert - preferally at least a minimal 

deavage site R-X-X-R. 

Kristian Andersen 1151 
Yeah, agreed on all accounts. | think we can't prove either way, we can only lay out what we have learned about the virus and its evolution. Making the decision on what seems to be the most likely 

scenario would have to be done by others - we just need to lay out the science. And boy, is this virus interesting! 

Robert Garry 1259 
“ss Nttps: www.giobaltimes.cn/content/11783263.shtmi 

@ globaltimes.cn 

Not possible novel coronavirus engineered in lab: experts 

The claim that the novel coronavirus was engineered in a lab has been refuted 

(350 kB) »     
https: www.forbes.com/sites/victoriaforster/2020/02/02/no-coronavirus- vos ol a pieces of-hiv-in-it/#3c29 becSécb | 

http://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202002/02/WS5e36b2b7a31012821727432¢chtmI 

> global.chinadaily.com.cn 

Coronavirus conspiracy debunked by Wuhan researcher - Chinadaily.com.cn 

Ascientist from the Wuhan Institute of Virology of the Chinese Academy of Sciences 

has debunked a recent conspiracy which claimed the novel coronavirus was 
manufactured and escaped from the institute's most advenced biocontainment facility. 

(71 kB) » 
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Kristian Andersen 13.58 February 3rd, 2020 ~ 

It's amazing that we actually have to counter the complete crackpot theory of HIV / SARS mutant viruses... 

» Robert Garry 13.59 

s 3 Shi Zhengli, a researcher from the institute, said on her social media on Sunday the virus was the result of "nature punishing the uncivilized habits and customs of humans", and she is willing to "bet 

my life that [the outbreak] has nothing to do with the lab.” 

Here's a quote from inside the WIV. 

\ infer from this that Zhengli believes that humans eating wild beasts is what lead to the current outbreak. 

  

True that the nCoV-HIV paper is just “complete crackpot.” 

However, I do think that the credible scientists quoted are perhaps overstating. No, not possible to go from SARS CoV to nCov by design. 

Possible to go from RatG13 or another 96% or better virus to something like nCoV - yes. 

Eddie Holmes 14:24 

@ | am disturbed by the fact that they cleared the fish market so quickly. Surely, you'd at least take a sample from every animal in sight? And then they release these vague ‘environmental sampling’ 

results. What does that mean? At the very least a bloody big cock-up. 

@ Robert Garry 14.29 

im Agreed - they found the 99.8% viruses in the animal market. 

Big bloody cock-up for for sure - destroyed any chance of finding the intermediate animal or animals if they exist at all. You have to wonder what the WIV scientists were advising their government. 

I'd have been screaming loudly to let me get in and sample everything with a lung. 

And apparently at least one WIV scientist Zhengli believes that humans eating wild beasts is what lead to the current outbreak. 
  

© Robert Garry 141 February 3rd, 2020 

<@ And, precluding asking the question whether or not the market the type of environment were you could have had the intense selective pressure required to generate an optimal furin cleavage site. 

Robert Garry 1448 

Note to self: coronaviruses $2 have one or two zinc binding domains following the TM domain just like arenaviruses (except reptarenavirus who stole their GP from filoviruses). 

  

Eddie Holmes 15:35 

®B No way the selection could occur in the market. Too low a density of mammals: really just small groups of 3-4 in cases. 

@ Robert Garry 16-18 

6 That is what | thought as well, which begs the question where would you get intense enough transmission (like the poultry farms for H5) to generate and pass on the furin site insertion? 

Andrew Rambaut 17-09 

4B That is the million dollar question. 

Although it may not be the same dynamic as poultry. It may just be an animal where the virus behaves very similarly to how it does in humans. Ferrets? 

Kristian Andersen 17.26 

| could believe ferrets. Baric’s paper also suggest that the ACE2 mutations might be compatible with ferrets 

Robert Garry 17-52 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_ferret-badger 

  

w Wikipedia reoruary o10, 2uzu 

Chinese ferret-badger 

The Chinese ferret-badger (Melogale moschata), also known as the small-toothed 

ferret-badger is a member of the Mustelidae, and widely distributed in Southeast 

Asia. It is listed as Least Concern on the IUCN Red List and considered tolerant of 

modified habitat.The Chinese ferret-badger is densely distributed mainly across areas 

of Central to Southern China. 

  

Andrew Rambaut 27:33 

Mw hitps:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huanan_Seafood_Wholesale_Market 

W Wikipedia 

Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market 

The Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market (Chinese: BiNeRiSRHILR TI), also known 

as the Huanan Seafood Market, is a live animal and seafood market in Jianghan District, 

Wuhan, Hubei province, China. The market gained media attention after the World 

Health Organization was notified on 31 December 2019 of an outbreak of pneumonia 

in Wuhan. Of the initial 41 people hospitalised with pneumonia who were identified as 

having laboratory-confirmed 2019-nCoV infection by 2 January 2020, two-thirds had 

been exposed to the market. The market was closed on 1 January 2020 for sanitary 

procedures and disinfection. 33 out of 585 animal specimens taken from the market 

showed evidence of 2019-nCoV. 

Robert Garry 17:34 

According to theirt wiki are in southern China and hunted for their pelts. Test these people to see if they have antibodies. 

Andrew Rambaut 17:24 

@@ Badger is a mustelid. 

Robert Garry 17-39 

“33 out of 585 animal specimens taken from the market showed evidence of 2019-nCoV.” Does anyone know what evidence - if sequence it should be out by now. 

    REV0002910



@ Andrew Rambaut 17:99 

@@™e Runny noses? 

@ ¢ 
Robert Garry 17.40 

@ Could be - ferrets with the flu look "just* like humans with the flu 

https:/wwew.nature.com/articles/425915a’Serological and virological studies have indicated that Chinese ferret badgers (Melogale moschata), masked palm civets (Paguma larvata) and raccoon dogs 

(Nyctereutes procyonoides) can be infected with a virus that is very similar to SCV (ref. 3}. Domestic cats living in the Amoy Gardens apartment block in Hong Kong, where more than 100 residents 

contracted SARS last year, were also found to be infected with SCV.” 

* Nature 

SARS virus infection of cats and ferrets 

There is now a choice of animal models for testing therapies against the human virus. 

* Nature 

SARS virus infection of cats and ferrets 

There is now a choice of animal models for testing therapies against the human virus. 

Kristian Andersen 17.46 

Baric has this interesting table with the contact residues for the various species. | need to look at compatibility of nCoV 
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Robert Garry 1611 

® This is what that interaction with sars v rbd looks like. 

February 3rd, 2020 ~ image.png ¥ 

  

THe yellow spheres are ACE 31. 53, 38, 82 and 353. 

THe red spheres are SARS V 472, 479 and 487 

the pdb is 2AJF. | 

Possible to model in nCoV - worth doing. 

Kristian Andersen i526 

Yeah, I'd be interested in seeing nCoV and RaTG13 binding to ACE2 from e.g, humans and bats. Might get toit later in the week - definitely a fair bit of work to do... 

Eddie Holmes 14:28 
® The wiki info is wrong! believe. According to the official news agency report in English & Chinese it 33 environmental samples that tested positive, not animals. All were from one particular part of 

the market. Hard to know quite what this means. 

Robert Garry 1932 

@ hittps://science.sciencemag.org/content/sci/309/5742/1864.full.pdf 

¢ 
This has another binding table. 

Robert Garry 1240 

B® Not testing the animals is definitely a crime against science, if not humanity. 

  REV0002911



       

                                     

           

    

                              

                       

    

                     

    

               

                

    

      

   

    

   
  

   

    

    

                             

    

               

    

    

                                       

            

   

       

              

    

                   

   

            

    

            

   

                                       

         

    

    

        

   

                                     

                                     

                            

                             

      

                              

  

 

  

   

 

 
 

 

   
 

    
 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

Kristian Andersen 00.01 February 4th, 2020 

Alright, first attempt at creating the new summary. Please take a look and edit away. | closed access to the document, so @Eddie Holmes do you have a (new) gmail address | could share it with? I 

suspect you might have a few opinions on this document 8 

Eddie Holmes 01:24 

@ My gmail I've edited the google doc. Looks great. | think you did right thing to make it completely neutral scientifically. Good idea not to mention all the other 

anomalies as this will make us look like loons. As it stands it is excellent basic science, which is a service in itself. 

Andrew Rambaut 02:50 

@@§B | agree. Excellent. Should we add something about the possibility of these being adaptation to humans that have arisen post-zoonosis? 

Eddie Holmes 02:57 

@ Yes, you could potentially add a line saying that...although these cases are obviously missing. 

One other thing that I've noticed | think. No more genomes coming out of Wuhan. Correct? 7 = 
oe = “~ : 

Andrew Rambaut 04.15 February 4th, 2020 ~ 

@@ Yes. None since 4th Jan. 

Sequencing Dates.png ¥ 

    

Eddie Holmes 04:28 

Either George is sitting on all the sequences because the CCDC are now completely in control, or they've been told to stop generating the data. Either way, weird. 

Andrew Rambaut 04.59 

@™ip Agreed. Interestingly Guangdong is happily sequencing away but | guess the regions have autonomy. 

Andrew Rambaut 07.48 

4M Hi all. did a bit more editing on the document to include a human adaptation scenario that | think is important to raise (to counter the "OMG it is mutating’ arguments). | also re-jigged it so the 

engineering is not one of the scenarios but is ruled out explicitly, 

‘ Kristian Andersen 10-12 

Excellent. Will go through again this morning. 

Andrew, let us know if you need letters of support for this: https://mrc.ukri.org/funding/browse/2019-ncov-rapid-response-call/2019-ncov-rapid-response-call/ {edi 

Andrew Rambaut 11:26 

@@@ Everyone is talking about this but quite frankly | don’t know what | would spend the money on. 

Kristian Andersen 11:51 

Beer and pizza for the long nights in front of the computer? 

Eddie Holmes 15:37 

@ Just think of how many spurious BLAST analyses you could do. 

Kristian Andersen 15:59 

To be fair, | just bought the man beer, so if he got the money then maybe he could return the favor and buy me some beer for my blast analyses. Some very interesting results from blasting all the 

nCovV bases individually - might be my best work to date. 

  

February 5th, 2020 ~ 

e Andrew Rambaut 02:25 

4B | bet some of them match Ebola! 

Kristian Andersen 12:15 

Hi @channel - had a look at the Pangolins and got excited about it, but doesn’t really seem to change much in my analysis. It's true that one of the key residues (505) are shared between nCoV and 

pango (and not bats), but the others are not. There are several other not-so-key residues that changed in SARS that are also marked in the alignment if you want to take a look (the key ones are 

labeled “Mutation” and the other not-so-key-but-changing ones are labeled “Site"). The not so key ones are interesting because they changed during the SARS epidemic and were involved in 

various things, including immune selection - in nCoV these are very distinctly bat (and pango) but not human. Screenshots and alignments attached - SARS Ubani is selected as the reference so 

you'll see changes relative to that. 

  

Eddie (and definitely Bob...) | know you guys are Old Skool, but Geneious really is quite nice for viewing and annotation (and creating!) alignments. Try it @. 

  

é files ¥ 

Alignment.png Key.png S proteins AA.geneious 
ets’ PNG PNG Zip 

S proteins NT.geneious S proteins AA fasta.gz S proteins NT.fasta.gz 

Zip Grip Gzip 
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Andrew Rambaut 12:19 February Sth, 2020»: 
'® This kind of looks like convergence to me (nCoV shares with Ral 13 as much as with the pangolins}. 

Kristian Andersen 1225 

Agreed, Do we know anything about these Pango sequences? Any cell culture involved? | wes really hoping these guys would disprove the cell hypothesis by being (a) highly similar to nCoV, and (b) 

not from culture. 

© Robert Garry 1228 

<< m Agree. It's interesting that the Pangolin sequences were detected (and in dead animals). Shows that there is a reservoir of previously undetected circulation of Bat-like CoVs in mammals. But. no 
more of a smoking gun than RaTG13 as far as nCoV goes - not close enough to be the progenitor nor locally close enough to make a strong case that it might serve as a substrate for a recombinant 

that lead to nCov, 

Kristian Andersen 1290 

Nope. Let’s hope more sequences come out - would be so awesome to see an nCoV-like RBD and furin site. Would be critical evidence against cell culture hypothesis (which I'm still leaning 
towards). 

Robert Garry 1256 2 
\ Definite lean forme too. Would buy Andrew a beer and Eddie a subscription to Geneicus, if Ron Fouchier shares previously alluded to cell culture data showing cell culture passage produces a 

furin site ina Cov. 

Kristian Andersen 1249 

Mike Farzan said that they see furin sites in culture too, but | can’t find any papers on it! I'll ping him tomorrow and ask (RO day today...) (edited) 

Robert Garry 1250 

6 Great - ask for data... 

Robert Garry 1503 

@®@ \hope Fazan or Fouchier have this data, It would render the already dead bioengincered scenario totally and completely dead. 

  

{t would also make a strong case for the cell culture/accidental escape model, 

Kristian Andersen 1557 
This is pretty nifty. 

http: //cov-glue.cve.glaac.uk/#/replacement 

Some of these ions are i ing - human ad: 

Kristian Andersen 17.14 
Eddie's recent tree 

  

POF * 

File from iOS 

aD Por 

  

February >th, 2UZU ~ 
@ Andrew Rambaut 16.07 iv 

spi a 5 
@@ For your amusement: https://jameslyonsweiler.com/ 2020/02/02. strong ‘of-a y-origin-of-2019-ncow/ 

© jamestyonsweiler.com 

Moderately Strong Confirmation of a Laboratory Origin of 2019-nCoV 

James Lyons-Weiler, PhD 2-2-2020 Dr. Marc Wathelet commented that he was 

puzzled about my report of a spike protein gene homologous te part of the pShuttle-SN 

vector, given that spike glycoproteins... 
Feb 2nd, 2020 (278 kB) + 

   
@ ¢ 
See if you can work out what he has done here. 

REV0002913



    

                                         

                             

    

                

  

                                     

          

    

                                     

                       

   

            

       

        

    

    

                             

                                

                             

                              

                               

                    

    

              

         

                                      

   

            

    

                      

   

 

                                  

          

    

              

 

   

                                   

              

   

  
  

    

 

 
 

                           

  

  

        

                                    

                                         

                                      

              

  

                                      

                                              

    

        

   

                

   

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Eddie Holmes 19:05 

® Kristian, | confused here. In the figure that I sent you - which is from the paper that Tommy Lam is writing - the pango and nCoV seem to share a lot of the key sites. But this is not what your 

alignment shows. Correct? Does this include the pango sequence | sent you the other day? | don't think we are comparing the same things here. No cell culture involved. 

Eddie Holmes 19:21 

® | have Geneious but I'm too old to deal with things that go out frame. 

Kristian Andersen 19:53 

Let me look into this a little closer tomorrow. The online pango sequence has a lot of missing bases, hence it wasn't included in the previ li But as I'm eyeballing it at the lcan 

sec it lining up better. I'll take a look tomorrow. 

Eddie Holmes 20:11 
@ Thanks. I'll get word more info from Tommy shortly - try and work out which sequence ID relates to which virus in the tree. It seems that PIL and P2S were sequenced by different groups (the one 

on the SRA is P1L and that from Tommy is P25). | think they are both have very similar RBDs to humans. 

  

February 6th, 2020 ~ 

| Kristian Andersen 01:00 | 

> See if you can work out what he has done here. 

| can't figure it out... tell me 

is ea 2replies Last reply 3 years ago 

pp Eddie Holmes 02:01 
@ Tommy says that the key seqs are P376, P377 and P378, from the SRA, and ‘OurPangolin v2. He merged them for some analyses as they are very similar. 

Pango madness. (1). The more divergent cluster in the tree are from Guangxi. These do not have 2019-nCoV like RBDs. The cluster closer to 2019-nCoV are from Guangdong (seq IDs above). They 

are very similar to 2019-nCoV in RBD, sharing most of the key residues. Closer than RaTG13. Indeed, computational docking analyses (Rosetta) shows that the pangolin RDB have similar high 

binding affinity as 2019-nCoV RDB to human ACE2 (2). The two Guangdong viruses were sequenced by different groups at different times. No human cell culture evolve. (3). The similarity between 

the RBD of the Guangdong pangolins and 2019-nCoV is only at sites. No ina tree of sites. So, ¢? How is all this explained? Remarkable that we 

have two clusters of pango viruses that are closely related to 2019-nCoV but that differ so profoundly in the RBD. 

Andrew Rambaut 09:54 

486 Ok ristian do you have a genome alignment of everything in Geneious with annotations? 

| mean all the bat SARS-r and the pangolins? 

| think | am going to go to the WHO meeting in Geneva next week (I was invited by the modelling group | am on). But it might be good to see what crops up about all this. 

Kristian Andersen 10.04 

On my agenda today so I'll have that in a few hours 

Andrew Rambaut 10.08 | 

@™@ Thanks. ! feel | need to do a deep dive into it all but my current data sets are a mess. 

Kristian Andersen 10:16 

Agreed 

Just remember - the pangos are only S and some very incomplete (which concerns me a bit - the ones that are complete don't look like nCoV in the RBD, the ones that are incomplete do. I'm 

worried about data quality here, but I'll look into it) 

Andrew Rambaut 10:24 

Perhaps @Eddie Holmes can persuade them to sequence full genomes with some urgency? 

¢ 
Kristian Andersen 13.08 

| can’t for the life of me get a good alignment with those additional pengos included... They seem very low quality. I'll continue... For now, here are spike protein alignments containing the bat, 

pengo, and some select human viruses. Changed the annotations to be more logical too. 

  

  

2 files » 

alignment_spike_nt.fasta.gz @ alignment_spike_nt.geneious 
Gzip Zip 

GCaQae ni 
Eddie Holmes 15:16 

S 

@ There are whole genomes. | just sent you S to make it easier, which clearly failed. I'll see if | can get all the sequence data. 

Translate this 

selected_RED-wholefas » 

>2019-nCoV_EP 1482124 | BetaCoV/Wuhan/WIV84/2019(2) 

2 ARTATTACAAACTTGIGCCCTITTGGTGAAGTTITT TAACGCCACCAGAT TTGCATCTGTT TATGCTTGGAACAGGARGAGARTCAGCAACTGIGTTGCTGATTATTCTGICCTATATAAT ICCGCATCATTTTCCACTTTTAAGTGT TATGGAGTGICTCCTACTARATTA 

AATGATCICTGCTTTACTAATGTCTATGCAGATTCATT TGTAAT TAGAGGTGA TGAAGT CAGACAAA TCGCTCCAGGGCARACTGGAAAGAT TGCTGATTATAAT TATAAAT TACCAGATGAT TT TACAGGCTGCGT TATAGCT TGGAATTCTAACAATCTTGATICTAAG 

GTTGGTGGTAATTATAATTACCTGTATAGAT TGTTTAGGAAGTCTAATCTCAAACCTTT TGAGAGAGATATT TCAACTGASATCTATCAGGCCGGTAGCACACCT TGTAATGGTGT TGAAGGT TT TAATTGTTACTT TCCTT TACAATCATATGGT TTCCAACCCACTAAT 

GGTGTTGGTTACCAAC CATACAGAGTAGTAGTACTTTCTTTTGAACTTICTACATGCACCAGCAACTGTT 

>£P1402131 | Bet aCoV/bat/Yunnan/RaTG13/2013 | 2013-87-24(2) 

AATATTACAAACT TATGTCCTTTIGGTGAAGTTTT TAACGCCACCACAT TCGCATCAGT TTATGCT TGGAACAGASAGAGAAT TAGCAACTGTGTTGCTGATTACTCTGTCCTATATAATICCACTICATTTTCTACCTT TARATGT TATGGAGIGICTCCTACTAAATTA 

Eddie Holmes 15:35 

Our Pangolin = Guangdong. GXP = Guangxi 

Kristian Andersen 15:44 

Here we go - | cleaned it up. Seems like we might have ourselves a pangolin recombinant... 

2 files ¥ 

| alignment_spike_aa.geneious So alignment_spike_aa.fasta.gz 

Zip Grip 

REV0002914



  

                           

                     
    

    
              

        

               
     

  

       

    

    
         

   

                                 

              

    

              

     
                                   

      

                                  

         

            

             

                                     

                     

                               

       

                       

   

    

                                       

 

   

             

     

     

        

    

      

                                  

             

                                

                                     

      

      

   

 

 

 

Alignment.png + February 6th, 2020 ~ 

  

Kristian Andersen 15:47 
renamed the channel from “project-wuhan_engineering” to “project-wuhan_pangolin” 

Eddie Holmes 15:50 

@® Thanks! Take a look at those key sites. 

Kristian Andersen 15:52 

Yeah - those are the ones in purple in the alignment above. Very similar. Still concerned about data quality though as the sequences perfectly split on whether they're similar or not based on quality 

- however, | assume that's because they're from different groups, so we might expect that 

Andrew Rambaut 16.09 See 

| can't decide if RaT 13 has a recombination with QHR63300.1 or nCoV with P377 

Andrew Rambaut 16:42 

  

Hello again. I'm part of our team covering the kuhan coronavirus. Happily for me, I was on an extended fishing trip when it started, so I missed many of the initial stories. But now I'e 

back and trying to be helpful. 

T'm teying to check out a rumor that an editor got from a government source -- that the US government is trying to seriously investigate the possibility that the nCov came out of the kuhan 
Virus Laboratory rather than out of a wet market. 

I know that's part of a lot of silly conspiracy theories circling. 

But is there any possibility that: it could be from the Wuhan lab? 

And, if it was -- would there be any way to tell? {I mean, 3 assume the lab has a large library of coronaviruses, some of which came from animal samples. If a lab tech got infected with 

one, I imagine it wouldn't be very different from one that a wet market worker picked up from the same animal.) 

Is there anything in the sequences posted so far that suggests the virus has been manipulated by human hands in any way? (Sequences from another virus inserted, deletions that seen unlikely 

to occur in nature, anything like that?) 

Sorry if these questions seem naive, but I have editors with bits between their teeth for a “bioweapons escape” story and am wondering. ] 

Thanks Conald McNeil 

Andrew Rambaut 16.49 

MBB | am thinking of just replying and saying that "I see nothing in the genome that would make me believe it has been genetically manipulated in a fab.” Seem reasonable? | don't want to say | won't say 

anything. 

e Robert Garry 14:50 

<@im NYT serious - McNeil very credible by like every reporter can be mislead. 

but by like every reporter 

That's a good honest response, 

WHO can't have its special mtg fast enough. 

Andrew Rambaut 17:24 

@@@ Before | could reply... 

Since I wrote that, Richard Ebright explained to me that the virus is 96.2 percent identical to bat coronavirus RaTG13, which he said was collected by Wuhan Institute of Virology in a cave in 

Yunnan in 2€@3, and that has been stored at the institute since then. 

So, he argued, it could have entered humans from the cave in Yunnan er another cave, or a wet market. Or, alternatively, it could have escaped into a human frow the lab 

Right mow, with the available data, he says, there is no way to tell. But he points out that SARS got into humans the first time in 2¢62 from a civet, and the second, third and fourth 

times from laboratory accidents in 2003. | 

Do you ageee with that analysis? 

  

Thanks, Donald 2 

REV0002915



rs February 6th, 2020 ~ 
My reply: 

6% identical but that is actually 

  

I have looked at the genome and there is nothing I car    

  

seens to be ev 

  

rate of     

  

so that would be at least 

  

¢ to the 

Kristian Andersen 

Ijust got three emails from him as \   vel 

  

2 Eddie Holmes i 

hink the pangolin data is clean, although I will chec! 

recombination or conver 

  

¢ Flu virus is 

  

    ence? So hard to tell,     

Can't delleve tr 

  

¢ the ICTV did not preprint their paper. 

  

Robert Garry 

should pre       
    y put so 

  

effort into figuring out the responses to these que 

  

    Andrew's response is credible and correct, but is not going to satisfy all the reporters 

Andrew Rambaut 

@@™§e True but | am happy if! am quoted as at least a semi: 

  

1e voice. 

ES Kristian Andersen 

a In just going to stick to what we know - reservoir * bats and definitely nothing to do with previous lab     

@ Andrew Rambaut 

486 More questions from Donald: 

Dues genetic manipy: @ virus? of Crispr-casy ona o     

If 1t has 

  

a lab, an vero or » 

                    

  

ca it imply that it's been circulating in humans for     without causing noticable sysptoms, but picked up some sort of virulence mutation recectly? (and i 

Robert Garry 

® | think that you would see dear signals of recombination or m   aicism, but I'm lee 

  

t qualified to judge this 

e@ Andrew Rambaut 

4B leave a bit of CRISPR in your genome by accident? Sd 

Robert Garry 

®@ genetic manipulstion leave signatures in a virusNo 

Andrew Rambaut 

@@e Exactly. That is what | said. CRISPR just cuts the DNA/RNA 

Robert Garry 

® No- you could put the furin site     

@ Andrew Rambaut 

@™ie Yes. But! didn't say that 

Robert Garry 

® No - it would not pick up the cell DNA 

  

@ Andrew Rambaut 
Mie Here is what | repli 

  

   

   (a3 DMA or something? 

  

February 6th, 2020 ~ 

and extraneous bits 11 disrupt it. Also       is RHA so DA is not going to be inserted. CAISPE 

  

Bh) at very spec location    or replace them, But what you would add in is bit from anot            
h it would probably be a related virus). 

      viruses that have 

  

research. 

    cells or some other      cells, for example, does it pick up DNA fren t ignature 

when     jologo   plicating in they can recombine with other viruses that are closely related bet it is like being replaced with like (called $ recombinatior Basically it is replacing one 

h exac the some stretch of the other 

  

5 (alth        

  

Fferences in the exact sequence        the same as can happen in mature when » hest is 

rk’. 

  

viruses of the same type - they can generate <3 genomes. pre differs 1      likely the resulting virus    

in to produce that difference imply that it      from bats into an intermediate host 40 years ago and has been circulating in thee since then? 

  

mn it jueped from bats (or what species it jumped in to 

    that likely?)    

    uch more plausible as we know the viruses are out there and it has happened before. SARS pathogenic when it     

  

wldn*t read too much into the ‘40 year gap* - all it tells you is 

  

Je to do with this outbreak 
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February 6th, 2020 ~ 
Robert Garry 1909 

«8 You can also synthesize bits of the genes de novo with perfect precision then add them back in without a trace. 

And, excellent responses Andrew! Youre doing much better than | woud. 

Andrew Rambaut 17.22 

BB True (but you are still going to get the sequence from somewhere - unless itis very short). 

Robert Garry 19.24 
8 I'm thinking mostly about the PRRA to generate the furin site. Relatively easy to drop 12 bases in. 

Andrew Rambaut 19-54 

46 \es.| am quite convinced it has been put there by evolution (whether natural selection or artificial). 

Ihaven't got the paper yet. Killing me. 

8 Kristian Andersen 

Oh boy... what's the name?? 

And for Don - | gotta say, he pretty much nailed it. Let’s not tell him 

| Posted in @ paper-2020-nature. medicine-proximal origin Feb éth, 2020 

The proline is the hang-up - why add that? Makes me think the cell culture passage scenario is possible/probably assuming this has in fact been observed beiore by Farzan and Fouchier. | 

Apparently the manuscript is still being finalised. It will be preprinted and sent to the WHO at the same time. 

FA Eddie Holmes 

Car't believe that the ICTV did not preprint their paper. 

Posted in @ paper-2020-nature_medkine-proximal_origin Feb éth, 2020 

Robert Garry 1944 

<@@ I've known Don for 30 years. First time my work made the front page of NYTimes. | saw him at Trop Med meeting a few months ago. Very smart man - don't quite know wher he is going to go with 

this - curious as to the high in the USG is. 

his source. it would be prudent to continue to pre-think responses. 

1 do like Wuhan snake flu virus for the name BTW. | 

Too bad they didn't test turtle codon usage. 

Then it could be Wuhan Turtle Flu virus - WTFV 

  

Eddie Holmes 19:49 
®@ Nailedit. 

Andrew - thanks! Important typo. 

Kristian Andersen 20.28 

My drafted reply to Don. I'll chew on it a bit more, but lemme know if you have any suggestions. 

Dear Den, 

It's good to hear from you, and yes I of course remesber our great conversations about Zike and Chola. It's an interesting question you're asking, bst I'n afraid I might not be the best 
person to answer, as we are mostly looking at what's going on during the epidemic (mot before). Mostly, unless the virus was a really obvious recombinant virus, I'm not quite sure what a 

virus from culture v3 an interwediete host would look like - I think they'd probably be indistinguisheble. 

A couple of things I can say based on the date so far though: 

2. A 1Ot of the Conspiracy Theories are talking about this being eitter # lab strain that had previously been produced (Nature Medicine paper) or some new recombinant. These rumours are 

demostratively false - we would have been able to easily pick that up if that were the case, however it is not. 

2. The virus is highly related to bat SARS-like cororaviruses so we can with strong eviderce say that the reservoir host is also a bat. Likely there was an amplifying host involved before the 
virus got into humans, but we don’t yet know what 1t might be. I'm sure there's a lot of investigations going on addressing that exact question. 

3. As you mention, we can clearly see from the sequence data producec so far that the introduction into the human population was a single event. This could either be fror a single infected 

host to a single human, or a small cluster of hosts into a small cluster cf people. The virus has then been spreading human to human ever since. 

4, while the RaTG13 bat sequence is interesting, it still too divergent from nov to have anything to do with the current epidemic - the genetic distance is sisply too great. 

5. From a genomics perspective, the theories Richard Ebright lay out I expect would look the sase - there would be no way to distingysh between then. 

I hope som of these answers were helpful. 
EE 

Best, 

Kristian 

Robert Garry 2021 
<@@ Pitch pergect responses.As I'm sure you'll know Ebright is the guy who thinks Yoshi and the of GOF resoare should be locked up with the key thrown away. A little knowledge being the most danger 

ous thing. Isuspect Ebright [i'm working with a bit of historical experience] is going to flat-out say this is for sure a lab escape - not unlike the underbelly article. Reporters aside | do not think any of 

this is going away. 

Kristian Andersen 20:37 
Agreed - this'll amplify overthe next couple of weeks. | just wish there was 2 way to conclusively say one or the other, but without that intermediate host or very earlier cases. there's just no tellire 

IMO. Which all meansit's back to opinions - and honestly, for this type of questicn | don't think opinions are helpful - unless they have some damn strong science behind them. | 

Robert Garry 2040 

<@@ “So, he argued, it could have entered humans from the cave in Yunnan or another cave. or a wet market. Or, alternatively, it could have escaped into a human from the lab" 

Three hypotheses here. 

1. not likely a bat virus right into a human - could have happen long ago but not so likely. 

2. Wet market -ck maybe an intermediate host. | think pangolin viruses sequences still too far afield but could be part of an animal circulation that generated the virus. 

3, lab passage I'm open to and can't discount - that just because | don't know the data and few others do. Either furin sites have been generated or they haven't. If they have I'm suspicious of lab 

escape, but not conclusive evidence. If furin sites have not been generated on cel culture passive, then were looking at either a long circulation or a very intense circuletion in either humans or 

animals. IS. 

REV0002917



There are obviously other possibilities including lab passage combined with some ill considered GOF research     

Eddie Holmes 

’ Ao Yes, it's going to blow. Hence why Jeremy wants is thinking about putting something out. Hence the toned down versicn | just sent him   

Robert Garry 

The public space is not the place to discuss this, which WHO should be aware of [re. 

  

ing that in itself will pour gas on the fire). 

Eddie Holmes 

lagree Bob, Very tricky. 

e
a
e
 

Andrew Rambaut 

Remembe 

  

when during the swine flu outbreak Adrian Gibbs suggested it was a lab escape? Caused a huge shit show     

Kristian Andersen z Andrew - its 2am man... 

Adrian Gibbs 

Gee, | just googled that - wh: shit shor     1d I'm not quite sure ho 

  

he heck he could get to that conclusion! 

Eddie Holmes 

He's an arse. Unfortunately. a local arse a 

Robert Garry 

    

re-perfect/2019/3/20/1826066       
¥ Vox 

  

How deadly pathogens have escaped the lab — over and over again 

Research into dangerous viruses and bacteria is important, but for the deadliest 

pathogens, it’s not clear the benefits are worth the risks. 

  

Agree that the Gibbs nonsense was just that. But saying it can't ever happen and should be dimissed out of hand is also irresponsible. OMCN said three times SARSV escaped lab - this article says 

ax times. 

Andrew Rambaut 0 

B http rological.org/t/tackliing-rumors-of-a-suspicious-ori 

  

2 Virological 

Tackling Rumors of a Suspicious Origin of nCo¥2019 
I have been privately dealing with rumors and inquiries, focused on the RRAR 

potential furin cleavage site, that nCoV2019 may have a suspicious origin as an 
  

engineered, laboratory-generated virus either accidentally or deliberately released in 

the area of the Wuhan seafood and animal market. The publication of the highly 

simiar RaTG13 sequence about a week ago has fueled this type of speculation. As | 

  

have told people privately, | see no evidence at all to support such a claim. In sharp 

comra.. 

  

  
  

    

  

Robert Garry 

@ Bill Gallaher did the alignment with Ra’G13 yesterday afternoon and emailed me about 4pm, literally under the title "Oh crap.” Hls initial thought was bioweapon. | told him! could not talk about 

it, but that ‘others had noticed and we: ‘king on &. He must have then written this post. But being a smart guy he talked himself back from the bioweapon thing. To his credit he picked up on 

the weirdness of the proline and something that | hadn't noticed, that being that the insert is "out of frame.” Not sure that virological was ever intended for this type of discourse 

Still wondering if the % (or more) Wuhan pangolin flu virus has the furin site or something like it. Also very curious abut the O-linked glycans. 

Robert Garry 
B 

@ https y.nrde.org/oxperts/olly-peppor/arde-and tr ministration-protect-p s         

REV0002918



  
         

           

           

    

                 

       

          

                

           

   

                       

                                 

     

         

                    

  

                     

   

   

                       

    

                                  

 

    

                                    

         

  

                                   

                   

                                 

                               

 

 

  
 

    

  
   

                     

  

    

    

                                  

    

                   

   

                               

                        

    

                               

                       

    

                                      

                      

                          

                    

 

 

 

 

 

* NRDC February 7th, 2020 ~ 
NRDC and Allies Sue Trump Administration to Protect Pangolins 

The illegal wildlife trade is pushing pangolins toward extinction. The administration 

must use the Endangered Species Act to save them. (221 kB) + 

ey 

Two weeks ago the Trump admin was sued to stop importation of pangolin parts into the US. Gann: | 

09:31 Some good info in this articie. 

Interested in which species of pangolin has the 99% virus. 

The Sunda pangolin apparently carrying two fairly divergent lineages and different lineage from the 99% virus. 

Also consider that US imports meat and scales, so not infectious. 

® Robert Garry 10:07 

ig To the point of the live animal trade. With so many different isolates does seem likely this is resident in pangolins, but... 

|s there a bat virus or viruses also closer and seeding pangolins and perhaps other animals? Or is the pangolin sustaining this virus in it's own population? Not sure the situation with SARS-CoV-1 

provides definitive guidance on this. 

“Jeremy wants us to publish our report somewhere. Thoughts?” 

| think it’s really important to get the pangolin sequence first (1 assume they haven't shared the FASTA file yet). 

Qe 
The implications of a 99% similarity and a 99.8% similarity are pretty profound and at least would dramatically alter the discussion. 

pretty profoundly different 

Robert Garry 10.57 

@ | suppose could start revising the white paper with the expectation that the 99% pangolin sequence will appear in the near term. 

Andrew Rambaut 11:20 

It all depends on the furin site - a pangolin with furin insertion would kill the passaging theory (whatever the distance). Without an insert, the closer it is the more likely the passaging theory 

becomes. 

@ ¢ 
Eddie Holmes 17:59 

SARS-CoV-2 is a good choice. Completely agree about the pangolin + furin insertion theory. | think we have to wait for this. Would be daft to have a paper out there saying that passage is possible 

and they then show the pangolin has the insertion. 

Kristian Andersen 17:55 

Logically SARS-CoV-2 is good, but | do have to wonder what the Chinese will think about that name given all the stigma around “SARS”. I'm not sure they want another one of those, so definitely 

important they're consultant (I'd be okay with not getting all 1.5 billion of them on board though...) 

Some potential fun for the weekend - alignment of relevant ACE2 receptors. | was trying to get a sense of how similar pangolin ACE2s were to human and whether replication in that host could 

lead to a receptor that's quite finely tuned to the human receptor. Not very clear that that’s the case, but I'll play around with this a bit. Manis javinica = pango 

he
 

be
 

Zz 
UO 

2 files * 

ACE2 Receptors.geneious a ACE2.png 
Zip PI PNG 

Eddie Holmes 18:11 | 

® China will HATE it. Tommy reckons he has data that shows that the pango virus will do well with ACE2. 

February 8th, 2020 ~ 

Eddie Holmes 00:34 

® Some news from on the ground in China: they have samples from Wuhan for sequencing but because the city is sealed they can't get them out for NGS. Makes sense. Keep to yourself. 

Andrew Rambaut 0214 

@\@ The civet (Paguma) has that bit from residue 41 onward that is really similar to the the primates. 

Robert Garry 02:09 

eB o they really want to publish first in Chinese?Any change of getting Nature/Jeremy involved with the Southern Ag University woho have the 99% pangolin sequence? Offer them a Nature paper 

(heck, offer them the cover) in exchange for the sequence. We'll review and”help” them edit. the put thewhite paper up as an editorial. D 

Sorry keep hitting return 

Do they really want to publish first in Chinese? Any chance of getting Nature/Jeremy involved with the Southern Ag University with the 99% pangolin sequence? Offer them a Nature paper (hell, 

offer them the cover) in exchange for the sequence. We'll review and"help” them edit, the put the white paper up as an editorial. | 

e@ Andrew Rambaut 05:20 
ip Jeremy is aware of the importance of the pang99. | think we should get our report into a paper ready format (we need a few details and numbers). Eddie has also tried to contact the authors as 

well. A co-publication may be a good idea - Nature would probably accept a back-to-back pair - or our report could be a commentary. 

Question from Patrick Vallance and Jeremy - does the existence of the glycan sites be used to say they evolved in the presence of an immune system? 

Even if they did it wouldn't rule out a serial passaging in animals like Ron's HSN1 paper, | guess? (edited) 

REV0002919
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Robert Garry 043 February 8th, 2020 ~ 

Id say the existance of the glycans is pretty strong evidence of evolution in the presence of an immune system. | don't think it is random chance since the glycans appear in other betacoronaviruses 

that “evolve a furin site, eg MHV and HKU1. MHV and HKU1 also simultaneously evolve a variable and sometimes large patch of O-linked glycars at the top of the prefusicn (virion) form of the 

spike. Seems pretty clear this is immune based selection all around to me. 

Yes serial passage in animals would do the same thing. There are a couple passage of HSN11 in chicken papers - the furin site appears in steps. 

Hopetully the pangolin 9996 CoV shows up with a furin site » if not as Andrew said passage becomes more likely. 

If this is going high profile we need to add a few things. 

Adiagram outlining the three scenarios with cartoons of bats and pangolins. Don't make the cell culture passage scientist look asian (but maybe resemble an Ego guy). Could even have a 

bioweapon scenario with a big X. 

Maybe some sort of diagram of the overall spike mode - Kristian made a pdb, and so dd I so can do this pointingg out the furin site and o glycan if this sounds like a possibility. 

Andrew Rambaut os: 

Ihave created a copy of the report to tum into something publishable: https://docs.google.com/document/d/14HI2 1tdEyXQSXBBDC2KwHySrKffyMdKWdMZGXxbd278/e EG EQ Oo Q : 

We need a carton picture of Peter Daszak to use in all the figures. 

I don't think we should go anywhere near bioweapons - excluding lab constructs is sufficient 

It might be a good idea to nail the Lyons-Weiler stuff without mentioning it explictly - ie., say there is no evidence of insertions or recombination from other known viruses (including SARS). The 

entire nCoV ge is ch ded from a putati with RaTG13.   

Robert Garry 09:57 February 8th, 2020 ~ 

Stating the obvious: When the pangolin 99% sequence comes we're (and nobody better) are going to have to evalsate whether this jumped straight into people. We know the number of mutations 
from the SARS-CoV-1 market animals to people. |s this in the same range or does the pabgolin virus have too many mutations (incuding or not the furin or mucin) to be the immediate progenitor? 

Will need to include perhaps in a diagram. 

Robert Garry 0902 

close enough? 

Image.png > 

   
nl | 

Andrew Rambaut 09.04 
That will do. Notimplying anything about nefarious goings on. 

Agreed. | was thinking of doing a quick analysis to estimate the date of the common ancestor with RaTG13 based on a reasonable range of rates. We could then reverse that and give the expected 

number of substitutions fora recent common ancestor - although | am not sure we know how recently a nCoV-pang99 MRCA would need to be, 1% divergence would imply about 5 years back in 

time (minimum - given current nCoV rate estimates). But we wouldn't expect to get the ipaeeenitoaunless it was basically in Wuhan market. 

Robert Garry 0710 

Perfect 

Robert Garry 09:17 

I could see the other pangolin sequences factoring in as well, If they are closer in the RBD - and as Kristian is teaching us they're pretty damn close, and pang9? is closer elsewhere except in the 

binding domain then you cculd have a recombinant. Should be “straightforward” or not to rule this out once pang?9 comes. 

Yeah - big Giffernce in implications between 99.0 and 99.8%. If | had to guess I'd say is closer to the former or else we'd be hearing how pang99? was nearly 100% similar, 

Andrew Rambaut 09-02 

Estimates of the date of common ancestor of nCoV and BalG13 assuming arate of 1e-3 (left) and 0.Se-3 (right) 
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95% credible intervals: 

rate 1e-3: 1982.9271, 1997.564 
rate O.5e-3: 1947.6461, 1978.0808 

So basically not more recently than 1997 

Andrew Rambaut 0943 
®@Robert Garry - 1 forwarded your reply about the glycans to Jeremy. He asks if itis OK to forward that to the whole group? (edited) i 

Robert Garry 0955 

sure! 

Robert Garry 1242 

anyone want to take astab at Tony Fauci 

ageethat =a 
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Andrew Rambaut 12.55 February 8th, 2020 ~ 

@o | guess the simple answer is no - there is no difference between 2 natural infection and a passaged infection. You could argue the transmission bottleneck might be larger? 

TMRCA_figure.png * 
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Robert Garry 1909 

<@m Well -| already sent an answer - not incompatible with what you're saying - in the lab you can overcome the bottleneck. 

Great looking figure! 

Robert Garry 1321 
aim https: www.bbe.com/news/world-51429400 

BBC - actual reporting - at least they usually try - we have very little of that left in the US. | 

Robert Garry 1447 

6 Comments - as predicted - by Ron Fouchier up on the email. 

Eddie Holmes 15:52 

B® Crap comments...basically just saying it can't be true. EEE, 

Andrew Rambaut 153 February 8th, 2020 ~ 

@@p es. Conflating the absence of evidence (passaging) with actual evidence against (engineering). 

Argument about the other viruses is facile 

@ Robert Garry 1547 

me Agreed 

Kristian Andersen 1559 
Super frustrating comments. To Ron's ‘As far as | am aware, no laboratory has worked on passaging the pangolin-origin virus, the bat-CoV RaTG13, or another closely related virus or had access to it 

prior to the outbreak” - not only has this been done, it's specifically being done in Wuhan. In BSL-2, That in itself means that we can’t just dismiss a lab theory off hand by saying “not possible". That 

would be very foolhardy. 

Kristian Andersen 1604 
The furin link keeps bugging me too - | can't find any good references on it in the published literature for CoVs. When | asked Mike, he Inked to this paper, which doesn't really describe it either: 

https:/jvi.asm.org/content/79/22/14451 Zijkey=709.as5da9513e80f42db103ec19b539ed1cc350b&keytype2=tt_ipsecsha 

* Joumal of Virology February Sth, 2020 ~ 

Murine Coronavirus with an Extended Host Range Uses Hoparan Sulfate as an Entry 

Receptor 

Only a relatively few mutations in its spike protein allow the murine coronavirus to 

switch from a murine-restricted tropism to an extended host range by being 

passaged in vitro. One such virus that we studied had acquired two putative heparan 

sulfate-binding sites while preserving another site in the furin-cleavage motif. The 

adaptation of the virus through the use of heparan sulfate as an attachment/ertry 

receptor was demonstrated by increased heparin binding as well as by inhibition of 

infection through treatment of cells and the virus with heparinase and heparin, 

respectively. 

Nov 15th, 2005 

& Robert Garry 1406 

8 Kristian you were on the NASEM call I think - who was it that volunteered that furin sites appear if you passage CoV in culture? 

Andrew Rambaut 16:9 
@@6 Okristian With respect to this - 

As to publishing this document in a journal, I am currently not in favor cf doing so. I believe that publishing something that is open-ended could backfire at this stage. I think it's | 

important that we try to gather additional evidence - including waiting om the pangolin virus sequences ard further scrutinize the furin cleavage site and O-linked glycars - before 

publishing. That way we can (hopefully) come out with some strong corclusive statements that are based on the best data we have access to. I don't think we are there yet. 

What do yeu think we should do? 
—SS 

What do you think we should do? February 8th. 2020 v 

Kristian Andersen 1421 

We should all just stay on Slack, that's what we should do - and not use email ©. Check my other email... | definitely think we should move towards publication and create a separate document 
focused on that, but | think it’s too early at the moment. 

Btw - very strong comments from A+E here - it's unbelievable how conflicted Ron is. 

Robert Garry 1430 

®@ We now have (and wewill get more) the pangolin data (Eddie has} we think we can tie this up even tighter with the next iteration and make 2 conclusive statement which will then be the goto 
scientific statement to refer to. 

Eddie and I have just come off a call with the National Academy of Medicine in the US - who the White House haz asked to produce a report on this... 

Movirg fast - don't think we should necessarily wait on the NAM to get something out there if pango99 sea is available. 

Kristian Andersen 1640 
NASEM is useless - they'll have exactly zero... Too political an organization. 

Kristian Andersen 1752 

So he agrees? "I do not understand Andrews argument“ The sequence data clearly and unambiguously rules out any form of lab construct or engineering of the virus. “. Molecular biologists like 

myself can generate perfect copies of viruses without leaving a trace, eg the BamHI site. The arguments for and against passaging and engineering are the same if you ask me.” 

Robert Garry i610 

<p Nature and passaging in cells or animals will generate unpredictable changes, thou we might make some rather generalized guesses as to what may pop up. 

REV0002921



Robert Garry 1415 

iw Engineering would not be detectable by modern methods of course. You could with enough cash synthesize the entire genome. SARS-CoV 2.0 isnt engineered. The furin site with the proline is too 

funky. The RBD is too different from what is or at least was at the time out there. | also don't really see passage in lab animals. Which leaves nature or passage in cell cellular. 

cells. 

Robert Garry 1629 
@ Pango?? might provide the answer, if & has the furin site. If not, it's the three choices outlined in the white paper. 

Eddie Holmes 10.99 

8 Things are movirg so quickly that I'm having trouble keeping up. | will see what I can today. The China CDC will be put more es online today (h ily), including 3 envi | samples 

which! assume means the fish market. May be huge. I'm hoping to get the first, but keep an eye on GISAID. 

  

  

Eddie Holmes 19.42 

B Crazy politics in China They want to publish in a Chinese journal because they are worried about criticism. This is fall out from the NEJM paper. Also, we really need to see if the pango datais as 

good as they claim. Indeed, it is actually 'up to 99%’ rather than "99%". That fooled me. It sounds like they have metagenomes confirmed by PCR of the animals. It might take a little while for this to 

come out. So, no need to wait for it. 

@ Andrew Rambaut 186 
BB Up to 99% is no good. There is a 342 bp stretch of RalG13 that is identical to nCoV. Sigh. ] 

Robert Garry 1657 February 8th, 2020 ~ 

Sm Science by press conference is rerety never as good the hype. 

If they are worried about criticism then maybe this science thing i not for them (tell that to my grad students all the time). 

OK - maybe the fish market samples will hold the key if they come - should be in the renge of 99.8%. Maybe Please let's hope for a transparent definition of *environmental.” 

Kristian Andersen 21:17 

Guys, one thing that occurs to me that is not currently mentioned in the document or email conversations - let's rot forget that what we're cbserved is completely unprecedented as far as | know. 

Never before has a zoonotic virus jumped into humans and spread through the population like wildfire with this kind of speed. This in itself would require further inquiry as the virus is obviously 

highly capable of ‘living’ in the human population. 

February 9th, 2020 ~ 

e Andrew Rambaut 05:16 

BB Swine flu 2009 cid though. 

Andrew Rambaut 06:15 

46 | thought you might be amused by my comments on the ICTV coronavirus study group's nCcV naming paper. You will be able to deduce what the paper said from my comments: 

I personally believe that the attempt to classify viruses in a hierarchical taxonomy analogous to that of Eukaryotes is a futile ‘task of Sisyphus’ that is expending the time and energy of 

way too many virologists. viruses are inherently resistant to this sert of taxonomy by their very nature and diversity and the benefits of such a taxonomy are far from clear to me. 

name for the current human outbreak name. Consistent with the naming of previous epidemic viruses such as HIV-1, HIV-2, Influenza 6 and Influenza C (although Influenza A is mere coapliceted). 

These are viruses that entered the human population and the name are assigned to virwses that are descendents of these zoonotic events (althougi MIV-1 and HIV-2 comprise multiple zoonotic 

events each although this was net known when they were nased). SEPP, 

That being said, consistent and definitive labelling of particular disease causing agents is essential for effective communication. { am strongly of the view that SARS-CeV-2 is a consistent | 

I have quite a few reservations about the analysis the authors have performed (see below) but ultimately I believe that their ultimate conclusion that SARS-Cov-2 is a mesber of the group of 

viruses that are labelled sarsr-Cov is sound. 

Ultinately SARS-Cov-2 seems like a reasonadle name from a scientific point of view (2 thirk I might have preferred "SARS-Cov-B' so that it doesn't sound quite so much like @ ‘sequel’). 

I am aware that there say be cultural and sociological reasons why this name may not be universally welcored but I as not in a position to comment on these. 

Comments on the manuscript: 

The discussion of “quasispecies’ is a distraction. Quasispecies is ar interesting mathematical rode] that is used to explore some theoretical behaviour of rapidly evolving viruses but it is 

extremely sieplistic and a inadequate discription of in vive evolutionary processes. In particular the icea that virus populations are ‘cooperative’ is a misunderstanding of the msde). For 

the purposes of this paper I would suggest not opening this can-of-worms and sinply state that virus populations within an individual host exhibit variation. 

Pairuise patristic distance is not an adequate setric for relatedness because of the rapic evolution of ANA viruses. RNA viruses accumulate PPD at the rate of about 9.1% per year. This neans 

that even if a viruces had directly deccended from the population of virucoe that cascod SARS in 200) we nould oxpect a PFO of at loset 1.7%. Escentially the authors: (and preeumably the I¢Tv 

in general) have got themselves into a circularity where they baild phylogenies and then seasure patristic distances off the phylogenies and then make phylogenetic inferences from the 
patristic distances. 

In figure 49 the authors show 6772924 and MG772932 as close relatives to SARS-CoV-2 but these are actually recombinants and for some of the genome are much closer to the set of viruses 

around SARS-CoV. This can be seen in Fig 1c of Zhou et al (2020) Nature. This paper 21s0 cescribes a much closer SARSr-Co\ ‘'RaTGi3" which seems not to be recombinant with respect to SARS-Cov- 

2 and is @ consistent distence across the entire genone- | 

MERS i3 a poor exemple becouse it is actually @ come! virus. All viruses labelled a3 MERS (whether in humans or camels) are descended from a common ancestor that wos in comels. Again, this 

wasn't know at time of naming. PEE, 

Robert Garry 0856 February 9th. 2020 » 
B Nicely done! 

Gif Keyboard AP 07.47 

@Kristian: /gifs owned (120 kB) + 

  

Kristian Andersen 0950 

They really should get somebody with phylogenctic knowledge in that group... | had a long discussion with some of them about patristic distance - entirely unfruitful... 

Robert Garry 1001 

aw httos:/www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26916286 
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® ncbi.nlm.nih.gov 
Molecular epidemiology and evolutionary histories of human coronavirus OC43 and 
HKU1 among patients with upper respiratory tract infections in Kual... - PubMed - 

NCBI 

Virol J. 2016 Feb 25:13:33. doi: 10.1186/s12985-016-0488-4 Research Support. 

Non-U.S, Gov't (13 kB) « 

Pub Med 

  

https:/wwrw.ncbinim.nih.gov/pme/articles/PMC4476415/ 

® PubMed Central (PMC) 

Genetic drift of human coronavirus OC43 spike gene during adaptive evolution 

Coronaviruses (CoVs) continuously threaten human health. However, to date, the 

evolutionary mechanisms that govern CoV strain persistence in human populations 

have not been fully understood, In this study, we characterized the evolution of the 

major antigen:spike ... 

https:i/wwaw.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/21849456 Februmry 9th,2020 + 

® ncbi.nim.nih.gov 
Molecular epidemiology of human coronavirus OC43 reveals evolution of different 

genotypes over time and recent emergence of a novel genotype due to... - PubMod - 

NCBI 

J Virol, 2011 Nov;85(21):11325-37. doi: 10.1128/JV1.05512-11. Epub 2011 Aug 17. 

Research Support, Non-U.S. Gov't (13 kB) - 

Pub Med 

  

c+ > s 3 

Robert Garry 1014 

® Becoming more convinced that SARS-CoV-2 furin site and O-linked glycans has prececence in other beta-coronaviruses, MHV, HKU1 and OC43. Variable $1/S2 cleavage sites and variable O- 

linked glycans. Also pertinent is the adaptive evolution of the RBD in these viruses. Also recombination. The variable $1/S2 cleavage sites and O-linked glycans seen in other subgroup A virus, but 

at least not yet in the b subgroup containing SARS-CoVs and related bat viruses. 

Robert Garry 1514 

@ Afewnew comments on the email chains. Six minutes apart. 

https:/abcnews.go.com/Politics/white-house-asks-scientists-investigate- origins-coronavirus/story?id=68807304ABC News' Chief Medical Correspondent Dr. Jennifer Ashton asked the director of 

the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease about concerns that stem from misinformation online that the novel coronavirus could have been engineered or deliberately released. 

"There's always that concern,” Or, Anthony Fauci said, ‘And one of the things that people are doing right now is very carefully looking at sequences to see if there’s even any possibility much less 

likelihood that that's going on. And you could ultimately determine that. So people are looking at it, but right now, the focus is on what are we going to do about what we have” 

S ABCNews 

White House asks scientists to investigate origins of coronavirus 

The White House asked scientists and medical experts to research the origins of the 

novel coronavirus, in part to counter misinformation about the outbreak. (89 kB) « 

We Bs 

  

   
\ think Fauci gave the correct answer regarding engineering or deliberate release. You need to look. It follows and makes sense that you also look at accidental release as a possibility (something | 

BTW that happened with SARS-CoV-1 SEVERAL times, 

Call me conspiratorial (OK that horse left the barn), but | think there may be some hallway talk going on at Erasmus. 

Kristian Andersen 15.39 

\ didnt realize both Ron and Marion are at Erasmus... Interesting. She makes some good points though that lagree on. 

Good comments from Tony in that article - ever the politician. 
saa 
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Robert Garry + 

MPGK: "And | would leave “lab escape"for the discussion, because putting that in the public domain as a hypothesis in my view will be read as “see, they also thought so” 

1. Its already in the public domain as a hypothesis, so we really would be the ones “putting it out there” 

2. not addressing accidental release would be worse than mentioning it, since then it looks like a cover-up. 

ES Kristian Andersen 16 
Agreed - this is already out there in full force so it'd be very important to discuss, Can't just sweep that under the rug. 

Robert Garry 14 

3. Accidental release of SARs-CoV-1 happened several times as acknowledged by WHO - not mentioning this as a possibilty or worse burying it in the small print might make some people on the | 

team less uncomfortable, but IMO would blow-back bigger than not confronting it head-on and offer every reason why it didn't happen or at least may not have happened here. Really need those 

Pango up to "99" or "environmental" sequences. | am starting to fear that there may be something wrong or they may not come soon or worse at all. 

would NOT would be the ones “putting it out there." 

    Andrew Rambaut 16.09 

| have seen the ‘environmental’ sequences (I hope this is OK to mention it Eddie?) - they are identical to the Wuhan backbone. But who knows what they are. 

Robert Garry 16:14 

@ Hmmn - if by identical you mean 100% like a lot of the SARS-CoV-2 sequences, my first guess would be it probably means they did not come directly from any animal. 

Robert Garry 1623 

@ https://wwwnce.cdc.gov/eid/article/11/12/04-1293_article 

= Emerging Infectious Diseases journal 

SARS-CoV Infection in a Restaurant from Palm Civet 

Epidemiologic investigations showed that 2 of 4 patients with severe acute respiratory 

syndrome (SARS) identified in the winter of 2003-2004 were a wa... (132 kB) + 

EMERGING 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES | 
A Poer-Revirwed Joernal Tracking ord Analyzing Diseass Trends      

  

https://wvaw.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/1598 February 9th, 2020 ~ 

B® ncbi.nim.nih.gov 

Identification of two critical amino acid residues of the severe acute respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus spike protein for its variation in zoonotic... - PubMed - NCBI 

J Biol Chem. 2005 Aug 19:280(33):29588-95. Epub 2005 Jun 24. Research Support. 

Non-U.S. Gov't (13 kB) + 

Pub Med 

    

https://wwew.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/15695 

B) ncbi.nim.nih.gov February 9th, 2020 
Cross-host evolution of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus in palm civet 

and human. - PubMed - NCBI 

Proc Natl Acad Sci US A. 2005 Feb 15;102{7):2430-5. Epub 2005 Feb 4. Research 

Support, Non-U.S. Gov't; Research Support, U.S. Gov't, P.H.S. (13 kB) + 

Pub Med 

  

https:/www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/ 15347429 This one interesting! fl 
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®) ncbi.nim.nih.gov 
Mutational dynamics of the SARS coronavirus in ceil culture and human populations 

isolated in 2003. - PubMed - NCBI 

BMC Infect Dis. 2004 Sep 6;4:32. Research Support Non-U.S. Gov't (13 kB) + 

Pub Med 

  

® hittps:/science.scencemag.org/content/sci/early/2003/09/04/science. 1087139 full_pdf Identical seems unexpected if from an animal source. Yes indeed would be good to know how the 

environment was sampled. 

Robert Garry 1624 

And Rami hepruary Yth, 2UzZU ~ 
rew baut 17-58 

@ie Something that Richard Neher noticed - a mutation in ORF8 where the cluster sticking out with many of the recent cases matches RaTG13 (amino acid S) where as the so-called Wuhan outbreak 

sequences have aL: 

imageeng ¥     
There is also a synonymous SNP in ORF 1ab that shows the same pattern: 

February 9th, 2020 » 
magepng * 

    

This suggests a different rooting of the tree: Fobrumy 9th. 2020 

mage.png ¥ 
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Robert Garry 

Very inter 

  

sting i 

  

id important. More evidence that the market was not the point source from which the outbreak sprang? 

  

& Andrew Rambaut 

4% Need to see what the pangolin looks like! 

Robert Garry 

@ Oh yeah - the su 

| @| Eddie Holmes 

s Apologies, but I'm not going to be able to take part in these discussions much for a while because this storm has caused havoc. I've had no power for 24 hours and it might be another 24. It’s a real 

he moment; (ii) the environmental seqs are spe 

    ense is killing me....1 suppose tha hat beer is for. 

   

  
mess. Need to do a clean up. A 
P 

   

  

    are we doing out 

  

s paper thing? | just can't ge’     arly uninformative. 

  

ty shocking if this is the best they ha   nterpret the 

  

native rooting? | can't work out the s in the top clade. 

96,000 houses    ithout power, Alas, | live 

  

the worst affected area. | only came into work to charge my devices. 

Robert Garry 

@® Nothing to apologize about - sorry for the mess, the distraction and the headaches. 

@ Andrew Rambaut 

This is the BEAST tree: 

  

   Enforcing this root in BEAST doesn't really change things much. Rate 8.7e-4 (2.4e-4, 1.4e- 

  

, TMRCA 2019-14-29 (2019-10-20, 2019-12-20}. Exponential growth rate actually goes up - equivalent 

  

  of a doubling time of 6.5 days.   

Only one Wuhan sequence in the top clade but quite a few of the exports in that clade came from Wuhan. 

m the market     mediated sprea 

  

p from prior circulating 

    

ing the environmental samples would help, but the results made me uncomfortable. Afraid P.     099 might not be any more informative either, | think Kristian      guidance from the email team not all that helpful either so far 

Robert Garry 4 February 9th, 2020 ~ 

B Waiti 

‘was 

  on pango up to 99. Lwas hop: 

  

he environmental samples would help, but the results made me uncomfortable. Afraid Pango99 might not be any more informative 

ng to take a stab at paper. The guidance from the email team not all that helpful either so far. 

  

ither. | think Kristian 

    

         ully might loosen th 

Andrew Rambaut 

|e Eddie Holmes 
® Andrew. can | pass this info back to China CDC? Hor 

@ 
@ie Of course 

Nick Loman and I were looki 

  

g at the genomes that \ 

  

nt up yesterday (9 of 

  

Some of them have weird errors in them (rows of 4 SNPS and things). We don’t really know what is causing 

these errors. 

|e) Eddie Holmes 

B® Thanks. 

    

Ee Kristian Andersen | 
i Andrew Rambaut did you take a look at the environmental samples? They look Wuham to me, but not particularly basal to the rest... Tells us nothing. I'm a little suspicious of these... ‘ 

Kristian Andersen 

Root         

  

if WHO4 (406801) is the most logical root, but the RTT on that tree is 

  

of this tree in ger i i > t in Wuhan and taking RaTG13 id 1 it looks to me < 

Ss. Multiple closely space intros? & Raat 
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February 10th, 2020 ~ 

e Robert Garry 09.17 

ig | have some questions about this EM. 

image.png ¥ 

  

February 1Uth, 2UZU © 
http: //wwwe.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202002/07/WSSe3didaca310128217275d93.htrn 

0 chinadaily.com.cn 

Pangolin could be coronavirus intermediate host: Study - Chinadaily.com.cn 

The pangolin might be a potential intermediate host of the novel coronavirus, as 

genome sequences of the disease strain separated from the animals were 99 percent 

identical to those found in infected people. a study has discovered. (102 kB) + 
= = 

     

From another article: February 10th, 2020 ~ 

GUANGZHOU, Feb. 7 (Xinhua) -- The genome sequence of the novel coronavirus strain separated from pangolins was 99 percent identical to that from infected people, indicating pangolins may be 

an intermediate host of the virus, a study has found. 

The study was led by the South China Agricultural University. According to Liu Yahong. presi of the university, the ‘h team analyzed more than 1,000 metagenome samples of wild 

animals and found pangolins as the most likely intermediate host. 

Molecular biological detection revealed that the positive rate of Betacoronavirus in pangolins was 70 percent. Researchers further isolated the virus and observed its structure with an electron 
microscope. They found that the genome sequence of the coronavirus strain was 99 percent identical to those in infected people. 

  

Assuming this an accurate account the researchers did metagenomic studies of 1000 wild animal samples. Then they assembled genomes,and analyzed them. 

Here's what keep me up last night: 

THEN the “Researchers further isolated the virus and observed its structure with an electron microscope” 

So - they grew it in cell culture, Those picture looks to me like growth in cultured cells - probably Vero. You can’t get EM pictures out of animal tissues like this. Furthermore the virus is growing 

pretty damn well in those cells. 

Robert Garry 0941 

© B This doesn't happen overnight. This likely means that the metagenomic study etc happen a while back. My BIGGEST question how far back. The first | heard of pangolin sequences on Virological 

about 10 days ago. My second BIG question - if they grew it in culture as they said how much did the virus change on passage? They surely did not grow the virus in pangolin cells. Gentlemen 

please walk me back on where my mind is wondering... 

Andrew Rambaut 10.03 

Bip 99% is not close enough. + IZ a i a = a 3 

Kristian Andersen 10-08 

Those Guangdong sequences do look mighty basal though & 

| think the likelihood of them quickly throwing these into culture to ‘snap’ some EM pictures is pretty high. Doesn't mean much though - getting EM and sequences within a couple of weeks is 

pretty reasonable if you know exactly what to do (these folks had a paper on pango sequences last year, so I assume they do). 

Robert Garry 10.21 
Me httos:/wvew.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pme/articles/PMC6893680/figure/viruses-11-00979-f005/ 

® PubMed Central (PMC) 
Viral Metagenomics Revealed Sendai Virus and Coronavirus Infection of Malayan 
Pangolins (Manis javanica) 

Pangolins are endangered animals in urgent need of protection. Identifying and 

Cataloguing the viruses carried by pangolins is a logical approach to evaluate the 

range of potential pathogens and help with conservation. This study provides insight 

into 

@) € 
THis one? 

Seems like different group in Guangdong than South China Ag but maybe they came together. if 

REV0002927



Fig 5 kinda a mess The phybgenetic tree of Conronavirus from Malayan pangolina February 10th, 2020 ~ 

and 

  

was approved by the ethics committee for animal experiments at the Guangdong Institute of Applied Biological Resources (reference number: GIABR20170720, 20 July 2!   The study 

  

lesign\ 

followed basic principles outlined by this committee. 

  

Robert Garry 

® Still need the pango99 sequence with or without furin site - the O-glycans may t 

eS Kristian Andersen 

Yup 

The ‘environmental’ semple 

  ) distraction (though interesting questions). 

    

re entirely uninformative - I'm not convinced they're actually environme: 

  

Robert Garry 1 

® Probably not - what - they swabbed crates of live animals and recovered sequences? 

  

"99% is not close enough.” 

Robert Garry 

but what about adaption of Pangolin99 to Vero by passag: 

generate SARS-CoV-2 

by an accidental jump to humans, some human circulation then to SARS-Cov-2. How long would this path take to     

         

¥ @P W 
Robert Garry 

@ “I think the likelihood of them quickly throwing these into culture to ‘snap’ some EM pictures is pretty high. Doesn't mean much though - getting d sequences within a couple of weeks is 

pretty reasonable if you know exactly what to do (these folks hada paper on pango sequences last year, so | assume they do)” | 

  

    
Robert Garry 

@ The Wildlife group in Guangdong has been doing me th South 

  

vild animals this since mid-2017. Doesn't seem too far fetched to think they started working v 

‘ould be that the SCAU started culturing viruses from the samples they 

ared up, got real serious and done some cell 

  

pangolin and ot 

    

ot pangoin 

  

China Ag University somevhere along the way or that SCAU decided to get into 2 “race” pre-outbreak. My bet 

  

sequences out of pre-outbreak fF yal years back. The first case was announced Mid-December - sure - they could have g! 

  

    culture work and EM after that until th eek, but I'm guessing it's been longer. 

Robert Garry 

@ https:i/wvww.sciencedirect n/science/art $01663 3Dihub    
sciencedirect.com 

The spike glycoprotein of the new coronavirus 2019-nCeV contains a furin-like 

cleavage site absent in CoV of the same clade 

In 2019, a new coronavirus (2019-nCoV) infecting Humans has emerged in Wuhan 

  China, Its genome has been sequenced and the genomic information promptl 

Koopsman passed this to the email group. Not a great analysis IMO, but i guess this makes it somehow more “real 

eS Kristian Andersen 1627 
They're clearly thinking along the lines of escape in that article too. 

The virus that was supposedly initially transmitted from an animal reservoir to human (possibly via an amplifying host) but hum -human transmission has been reported [...] 

  

“we identified a peculiar furin-like cleavage site in the Spike protein of the 2019-nCoV" 

Robert Garry 

B® | think if the 

a Kristian Andersen 
Just adding Bob's link here since this is a pretty critical reference. https: nt gov/pubmed/31801868 

B® ncbi.nim.nih.gov 
Trypsin treatment unlocks barrier for zoonotic bat coronaviruses infection. - PubMed 

- NCBI 

J Virol. 2019 Dec 4. pii: JVI.01774-19. doi: 10.1128/JV1.01774-19. [Epub ahead of 

print] (13 kB) + 

     would have compared to RaTG13 escape might have bee 

    

Pub Med 
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Robert Garry 19-25 

B Probably - or as we've said the mind can play tricks and one of those tricks is denial. SARS-CoV-1 escaped from Chinese labs 2, 3 or 6 times [depending on your source] AFTER the outbreak that 

killed 10% of people infected was over. Yes, Wuhan maybe getting too much of the attention - could be anywhere. We know two groups in Guangdong were doing metagenomics and growing CoV 

from pangolins perhaps for years. Escape via a custodian or researchers could happen from a lab and you would PROBABLY never know it. 

Robert Garry 19.49 

@ The virus now has an official, though tentative, name 

China's National Health Commission announced Saturday that it had tentatively named the virus "new coronavirus pneumonia." In English, it will be referred to as "novel coronavirus pneumonia” or 

“NCP" for short. 

NCPV? Or is a battle brewing with ICTV? 

a@ NBC News 

Coronavirus updates: Death toll hits 811, surpasses SARS deaths 

As confirmed cases reach more than 37,100 in mainland China. here is the latest you 

need to know. (73 kB) + 

    

ea Kristian Andersen 15:57 

IMO China should have the right to name this thing ~ however, NCP is pretty darn terrible... 

Robert Garry : 

® Leaves very little room to name the next CoV disease that eseapes-fromranywehere—say- tab tr North Careline emerges. Another novel is paradoxical. 

Eddie Holmes 22:22 | 

@ Trying to catch-up...they've said we're not going to have power for a week. 

  
    

Eddie Holmes 22:43 

® Abit more on the pangolins. A don't for a second think that this virus out of a lab in Guangdong. | believe the authors in their explanation as it fits with my own work on pangolins. There is now a 

lot of interest in pangolins because of trafficking. Indeed, independently I have a different paper on pangolin viruses that has identifred a novel pestivirus and coltivirus: 

Figure 4.pdf 
POF 

  

Polyprotein    
Figure 5.pdf 
PDF 

  

At worse, | think they have got over-excited with their results and claimed too much. The implication is that their pangolin virus is closer to NCP than the one we have from Guangdong but we need 

to see the data. Unfortunately, they may not publish this any time soon because they have faced huge criticism in China, | think mainly from admitting that pangolins are illegaily trafficked into 

China which apparently you are not meant to say. Very Chernobyl. About to edit the doc. 

Kristian Andersen 

Thanks Eddie for shar 

anything at all. 

   

    

ig. Not quite sure what those pangolin viruses are though? And yes, I'm worried they have overclaimed too... Kinda bummed that the ‘environmental’ samples didn't show 

As for document - realistically I'm going to have a very hard time doing anything on it this week since I'm off Thursday > Sunday and have a compressed week, Come next week I'm back in business 

though - plus I will have some time Wednesday and first part Thursday this week 
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Eddie Holmes 23:44 

Thanks, Very hard to drop everything to keep doing this stuff. I've edit the doc a bit. Hopefully more like a paper now. Those trees | sent were for pestiviruses and coltiviruses. Only relevant in 

sense that, look, trafficked pangolins contain viruses. 

G@de¢ 

Eddie Holmes 23:51 

I've had a bash at the paper version of the text. If people want to take a look that would be great. Should not be too onerous. 

February 11th, 2020 ~ 

Kristian Andersen 

Will try to find some time tomorrow. 

Running a pretty interesting analysis at the moment. One of the hallmark features of SARS was that the spike protein adapted to the human ACE2 receptor + immune system early on in the 

epidemic. The question is, how does that compare to nCoV? Calculating dN/dS across the full spike protein from early SARS sequences we get a dN/dS of 1.82. For nCoV that drops to 0.29 - which 

is a lot lower. Hypothesis being that the spike protein of nCoV might already be adapted to a human receptor. Of the handful of nonsynonymous mutations we do observe in nCoV, none of them 

are involved in receptor binding. 

  

Not yet done 

  

with this analysis, but pretty interesting, 

Calculating dN/dS for SARS in the middle of the epidemic, it drops to 0.44 - so still higher than ‘early’ nCoV. 

Andrew Rambaut 

Heading over to WHO now. Will keep you informed here if anything interesting crops up. Hope to have a few minutes to chat with Jeremy too. 

Eddie Holmes 0+ 

Have fun at WHO. Ask Dastwat about that Guinea Ebola seq. Anyone who wants to edit the paper version of the doc please go ahead. Should not take a whole more. Bob - there is a bit for you. 

Andrew Rambaut 04 

Had a quick chat with Christian Drosten. He is strongly of the opinion that the virus has adapted in humans. He thinks it has been circulating in some part of China for a while. 

Eddie Holmes 

Evidence? 

Then why the animal market and the positive environmental samples? 

At least that's one of our possibilities. If he's right I'd bet Guangdong. 

Andrew Rambaut 0: 

No evidence. 

The animal market could just acted as a sentinel site in the surveillance system (i.c., a cluster of h2h that got flagged because they all work there). 

  

above). However, this divergent still isnt very long ago 

And environmental samples are what exactly? 

| agree about Guangdong, though (might explain the rooti | 

Robert Garry 07.58 

Can someone send me a link to the googie doc? | only have the link to the old version. | guess. 

Robert Garry 

Sorry ~ got it... 

Kristian Andersen 0? 

| don't think Christian is right - doesn’t make sense when we look at the TMRCA and very limited diversity in the earlier samples. Sure, we may have missed transmission chains that died out, but 

that would have been peculiar, 

Guangdong does seem like a viable root of the tree though - the rooting still has me majorly confused, 

@ ea S replies Last reply 3 years ago 

Robert Garry + 

nitp:     ect.com/science/article/pii/SO065352 90010?via%3Dihub 

sciencedirect.com 

Hosts and Sources of Endemic Human Coronaviruses 

The four endemic human coronaviruses HCoV-229E, -NL63, -OC43, and -HKU1 

contribute a considerable share of upper and lower respiratory tract infection... 

Here is Christian's thinking of this congealed into a very nice paper. 

Other human pathogenic CoVs circulated before being discovered."The emergence of HCoV-OC43 in humans was proposed to be linked to a host-switching event around the year 1890, a time 

05,    that coincides with a pandemic of respiratory disease recorded in humans (Vijgen et 

sciencedirect.com 

Hosts and Sources of Endemic Human Coronaviruses 

The four endemic human coronaviruses HCoV-229E, -NL63, -OC43, and -HKU1 

contribute a considerable share of upper and lower respiratory tract infection... 

sciencedirect.com 

Hosts and Sources of Endemic Human Coronaviruses 

The four endemic human coronaviruses HCoV-229E, -NL63, -OC43, and -HKU1 

contribute a considerable share of upper and lower respiratory tract infection... 

Robert Garry + 

Agnostic approach works - give the pluses and minuses of each scenario. 
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Fouieery 240, ever 

Robert Garry 

B® “Calculating dN/dS across the full spike protein from early SARS sequences we get a dN/dS of CoV that dre ? - which is a lot lower 

  

2. Fo         

»u calculate dN/dS for the pangolin spike sequences? They are pretty divergent         

different nan I'm starti WTFV more and more.     erybody comes up with 

ie Kristian Andersen 

Can you calculate dN/dS for the pangolin spike sequences? They are pretty divergent 

a little sketchy so I'm not quite sure what we'll find. 

  

Yeah, that could be done, but the sequences    
Robert Garry 

B AS fora new     to for |.     gure is there some way 

  e     s that most readers eyes will glaze ov 

  

nt root. | think that means a long pre-detection period in Wuhan (possibly outside). Basically 

% Andrew Rambaut 14.2 

@@e Going to cha 

  

convinced about the mid-po   z. | am beginning to be m 

  

with Jeremy tomorrow morning     

    once you lose the market as the origin, all bets are 

| Kristian Andersen 
Yeah, | think that’s an ii ig possibility too Andre t f hallenging. Thing is, g 

e th 

envir 

         

  

   

  

oreads extre hat while the marke 

    

easily between humans 

  

  tal samples 

  

extended human-to-human tr nme 

  

there, it's because    e Andrew Rambaut 

ae J e it was. a market - this is essent     That is my suspect t! 

  

narket. 
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Kristian Andersen 15.04 

If we drop some of the earlier assumptions (e.g., market, limited H2H, people infected from animals, etc.), all of this would fall more into place. We know that H2H transmission likely wasn't limited, 

which puts a dent in the market hypothesis anyway. With those, a midpoint root becomes an entirely plausible scenario and would explain the data a lot better. Now, @Andrew Rambaut how does 

this influence TMRCA estimates? My knowledge is too limiting here - but what would the ‘root’ TMRCA actually correspond to? Presumably, with significant undetected circulation and a midpoint 

rooted tree, the true TMRCA could be significantly further back in time? 

1 Areply 3 years ago 

. Robert Garry 1512 

& ® Agree - the market could be a red herring. Detection bias. From the Party Parrot Paper : The Guangdong Wildlife Rescue Center received 21 live Malayan pangolins from the Anti-smuggling 

Customs Bureau on 24 March 2019; most individuals, including adults and subadults, were in poor health, and their bodies were covered with skin eruptions. All these Malayan pangolins were 

rescued by the Guangdong Wildlife Rescue Center, however, 16 died after extensive rescue efforts. Most of the dead pangolins had a swollen lung which contained a frothy liquid, as well as the 

symptom of pulmonary fibrosis, and in the minority of the dead ones, we observed hepatomegaly and splenomegaly. We collected 21 organ samples of lung, lymph, and spleen with obvious 

symptoms from 11 dead Malayan pangolins to uncover the virus diversity and molecular epidemiology of potential etiologies of viruses based on a viral metagenomic study. This study will be 

beneficial to pangolin disease research and subsequent rescue operation. So, people infected from animals likely happening but when? 

Kristian Andersen 15.13 

For all | know, people could have infected the pangolins, not the other way... ;) 

@ Robert Garry 15:15 

8 I'm glad you said that not me.Something happened to turn the progenitor of from a viru 

Something happened to turn the progenitor of COVIS-19V from a virus spreading at a low level to one that spreads more easily. My bet would be on the furin site. 

@ Robert Garry 15:33 

<p how does this influence TMRCA estimates is the big question. 

Andrew Rambaut 15:24 

@p | ran BEAST a few days ago enforcing the ‘alternative’ rooting. For constant size the root is 2019-11-30 (2019-11-08, 2019-12-17]. For exponential growth 2019-11-29 [2019-10-20, 2019-12- 

20). | will try re running it today. 

So not that much. 

Kristian Andersen 1542 

Hmmm, yeah, that’s pretty much exactly the same. | wonder if there could have been undetected transmission going on for a lot longer than that (and currently fully unsampled), but without e.g., a 

functional furin site. Then once that was picked up some additional undetected cases that we're starting to see traces of in our data before going boom. That means the TMRCA now becomes the 

time at which the cleavage site was picked up, and not entry into the human population. 

| think | could buy that and would explain away everything: 

1. Rooting being so difficult 

2. Furin cleavage site since we have seen these in other human betaCoVs 

3. Recent TMRCA 

4. Human optimized RBD 

5. Low dN/dS because of ‘pre’ adaptation 

Does this even make sense given the data? (edited) 

a1 € 

© Robert Garry 15:57 yh An 
<u Thumbs up - I'll give the lay response. 

g Robert Garry 16:15 

<@ Need to work 1-5 above into the paper. 

® Robert Garry 16:21 

<@\8 Also need to include assumptions that can or probably can be dropped from KGA 2:04 post (market, limited H2H, people infected from animals}, Not sure can rule out the last one [but agnostic]. 

SARS-CoV-1 pretty much full-blown was in civets and caused disease straight into people. 

©) Robert Garry 16:20 
®e But SARS-Cov-1 did adapt it seems - dN/dS of 1.82 for SARS-CoV-1 dropping to .44 vs .26 for SARS-CoV-2 suggests to me human-to-human of SARS-CoV2 for some time. 

Robert Garry 14:40 

im “Undetected transmission going on for a lot longer than that (and currently fully unsampled), but without e.g.. a functional furin site. Then once that was picked up some additional undetected 

cases that we're starting to see traces of in our data before going boom." I'm going to call that the Andersen Hypothesis. Is there another hypothesis that fits the data better? 

Kristian Andersen 17:07 

Furin acquisition hypothesis 

Makes sense to me - but need input from the Grand Wizards of Phylogeny 

But SARS-Cov-1 did adapt it seems - dN/dS of 1.82 for SARS-CoV-1 dropping to 44 vs .26 for SARS-CoV-2 suggests to me human-to-human of SARS-CoV2 for some time 

SARS-1 most certainly adapted during the epidemic - primarily early on and most/a lot of that happening outside the RBD. This doesn't appear to be happening for SARS-2, so certainly consistent 

with a pre-circulation hypothesis. 

February 11th, 2020 ~ 
Robert Garry 17.13 

im The precedence for a betacoronavirus that does not change much when it jumps species is BetaCoV1. Seems that is pretty much pan-tropic - very similar viruses in a variety of species including 

cows, dogs, giraffes, water buffalo, yaks etc. Yes - per Baric JV optimal furin site plus predicted O-glycans as a bonus. Not sure about the RBD but these are very similar viruses overall. 

& Robert Garry 17-20 

8 The receptor for these viruses is sialic acid. 

@ Robert Garry 17-32 

«8 Human to human pre-circulation hypothesis looking good? Pre-circulation in animals then animal-to-human, followed by human-to-human [like SARS-Cov-1}looking not so good? 

@ Robert Garry 17-28 

8 Can you now distinguish pre-circulation in animals, then circulation in Vero cells, followed by human-to-human? | think it might be possible to nearly eliminate this one too with some additional 

thought/input. 

@ Robert Garry 16:00 

ip hitps:/www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2211124718311483?via%3Dihub Here one cell culture passage paper - bottom line it took multiple passages to adapt to the receptor. 

| sciencedirect.com 

Adaptive Evolution of MERS-CoV to Species Variation in DPP4 
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Micdle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) likely originated in bats 

and passed to humans through dromedary camels; however, the genetic .. (85 kB) = 

z my 5    
https: www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC249560/ 

x» B® PubMed Central (PMC) 

Generation of seal influenza virus variants pathogenic for chickens, because of 

hemagglutinin cleavage site changes. 

Influenza virus A/seal/Mass/1/80 (H7N7} was adapted to grow in MDCK cells and 

chicken embryo cells (CEC) in the absence of exogenous protease. The biological 

properties of the virus variants obtained coincided with intracellular activation of the 
hemagglutinin ... 

Kristian Andersen 1804 

\don't think any of these can be eliminated or confirmed at this stage, but a couple of things: 

1. All data seems to be consistent with the pre-circulation hypothesis posed above 

2. O-linked glycans and low dN/dS not so consistent with passage in cell culture - furin cleavage site and optimal human ACE2 RBD very consistent 

3. Low dN/dS and optimal human ACE2 RBD not so consistent with passage in animal model - furin cleavage site very consistent 

4, Low dN/dS, furin cleavage site, and optimal human ACE2 RBD not so consistent with direct spillover - epi data consistent 

BAB reply 3 years ago 

Robert Garry 1804 

B Likewise many many passages in chick embryo cells to generate a polybasic cleavage in flu v. You can do it by cell culture passage but you really need to be trying to do &. 

Robert Garry 1611 ne 
® Agree! Grand Wizards of Phylogeny need to poke holes. if there are any. Need to firm up precedence of undetected circulation in humans prior to emergence of HKU1, OC43, NL63, 229E - 

Drosten review has some of this. 

Can you make a figure of the dN/dS data? Does this hold throughout the genome or just spike? 

Andrew Rambaut 16:16 

446 That MERS paper - why do people think MERS is adapted to humans? It has never transmitted for more than about a month in humans. No adaptations that arise in humans would get back into the 

camels. It isa camel virus. It is adapted to camels and just happens to replicate in humans. 

1am not convinced about dN/dS either - where do you get a dN/dS for SARS of 182? Across the whole genome? 

Souncs artifactual to me. 

Robert Garry 1620 

® Agree - bad premise, but they tried passaging MERS CoV in cell culture and it was pretty hard to get the virus to adapt - that was my peint. 

Andrew Rambaut 1621 
4@B fair enough | just have heard here people talking about MERS asa human virus. 

Robert Garry i622 

@ MERS-CoV another one that should be looked at for dN/dS. 

Kristian Andersen 19:45 ras oon 
Yeah, don't get the MERS stuff - doesn't make sense. aero = 

For SARS/nCoV I'm spacifically Icoking at the spike protein (for now) - comparing SARS early in the outbreak to in the middie of it. For SARS this has been done by others as well 

https: wvew.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/ 14752165 

B® ncbi.nim.nih.gov 
Molecular evolution of the SARS coronavirus during the course of the SARS epidemic 

in China. - PubMed - NCBI 

Science. 2004 Mar 12:303(5664):1666-9. Epub 2004 Jan 29, (13 kB} + 

Pub Med 
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Eddie Holmes 20:06 
February 11th, 2020 ~ 

'B Sorry, need to catch up. Had to teach a class! One a year. Yes, MERS is a camel virus. r ooce we un esas people say it is a bat virus. Anyway, I have trouble with the human pre-adaptation idea: 

don't see why the market is analogous to AIV screening unless Andrew knows something | don't. | think the best surveillance takes place in the hospitals; (ii) the main reason why Ive been to 
Wuhan a few times is to take part in this big lung wash study (BAL) study we have going on. We have meta-transcriptomic data of ~600 people reporting to Wuhan Central Hospital with 

  

respiratory disease. We have their full meta-transcriptomes but itis taking an age to analyse because the data set is so big. I'm going to attach the raw virus data here (keep to yourself). | think 

these are from 2018 but I have to check. There are CoVs but nothing new. I need to double-check with my Mang but he is about best in world about this. The cells in yellow are confirmed, the 

others per lane reflect Index-hopping. Obviously, not conclusive, but a representative sample that the virus was not there then. | suppose we need to get this published ASAP? 

  

20191008_virus_summary.xisx 

   Excel Spread: 

Over ExperimenLiceay Lane tal reach buman Nenana 

         ene «227187 
149748122 4520056 

February 12th 2020 ~ 

  Andrew Rambaut 01.07 

About emails - no problem with lan being on it. His question hore... 

  

Selection during passage 

1 Are we suggesting that the furin cleavage site evolved from de nove mutations or through recombination? 

Do we think the furin insertion could have occurred one AAat a time? Seems unlikely 2s you have to insert a whole codon at a time. And if | remember for AIV sometimes the actual insertion is 

from elsewhere in the virus genome {not sure about this - ithas been a while since | looked at this). 

With respect to the pre-December circulation - | don't think we can say that it was more than a month or two and in that time the numbers would be very small. If 2 months with a double time of 6 

days we have about 1000 people. But that pre-supposes the exponential growth rate we see now which presumably is the result of the furin sit. 

I still can't see it circulating long enough with stuttering chains of transmission for it to evolve the furin site (and whatever else) and then take off. This stuff can't happen easily or t would have 

happened in SARS 

Ke Kristian Andersen 0204 
All know is my head hurts... 

Furin site probably could be step by step - increasing its ability to be cleaved little by little. Codons come and go sometimes in RNA viruses, so | wouldnt be that surprised (eg,, we have seen it in 

Lassa and Ebola, but not Zika and West Nile). 

I still think the pre-circulation theory might have some legs, but | agree not perfect. 

Did you explore routing more? | tried masking some sites in earlier samples that are suspect and also ran beast without time information under a couple of different models. Creates some 

beautifully midpoint rooted trees. 

|e Eddie Holmes 03:24 

Ive added lan to the Google docs. I'll edit a draft now and hopefully he can add some wise words. 

Andrew Rambaut 03:91 

Had a chat with Jeremy this morning. Really not much more to say. 

  

Eddie Holmes 03:32 

You mean for the doc? 

Andrew Rambaut 0 

Just that he still thinks it is important to get a matter-of-fact paper out there. 

     
Eddie Holmes 03:36 

® Yes, let's just finish it. 

Muchas | think it is dumb, we need touse COVID-19. The ICTV are a bunch of twats. 

Plus Jeremy is WHO linked 

@ Andrew Rambaut 0 
BB Problem is that COVID-19 is the disease. We could start to call it COVID-19-CoV if we want to troll ICTV 

repruary 12un, zuzu ~ 

lam doing an up-to-date BEAST analysis which we could use to discuss timing of TMRCA. Will then use the rate we get there to estimate divergence to RaTG13. Will be a minimum date but we 

could make that clear. 

Can we use GISAID data? V/ould need the ackn. table but there is also the bit about attempting collaboration (for all submitters?). 

a Eddie Holmes 03:55 

@ Shit. you're right, so confusing. | think adding GISAID data is a good idea. Table can go online, 

@ Andrew Rambaut 0+«9 

is Needs quite a lot of work but what about a figure like this? 

73! 
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Andrew Rambaut 05.14 

@@ie The amino acid alignment insets could include a few more bats and SARS and you could let me Know (@Kristian) which you want and which residues to show. | am happy to un-Genelous it. 

Perhaps a sliding window similarity pict along the top to show how unrecombinant it is? 

2 Eddie Holmes 05:22 

8 & 

Eddie Holmes 05:56 
® Bloody obvious when you think about it: https: //www.express.co.uk/news/world/1240664 /coronavirus-news-latest-china-origin-meteorite-scientists-health-waming-death-toll-latest 

BS Express.co.uk 

Coronavirus came from METEORITE which hit China last year - bombshell scientist 

claim 

THE deadly ceronavirus which has killed more than 1.000 people globally came from a 

meteorite which hit China last year, scientists have sensationally claimed. 

Feb i ith, 2020 (58 kB) © 

  

@ Andrew Rambaut 06:10 

@ «nake-space-flu 

Robert Garry 0759 

® At least gives an alternative tMCRA - not quite ready to add another scenario. 

  

ES 

Robert Garry 0903 

from alexander and brown ref 

All the current evidence indicates that HPAI viruses arise by mutation after LPAI viruses of the HS or H7 subtype have been introduced into poultry. Several mechanisms may be responsible for this 

mutation, For most HPAI viruses, there appears to have been spontaneous duplication of purine triplets, which results in the insertion of basic amino acids at the HAO cleavage site, and this seems 

to occur due to a transcription error by the polymerase complex (76). However, as pointed out by Perdue et al. (76), this is clearly not the only mechanism by which HPAI viruses arise, as some 

appear to result from nucleotide substitution rather than insertion, while others have insertions without repeating nucleotides. The Chile 2002 (107) and the Canada 2004 (75) H7N3 HPAI viruses 

have emerged as the result of an entirely different mechanism and show distinct and unusual cleavage site amino acid sequences. They appear to have arisen as a result of recombination with other 

genes (the nucleoprotein gene and matrix gene, respectively), resulting in an insertion at the cleavage site of 11 amino acids for the Chie virus and seven amino acids for the Canadian virus. 

| think Kristian is on to something with the dN/dS but more analysis needed 

Cell. 2015 Jun 18:161[7)-1516-26. dot 10.1016/j.cell.2015,06.007. 

® nacbi.nim.nih.gov 

Ebola Virus Epidemiology, Transmission, and Evolution during Seven Months in Sierra 

Leone, - PubMed - NCBI 
Cell, 2015 Jun 18;161(7):1516-26, doi: 10.1016/j.cell.2015.06,007. Research Support, 

N.LH., Extramural; Research Support, Non-U.S, Gov't; Research Support, U.S. Gov't, 

Non-P.H.S. (13 kB) + 

February 12th, 2020 ~ 

Pub Med 

  

like Andrew's new figure too. 

Robert Garry 0928 

Speaking of figures - of which we need several, some perhaps the more technical like the detailed alignments can be supplemental. 

I started 45 minutes and did not finish a pango cartoon - a "scenario" diagram MIGHT be useful or it might be totally unhelpful - particularly since the main targets for this piece are not all 

virologists/evolutionary biologists. 

magepng * 

  

  @ Andrew Rambaut 09.44 
@ Great. A quick sketch of Peter D to be our ‘human’ would be good. 

  

(coincidental similarity, of course) 
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Robert Garry 1009 February 12th, 2020 ~ 

® Do you think something like this is too much coincidence? 

  

ES Kristian Andersen 13 
Ilike Andrew's figure a lot - so yes, let’s have something like that. | agree with Bob that having a schematic outlining the various scenarios would be critical as well- here's one | got started on for a 

talk I'm giving later today. Wouldn't be this one for the paper, but could serve as a starting point? 

t mission.ipg ¥ 

‘Market’ hypothesis 

2    
‘Pre-circulation’ hypothesis eee 

2 2 
Ec ec oc | 

he 822° “yee@e 

— LY 

    

\ think it's important we investigate the dN/dS difference more in-depth as it could provide critical clues that we currently don't have - if the spike protein evolves greatly after Co¥ jumps into 

humans but we don’t observe that in nCoV, then that's very important information worth including. | have reached out to Andrew, so hopefully | can wrestle him away for a few minutes to discuss 
  

Final point - now would probably be a good time to reach out to Clare to make sure that this is of interest to them and also get a sense of what specific things they might want addressed. Do y'all 

want me toreach out to her? 

I'll get on the document too, but I’m pinned down at the moment - I'll have time possibly later today, but otherwise tomorrow AM. I'll then be gone until Sunday AM (with no intemet - I'll bein the 

middle of the desert... 

Robert Garry 1 

@ Yes - ping Clare - give her alittle background about the email group. 

  

Robert Garry 1462¢ 

® What about these? 

  

@») ¢ 

Robert Garry 1648 

® | don't know about this one. 

agepne * 
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February 12th, 2020 ~ 
Eddie Holmes 1:5 

Gana 

& Kristian, if you could reach out to Clare that would be grand. She’s had way too many emails from me. Jeremy said that he would speak to Magda. | don't thirk we should have a picture of the 

pangglin as an intermediate host. Might be them, but | bet these CoVs will be found in a whole range of animals. | don't think we want to come down to heavily on the side of pangolins for now. | 

would just putting a bloody great question mark there. Or use a generic rodent sort of thing. 

eS Kristian Andersen 1591 

& 
Eddie Holmes 19:07 

@ Why has the name of the virus in the paper been changed back to 2019-nCoV when that is now out-of-date? I changed them all to SARS-CoV-2 and new it has been changed back. 

Kristian Andersen 1510 

| think lan might be responsible... looking at the version history. We should stick to SARS-CeV-2 I think? 

Emailed Clzre - will let y'all know what she says. If it’s a no, Science would likely be interested and Cell would take it for sure. 

» Robert Garry 1620 

Mew Change change to generic mdent with question mark 

image.png ¥ 

  

Or change any other aspect as well. 

even “Peter” 

Eddie Holmes +9:23 

TEED, 
February 12th 2020 ~ 

w Yes: (1) generic rodent with ?: (2) we need to use SARS-CoV:2. As soon as lan as finished I'll do another global find-and-replace. 

© Robert Garry ia4s 

«we Other edits corrections suggestions welcome. 

image.png * 
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Robert Garry 1928 February 12th, 2020 ~ 

<8 Could do something like these diagrams for SARS-CoV-1 and MERS-CoV for the supplemental file. Gocd contrast... 

» Robert Garry 2015 
S@ Maybe change orange CoVs to “partial adaptation to human receptor? Maybe change receptor to ACE-2? 

2 Eddie Holmes 21:00 

& Done more on the text. Looks good. 

Kristian Andersen 2223 

Im wiped - but will take a good dose look and provide edits first thing tomorrow. 

Eddie Holmes 22:26 

@& Get some rest! 

February 13th, 2020 ~ 

Andrew Rambaut 04.24 
® I'l be able to get on it today. 

Eddie Holmes o+.25 

® That would be great. 

» Robert Garry 092 
OB hitps:weew.ncb.nimnih.gov/pubmed/ 17402195 
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® ncbi.ntm.nih.gov February 13th, 2020 ~ 

[Study on the dynamic prevalence of serum antibody against severe acute respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus in employees from wild animal market in Gu... - PubMed - 

NCBI 

Zhonghua Liu Xing Bing Xue Za Zhi. 2006 Nov:27(11):950-2. English Abstract 

(13 kB) 

Pub Med 

  

Kristian Andersen 09.49 

Clare got back to me with a “Yes please!”. She suggested this was probably a “Perspective” 

File from iOS ¥ 
February 13th, 2020 ~ 

ee Tastle cose —- 

< oo oe 

gy emo ew, 

  

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is 
confidential ard shoud not be used by 
anyone who & not the original 
ttonded recigient. if you have 

in e-mail is error please 
the seeder ane chelate it trom 

nw er anne aver sternce 

  

   

  Andrew Rambaut 09.52 
4B (was thinking that something along the lines of a perspective as we are basically synthesising information. 

| Kristian Andersen 10.02 

Yup, agreec. I'll take a look as well shortly 
=, 

Robert Garry 1027 February 13th, 2020 ~ 

@ That's good news. 

Kristian Andersen 1191 

A couple of guidelines for the Perspective format - it's similar to a Review, but we have more flexibility in terms of content and length (can/should be short): https://www.nature.com/nature/for- 

authors/other-subs 

Main thing - 200 word synopsis and we caninclude a fair number of figures, so we might consider having maybe three? 

Nature 

Other types of submissions | Nature 

Other types of submissions 

Robert Garry 1229 

® Was thinking of something like this for the supplement. especially if Kristiandevelops some convincing dN/dS data comparing SARS-CoV-1 and -2 maybe other viruses, 

February 13th, 2020 ~ ~ ws te ~ 

  

Also | probably haven't captured the best flow for the various scenarios bu throwing this out for discussion and maybe learning something. 

We might want to go with other "genevic” “humans” at some point. 
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Eddie Holmes 15:13 Febramry 114 2020 
'@ Jeremy has connected my with Magda. So, k might be worth at least sending her an unfinished draft Just so she can see what we are doing. If we can crack this today that would be grand. 

| Kristian Andersen 1579 

I think since Clare is on it there might not be a need at this stage? We had a longer chat about dN/dS and some phylo figures - figures will be helpful, but the dN/dS needs some more thought. so 

we'll hold off on that for now and keep digging through those analyses. 

@Eddie Holmes can you please let Magda know that we already talked to Care? 

|e | Eddie Holmes 15-26 

® Will do. Personally, | not sure I'd bother with dn/ds. 

ee Kristian Andersen 1527 
Normally I'¢ agree with you, but could provide a critical cluc in this particular case - will explain later S. 

But for now. not going to be part of it. so all good. 

Robert Garry 1610 
Increase variation is spike was a thing during the spread into Korea - they were worried a neutralization resistant mutant. 

  

https: www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pmec/articles/PMC4696701/ 

® PubMed Central (PMC) 

Variations in Spike Glycoprotein Gene of MERS-CoV, South Korea, 2015 

An outbreak of nosocomial infections with Middle East respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus occurred in South Korea in May 2015. Spike glycoprotein genes of virus 

strains from South Korea were closely related to those of strains from Riyadh, == 

Arabia. ... 

is:13 THIs paper may not be very good - you're way better than me to judge, but it seems that changes in spike occur on introduction passage in humans. 

1613 hitps:/wwwne.cdc.gov/eid/article/22/1/15-1055_article’ 

= Emerging Infectious Diseases journal 

Variations in Spike Glycoprotein Gene of MERS-CoV, South Korea, 2015 
An outbreak of nosocomial infections with Middle East respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus occurred in South Korea in May 2015. Spike glycoprotein genes 0... 

(132 kB) + 

EMERGING 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

Jere Trecing ond Anohyang Disecse Trends 

also on passage in vero cells. 

Be safe in the desert Kristian. Watch out for snakes - can't be too careful with all the i ere... 

@e 
| @ | Eddie Holmes 18:40 February 13th, 2020 

@ Jeremy has spoken to Magda. She gets it. 

February 14th, 2020 ~ 

pn Eddie Holmes 04:28 

@ Dear Eddie and Jeremy, 

€aQaea 

Gaea 

Many thanks for the call yesterday, Jeremy. and for this email, Eddie. | have forwarded your message to Clare so close the loop: as indicated to Jeremy over the phone yesterday | find this very 

interesting and important: we will discuss in the editorial office and Clare will follow up with you directly, Eddie. 

Thank you again, 

Magdalena 

Nature expects, 

Robert Garry 1544 

Useful - perhaps for the supplemental file? 

image.png 
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Eddie Holmes 

The paper is coming together. Hawever...Zhang is hinting that they have someth   2, big. He won't tell me until it is confirmed. Cold war levels of paranoia. Given t! ve      ere discussing reanalysing 

(inc. with PCR) the 600 pre-outbreak BAL respiratory samples from Wuhan 

  

wer ifhe has a hit? Obviously, this will be huge but alse likely render our paper pointlass since it would prove one 

thesis. Alter as Ido. Bu tively, he mar     ve identified a related virus in scaly ferret or something. I'll let 

  

you knov       think we should just hold off until 1 | 

  

what is goir 

  

February 15th, 2020 

Robert Garry 

Agree that th      paper is progressing nicely. | think all the bases are covered. I can't really think of what Z 

2 BAL samples even finding SARS Cov-2 in a patient wot 

  

ng could come up 

  

h short of finding exact SARS CoV-2 in a wild animal (pangolin?) 

which fs doubtful, Unless there is some extensive history of      ‘0 hypotheses. Finding SARS CoV-2 in 5-10 would 

nda cool   unl but | think that enhances not moc      prove prove the cryptic circulation hypothesis, but | doubt this possibilty. He might also find a polybasic-less SARS CeV-2, which would be 

the paper. IOWS there a possibility he could add extra helpful but likely not definiti 

  

         e data. I think we should push this out ASAP. 

Andrew Rambaut 

Earlier human samples without polybasic insert = cr       by adaptation 

     golin or market animal with with polybasic insert = hypothesis 1 

in or market animal very close to SCoV2 but without polybasic insert = no information about hypothesis 1 or 2 but perhaps makes lab passaging more likely (little time for anything else) 

Earlier human samples with polybasic insert = cryptic transr 

Robert Garry 

®@ lvery mucha 

  

on, market probably not important, 

  

it no     daptation to produce epidemic = no information about hypotheses 

  

2 except for: “Earlier human samples without polybasic insert = cryptic transmi: 

  

n followed by adaptation = hypothesis 2." Make 2 more likely but not definitive. We won't k 

    

where the 

  

erson got 

Andrew Rambaut 

| think if 

@ progenitor - from another human or from ea    ting/exposure to wild animal. Also no way to know     t took off o a “stutter” - all predicted in the text 

  

human 

  

ithout an insert then it pretty much puts us into hypoth The a       ative is that th 

  

mans with and hout the insert are in         dent jumps 

  

bookending’ the acquisition of the insert in the non-human host - this sooms pretty unl 

  

Robert Garry 

® Agree- much more likely, but I think you covere 

  

this nicely with the “paradox” discussion. From purely geek perspective would love to actually sec     a polybasic-less SARS CoV-2 

February 1th, ZUZU 
e Andrew Rambaut 

ER Still a bit of cleaning and tidying to g0. Happy to     houghts On this... 

    

  

  

    

png * 

) 

Robert Garry 

®@ 661 ecdipigagi caSyqtqTns prrarSvasq 

Is the numbering correct for residues? I've n using QHRS6: 

@ Andrew Rambaut 

a 

  

Hmm. The numbering is from the al   ignment 

lean 

  

st the residue numbering for the insets - but probably be: 

  

to use SARS-CoV-2 numbering? 
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Robert Garry 1324 February 15th, 2020 ~ 

@p Ok - that confused me - | usually put the amino acid numbers of the individual residues front and back of each individual sequence. Seems to be right in the text. Also (d maybe just put a box 

around the residues $673, 1678, and $686. It’s the insertion of the proline that puts a kink iun the sequence and leads to the prediction of O-linked glycans. Other betacoronaviruses like HKU1 see 

diagran at 2:44 yesterday have a somewhat different solution for a strong turn (lots of serines) but a S, T, P rich regions is a requirement for mucin-like domains of other virus GP 

Using the SARS CoV-2 numbering works just fine as well since its S673, T678, and S686 in the text- just need to that say in the legend. 

Just to be dear - yes | 

‘d use the SARS-CoV-2 numbering. 

Andrew Rambaut 12:98 

The other thing | could do is to colour the residues so that they are one colour if they match SARS-CoV-2 (I hate typing that) and a different one if they don't (i.e., not have residue-specific colours). 

Robert Garry 1540 
@%@ Also | was going to say put in $1 and $2, but you're fast! 

@ Andrew Rambaut +200 

@™B Are you happy with the other labels? 

& Robert Garry 1944 

«@@ Yes - lobel sare looking fine and I think this is a big upgrade for the in-text figure. I'd stil keep and perhaps even expand the alignment figures for the supplemental file. 

As for the cifferent colors I'm the wrong one to ask - color blind - the colors are not very color blind friendly (not a big deal in this case of course) - what I can pick out they seem a bit arbitrary and 
not really group according to chemically similar amino acids - Y, W and F should be same or similar for example. | think putting the boxes around the identical residues like you did is the best 

approach. 

@ Andrew Rambaut 19:6 February 15th, 2020 ~ 

3B Eddie is colour blind too (I remember from the Ebola paper). 

& Robert Garry 1957 

@ip Should be $1 and $2 subunit. The coronavirologists like to use N-terminal domain (NTD) and C-terminal domain (CTD) for the two parts of S1 that can be REDs. 

e Andrew Rambaut 1957 

mip OK. 

a Robert Garry 1400 

@@p Looking great - might put "spike" in the top line but | don't have strong feeling for this. 

I might have to look into Geneious. 

see you had spike in and took out - your choice! 

@ Andrew Rambaut 14.05 

QB | didnt mec to delete it. will put it back 

figure.png ~ | 

      

tae 
Here is the (Illustrator editable) PDF version 

POF 

  

  

rebruary 19th, 2UZ0 © 

figure.pdf 
LS 

ap Por 

  

  

Robert Garry 1417 

ig Looks clean and to the point to me - excellent work! 

Eddie Holmes 14:58 
B Right, let's only make minimal changes to this now. I'll get a final version today - perhaps then for circulation as a normal Word doc. Submit as soon as we can. Figure looks great. 

Isent close to the final draft to Jeremy and he loved it. Got some comments back from him and someone else at Wellcome that I will incorporate. Laurie Garrett has been on Twitter... 

Also in the Daily Express 

Andrew Rambaut 15.05 
MG Was it about the METEORITE? 

REV0002941



  

| 

February 15th, 2020 ~ 

Eddie Holmes 

Follow the Garrett thread. They are di 

  

tly excusing Tian who | know well and is a great guy. Such BS. They only did animal dissections in the Wuhan lab 

  

Andrew Rambaut 

So basic 

  

y this is a new scenario ~ direct infection from a bat (however it happered). However, that doesn’t make sense because as faras we can see bats don't have cither the RBD mutations or 

the furin site. 

Perhaps we can add a bit about it being unlixely to be a direct infection from a bat. 

  

Robert Garry 1 

"We make all the key points." Agreed - everyone will not like it.BUT, everything had to be considered, particularly given the unfortunate coincidence of the location of the Wuhan Lab and the - 

excuse the pun - batshit crazy press and conspiracy bloggers. 

“unlikely to be a direct infection from a bat.” Yeah direct statement to that effect would be good. 

Robert Garry 

Bats have distinct ACE-2. There is no example of transmission of any bat CoV directly to humans. 

Robert Garry 1605 

Either way good but - just reading that Express article though talking about the bats. 

Eddie Holmes 

Ok. Fair point. I'lladd 

Eddie Holmes + 

Actually. | think there serological evidence of bat CoVs in humans (Yunnan), As such, probably wise not to state there is no direct transfer to humans. 

Robert Garry 1 

Ok Eddie agree - love those serological studies but need more data. | think all the bases are covered. Should probably compose some sort of comprehensive acknowledgment section, starting with 

investigators that posted sequences (names?), the virological contributors who freely shared insights, concepts and data (name some?), and Jeremy and the email squad (names?). 

  

Eddie Holmes 

No we really need to? The only unpublished data we cite is a reference to Andrew's dating analysis from Virological. We don't actually present anything specific. Seems like overkill to list everyone 

who has deposited a sequence. Perhaps just a generic statement? 

Robert Garry 1 

Iwas mostly thinking about the Chinese sequencers who were concerned about getting credit then posted anyway. Seems ike people went out of the way to thank them. but not necessary 

anymore - as for the others goes without saying I think... A generic statement would be good - for freely shared insights. concepts and data. 

Andrew Rambaut 

We are citing papers for the sequences we use (pangolin is 2 bit dubious | guess)   

Robert Garry February 16th, 2020 ~ 

ti 

  

/politics/2020/02/16/tom-c 

  

https: www.washing! N-coronavirus-conspiracy, 

wp Washington Post 

Tom Cotton keeps repeating a coronavirus conspiracy theory that was already 

debunked 

Experts say there's no evidence the virus is man-made and it’s “highly unlikely” it is the 

result of an accident at a lab. (127 kB) ~ 

  

Kristian Andersen 2 

Some data to show that SARS-CoV-2 does indeed bind stronger to human ACE2 receptor: hi 

  

11.944462v1 www.bioriv.org/content/10.1101/20 

  

Oh, and structure.. 

bR bioRxiv 

Cryo-EM Structure of the 2019-nCoV Spike in the Prefusion Conformation 

The outbreak of a novel betacoronavirus (2019-nC 

that has been declared a public health emergency of international concern. The CoV 

spike (S) glycoprotein is a key target for urgently needed vaccines, therapeutic 

antibodies, and diagnostics. To facilitate medical countermeasure (MCM) 

  
i) represents a pandemic threat 

development we determined a 3.5 A-resolution cryo-EM structure of the 2019-nCoV¥ 

S trimer in the prefusion conformation, The predominant state of the trimer has one 

of the three receptor-binding domains (RBDs) rotated up in a receptor-accessible 

conformation. We also show biophysical and structural evidence that the 2019-nCoV 

S binds ACE2 with higher affinity than SARS-CoV S. Addit.. Show more 

  

February 17th, 2020 ~ 
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Robert Garry og4é 

<8 This is from the sup file 
February 17th, 2020 ~ 

image.png * 

  

Those are probably the o-linked glycans - they were just guessing what that density is. 

@ Andrew Rambaut 0545 
@\ie Are those antibody accessible? 

Robert Garry 0849 

<p That's the trimerso yes - right on the outsice. 
  

e Andrew Rambaut 05:49 February 17th, 2020 ~ 

@p Cool. 

Robert Garry oo 52 

<p It's “only” a3.5 angstrom structure which is good for cryo. But leaves alot to modeling and imagination. THere are >20 n-linked glycans 

THe o-linked ones probably longer ang less structured, but the fact that that density is there is as you said pretty cool, 

Kristian Andersen 09.26 
Cool. Any insights as to what that cleavage site might do? 

Kristian Andersen 09:38 
Just skimmed through the manuscript and will read more closely later today - probably best to wait with edits (if ayy) until we hear back from Clare. | DO notice my name is misspelled though 8. 

Andrew, corrected it on the Virological version. 

Robert Garry 1024 

1 They havent posted their coordinates yet. I'm guessing still refining the models which takes computer time. They did modify the PRRAR site to PGSAS, but this would leave the O-linkages. At the 

very least what they labeled as glycans at 717 and 801 likely aren't - they are too high up. 

Qe 
Robert Garry 1091 

8 think thatis the English spelling of “Andersen:* Nature you know. 

The version on virological is pretty good - Jeremy is asking for it - makes a much stronger case against biuoengineering, 

While you were dodging rattlers did you come to any insights re dN/dS???? 

Andrew Rambaut 10.95 

MB The version on the GoogleDoc is out of date. | am just going to fix the figure. 

Kristian Andersen 1040 
I'm gonna spike Eddie's drink for pulling this out of Google and into Word &). 

February 17th, 2020 ~ 

Finally woke up and properly read through the whole thing - it's very good and balanced IMO. I'm sure we'll have chance to provide updates... 

Will work on dN/dS today -let’s see where that takes us, 

© Robert Garry 1040 
@u Thereis a SARs that should be SARS. Sorry not to pick up on the 5 vs 6 thing. 

Robert Garry 1046 
<p "Will work on dN/dS today - let's see where that takes us" I think that it could be VERY important.even decisive. But the current version will be pretty understandable by the policy people who | 

am most concerned about at the moment. The structure/binding kinetic paper came at just the right time. MUCH stronger argument against bioweapon, which is just what is needed now to 

counter the Fox News crowd and others. There are plenty of follow-up manuscripts where GN/dS, polybasic and O-linked sites across the Cov familly, etc could go... 

Kristian Andersen 105° 

Totally agree - main issue is that it'll pull us more in a research direction as opposed to perspective so it could get tricky. But I'll work on it and write up a Virological post probably tomorrow or 

Wednesday - we can then see where this takes us, 

As for Fox News - Tom Cotton is trending with COVID-19 on the Twitters at the moment. I gotta say - the guy isn't totally wrong. (although, of course, the reason why they're doing this has nothing 

to do with the virus and everything to do with they China commentary, so obviously wrong), 

Andrew Rambaut 11.09 February 17th, 2020 ~ 
® People are pickirg up on the fact that we don't rule out animal passaging. 

(which we don't because it is still plausible) 

image.ong ¥ 

‘oC 

earyg s mermertenegt 
‘Alto, | bokee the theory that the 
wus was toundin ihe wid anc me 
‘eolated in the lab ~ nat engineesod in 
the lab then an engineer was 
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population. You erticke does not 
refute Pes soenano. 
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Kristian Andersen 

Yeah, unsurp ES     ising. There is no question th 

  

jous versions where the conclusions we 

  

too open 

can't rule out a potential accidental infection from the lab. 

Robert Garry 

@ No, we can't and should not because that 

  

uid 

Robert Garry 

   
    

also the ones in Guangdong too. They 

Look for a DNA synthe     from scratch.       izer. 

Andrew Rambaut 

  

Kristian Andersen 

For some reason the platform won't load for me. Will chec 

Kristian Andersen 

Four new sequences 

fH pango.geneious 

First glance - they're quite different. Doi: 

  

zB some     

Robert Garry 122 

® PRRAmost important. Guess | need to get geneious. 

Kristian Andersen 

Bob, you definitely need Geneious - 

  

commit to it. 

No furin and these are similar to the previous pangos - |.e. 

fa alignment_spike_aa_pango.gencicus 

* this'll be picked up with “top scientists consider this could ha 

ende 

have precipitated the crics 

What could and should be done in my opinion is to have someone 

Vill find that they are set up to dissect dead animals and se 

s there a new pangolin sequence on GIS Can't check r Is th i GISAID? t 

not the elusive 99% 

February 17th, 2020 

    come from the lab”. This was my 

  

main concern with this ‘backfiring’ based on our 

   in the current ver   sion we do eve: yth 

  

possible to propertly discuss everything, but yes, at this stage we unfortunately just 

    

f COVER-UP. No doubt Tulane would have been been implicated 

get Sen Cotton orsomeone from his staff plus some credible scientists - to go to China and inspect the labs art \ 

not much else and certainly not a program that could have bloer 

  

han - maybe 

  

quence - 

  

ngineered SARS-Cov-2 

ight now but someone mentioned it on Twitter. 

againin a bit 

snments right now 

and the RBD Is not similar to human. 

alignment_spike_nt_pango.gencious 

  

Andrew Rambaut 

Peter Bogner has just sent me 

  

ther one 

  

harg on 

Don't share just yet - 

  

Il be up on Gisaid shortly... 

SL 41 +f . 

  

hin/@/P25/ 
TGTCACTCSGCTOCAT 

TAACTCGTCTATCTTCTGCNN 

     

      
      

INNNNNNNIS 
    

The new pangolin has got NNNs over the cleavage site! 

  

OK new one isn’t much use either 

ES Kristian Andersen 

Yeah, they have done that before 

e@ Andrew Rambaut 13 

=) Yeah. Not the smoking gun. 

  

What do you reckon about 

  

Kristian Andersen 

Here's my thinking: 

1. Virological post stays up 

2. Ig 

3. No press release at this stage - 

4. 

    et a hold of Clare and my institution to coordinate 

for one 

Press release will not help at this stage 

  

emy’s request to take down the virolo; 

        

filled in with N. I'm pretty sure that’s because they aligned to SARS-CoV-2 and just filled in. I'm confident those bases don't exist in these genomes 

  

‘al post and wait for a press conference. That is not going to work. Butyou are corresponding. 

| can't because it would be against institutional policies 

  

  

Ea Kristian Andersen 

And 5. - no preprint at this stage. My hands are tied on above until | get a hold of my institution, but 5. is my preference - thoughts on this part? 

Robert Garry 

w@ | don't really see the difference brwn preprint and the posting on virologica' 

Robert Garry 

@ trth e-threrenehe-thet—aberetree the pve peti + 1 nb-te-seie badedes: Wait | take this back VERY bad idea. 
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Kristian Andersen 1 February 17th, 2020 ~ 

Preprint (bioRxiv| becomes more official - i.c., at that stage we're definitely acting on behalf of our institutions. We need to get all our ducks in a row here and then push forward. 

I should say (since | was hiding in the desert...) - I think all of this was done correctly. But there's a need to slow down here - let's make sure all changes are incorporated, final versions prepared, 

press release created, and everything pushed out as final peer reviewed publication. I'm hopeful all of this can happen within a few days. 

Andrew Rambaut how far apart are the Word and Googie Doc versions? Any way to make the GDoc current? Much easier to keep it there and I'll make sure everything is finalized when the time 

comes. 

Robert Garry 

Another consideration - Clare knew about the structure paper immediately - maybe she's following this VERY closely, but another possibility is that that paper was submitted to Noture. If so, she 

may have both papers on the fast-track. Just speculation. 

  

Kristian Andersen 1692 

\'m already getting multiple media requests |NYT - not Don... - and Bloomberg being the biggest). This is as expected, but we need to have a response ready. Thoughts about this? 

  

To expedite science and for complete transparency, we have made our findings available to the public as rapidly as possible. Besides those points already reiterated on our Virological post, we are unable to Pp Pr 3 pI pialy as pi P ¥ 

further comment on our study at this point in time, as it is currently being reviewed by other scientists to ensure accuracy. Given the importance of these findings, we find that it & cri 
    

  

cal that our study is 

vetted by other scientists and our findings should therefore be considered preliminary until published in a peer reviewed journal. 

  

We thank you for your interest and we will be happy to touch bose with you again once the paper has been vetted and peer reviewed. We are hopeful thi: 

[We used avery similar response for our '‘Zika Cuba’ paper, which was also somewhat controversial. This line of response worked out pretty well] ( 

February 17th, 2020 ~ 
Robert Garry 1 

‘ebruary 

Pitch perfect... 

Robert Garry 1458 

Ijust used 2 version of this too. 

G)E 

Andrew Rambaut 15 

Yes. That is good. 

Kristian Andersen 15 

Andrew - thanks for blowing up Twitter. Great stuff. 

Andrew Rambaut 

It has been quite positive so far. But maybe the crazies are haven't got out of bed in their parents’ basement 

Kristian Andersen 

Alot of gocd discussions going on and so far pretty reasonable. I'l just stay in the background for now - no need to reiterate what's already on the virological post 

Should have the Googie Doc updated shortly - cat is slowing down progress. For the love of GOD, let's please keep this our version. 

Kristian Andersen 1 

As we get this wrapped up (hopefully). let me just share some SEAL and Napoleonic wisdom. Not quite sure who said what 

Dress me slowly. 1 am in a hurry. 

Slow is smcoth, and smooth is fast. 
FEELS, 

Slow is smcoth, and smooth is fast 

Kristian Andersen 

@channel Googie Doc is now our master document » please use that and not the Word version. No more desert trips for me so | can handle submissioi 

February 17th, 2020 ~ 

   
w Rambaut left a comment 

  

for you in the legend. 

  

e.com/document/d/14HI21tdEyXQSXABBDC2KWHxSrKifyMdKWdMZGXxb 

  

6 The Proximal Origin of HCoV-19 

Robert Garry 

| think that’s an < tifact, but good thought - probably not needed now. 

  

   

Eddie Holmes 1 

The new pangolin sequences are all from my paper with Tommy. No cleavage site. The paper was sent to bioRxiv 4 week ago but has disappeared. It has been revised and that revision will be 

finished today. I'l get Tommy to resubmit to bioRxiv.         
Kristian Andersen 

2Eddie Holmes - any more insights on the ‘Zhang Scoop’? 

Robert Garry 

So SARS-CoV-2 is [maybe] going to hit Nature with several papers and the cover ala ZikaV? Hoping that's true -would be extra fine, very appropriate and a sight to see! 

Eddie Holmes 

Not exactly...but I've heard they've had a lot of bat samples in the lab. 

  

G@)¢@ 

Eddie Holmes 10 

Seems lik 

  

witter are reasonably interested in our paper? 

Kristian Andersen 1 

Luke warm. 

  

Already got the interest of several major news outicts too - most importantly NYT. For nowy, let's just stick to the party line above with no further comments for new (the ones | have gotten back to 

with that response have been nice / understanding - including, again, NYT). 
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Kristian Andersen 
February 17th, 2020 

http://virological.org/t/the-proximal-origin-of-sars-cov-2/398 

F . (No content 

  

Som    omme »m Dave O'Connor - just FYI 

Robert Garry 

@ Thoughtful. | get the last comment about renamir 

  

g the passage 

  

tion, but it’s not really ¢ Hel constructio 

  

that way. 

e@ Andrew Rambaut 

@ia Interestingly, BetaCoV/pangolin/Guangdong, 

  

|EPIL_ISL_4 

It is actually quite complementary in that they are both missing t 

  

412019 (one of the last 2 pangolins 

  

‘0 go up on GISAID) is very 

      

€ used in the 

from the metagenomic dat 

  

    n different places. Not exactly the 

Eddie Holmes 

Indeed. This is all described in our paper. This is a sca 

  

> sample that is completely separate from the pi 

  

olin. Hopefully bioRx 

  

vill be sorted very soon: 

  
Robert Garry 

BS Well received fo 
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repruary 2ouy cucu ~ 
Kristian Andersen 15:37 

Sorry Andrew and Bob that you didn’t quite make the cut to be a “Top Epidemiologist”. Hilarious Pf 

File from iOS © 

eT Mette A 1235 ” 

oe mec 

UN South China Morning Pst = 

Ina paper posted on the scientific 

online forur Virological oa 

Monday, the scientists ~ who 

include top epiderniologist W. Lan 

Lipkis from Columbia University; 

Edward Holmes from the 

University of Sydney; and Kristian 
Andersen of Scripps Research ~ 

said there were crudal genetic 

clues indicating that the el 

coronavirus, c 

CoV=2, was not created ina 
laboratory, 

= fvoes 

Andrew Rambaut 1554 Fepruany 26th 2020” 
I don't think you get that sobriquct, Kristian (or Eddic), You are just a ‘scientist’. 

Kristian Andersen 1557 

That's just like your opinion, man. 

think you might be right. @& 

Robert Garry 1714 

It's all fine - I'm just going to keep plugging along best | can... 

And yeah lan got the top billing and a title. Eddie and Kristian were sorta afterthoughts, Oh well... 

Andrew Rambaut 1745 
We have our first citation in the Lancet: https://www.thelancet.com/pb-assets/Lencet/pdfs/S0140673620304 187. pdf 

Robert Garry 1607 

Must have been added in proof I guess. 

Andrew Rambaut 16:11 
Isigned the petition too, 

You know that ‘top epidemiologist’ is cockney rhyming slang for ‘call my proctologist'? 

a6 
Andrew Rambaut 16.52 February 18th, 2020 » 

I think this is ‘pango99' 

EPLISL_41072Lfasta ¥ 

1 sRetaCoV/pangol in/Guandong/1/2020|EPT_IS\_410722 
2 CACGCAGTATAATTAATAGCTAATTACTGTCGT TGACAGGACACGAGTAACTCGTCTATCTICTGCAGSCTGCTTACGGT 

3 TTCGTCCOTSTTECAGCCGATCATCAGCATACCTAGGTTTCGTCCGGGTGTGACCGAAAGG TAAGATGSAGAGCCTTGTC 

Robert Garry 1652 

I signed it too, but I'm fearful I'm going to start getting requests to donate to GVP. 

2 Lreply 3 years ago 

Andrew Rambaut 1655 February 18th 2020 ~ 

Pango? {if that is what it is) doesn’t have the furin site. 

image.png ¥ 

— 
ae en 

i 

When they say ‘up to 99%" they mean an average og 90% 

image.png ¥ 

BetaCeV/pang.. MN90SS47.3  MN996532 
HetaCovipargoin/Cu.. 90.0724784% | $0.0213654% 

MN996532 92,0233654% | 96.2298075% | } 
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Kristian Andersen 1856 February 20th 2020-~ 
Hmmm 

What's the RBD like? 

Also, this was picked up in Guangdong in January of this year? The more pango sequences | see the less likely | find that they are intermediate - | think they're just one of many animals with SARS- 

like CoVs 

e Andrew Rambaut 19.00 
Me tn ~ 

SARS-CoV-2_BaTGi3_Pangolin.gencious 

Zip 

I think they are picking it up at markets or staging areas? 

Very like in MERS in camels - lots of really short recombinations. 

Suggests lots of coinfections 

But basically the same as the pangolin online in RBD 

ea Kristian Andersen 19.04 
Yeah, basically looks like a better sequenced version of the "pangolin online" sequence. Interesting with the RBD for sure. 

@ Andrew Rambaut 19.05 
MB \enore - that was Ns i 

Feprumy 201m Zuzu © 
| Kristian Andersen 1905 

Yup 

Looks highly similar tome 

Andrew Rambaut 19.05 
AG imagen * 

ESS. 

  

es Kristian Andersen 19.06 
Question is - did they recently realize that pangolins carry CoVs and then grew them in the lab to see if they could infect human cells? This is quite a high probability event. 

Clearly none of these pangolin sequences were the source though 

The RBD is very intriguing - if it’s not lab, then definitey recombination (also high probability event) 

» Robert Garry 1908 ® 
© The NTD of S different than SARS-CoV-2, but yes the RBD thereafter very similar except the PRRA. And yes that looks like a CoV that could infect people. But recombinant with what? 

| Kristian Andersen 1909 

Recombinants can be anything really - could be bat and pango, just all pango, pango and intermediate, etc. | 

Could even be human and pango. 

@ Andrew Rambaut +710 
@™ip ‘es. But both the pangolin and the SARS2 lineage will have diverged since the recombination. 

It could have jumped either way as well, 

es Kristian Andersen 19.15 

Definitely 

© Robert Garry i918 
@m Do we need to add a line or two about recombination to the paper - at feast put the word in as a potential? 

Kristian Andersen 19.29 

Yeah, we probably should. Let’s wait until we hear back from Nature before doing any tweaks though - | talked to Clare this morning and I'm hoping end of this week. 

» Robert Garry 1928 
<@@ Depends on who they sent it to - the twittering has been closer to 99% [positive] than the pangofin sequence. A fev dichards might object to even whiffing at the possbility of a lob escape, but | 

didn't get the sense from the public reactions that that was offensive to most. Clearly stating no bioengineering seems to be the take home, plus that itis well done and needed. 

Kristian Andersen 19.37 
I think there are two campsin the interpretation of the paper: (1) definitely didn't come from the lab, (2) they said they can't rule cut it came from the lab so it definitely came from the lab. | 

@ Andrew Rambaut 20.08 

@™@@ New pangoiin is at least a much better sequence. See the recombinations in spike nicely: 

  

February 18th, 2020 ~ 

image.png. ¥ 

  

Just the RBO: 

image.png ¥ 

Andrew Rambaut 20-14 

| Kristian Andersen 2012 

Yup, pretty cool to see, Since that ‘online’ sequence was kinda stitched together, Im also happy to see a higher quality sequence for this 

48 Yes. | am also strongly moving towards the idea that these poor bastards are becoming infected in the ive animal chain from some other animal (ferret-badgers), 

@ Robert Garry 2112 

@im Maybe a couple of animals - hence the several lineages? 

Are there really that many differences at the 5' end? Or is that sequencing error? j 

REV0002948



repruary 20 cuev ~ 
Kristian Andersen 21:18 

I think that’s probably real 

You have Gencious now Bob - check the alignment & 

» Robert Garry 2122 

Geneious is on my office desktop - but if | was there I'd be blasting the 5° end of Pango90 looking for a match. 

Kristian Andersen 21.27 
“No significant similarity found”... Hmmm 

  

2 files ¥ 

oo earon wn one mane ene eee ae 
RaTG13 vs nCoV and pango vs nCovV. Big dip in similarity between pango and nCov in the 5" end of the spike. Interesting. Could be recombination breakpoint. 

Robert Garry 21298 

Hmmm - that’s unexpected. Did you run a protein blast? 

Kristian Andersen 2159 
Here's a tblastx: https:/blast.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/Blast.cg’?CMO=Get&RID=4T8H83NHO14 

» Robert Garry 2208 

<@@ So you ran the blastx on the 5° sequence and nothing? That's very strange? 

Kristian Andersen 22.10 
No, the tblastx has hits to various CoVs (via the link above) - including HKUs. The blastn didn't return anything. 

Eddie Holmes 25:08 

® There are a few points to note: (i) there are 2 lineages of pango CoVs. smuggled into different provinces (Guangxi & Guangdong). that are BOTH close to SARS-CoV-2. If there were just caught in 
the chain, why the geographical separation? That seems non-random to me. Why both viruses like SARS-CoV-2?; |i) how to explain similarity to SARS-CoV-2 in the RBD? In the RBD the pango 

CoVs are the closest relative to SARS-CoV-2. If itis recombination, what is recombining with what? Interestingly, if you do an RBD tree on synonymous sites only then the pango CoVs are more 

distam to RaTG13 again. So, | don't think you can exclude convergence. But what is driving that? Very clearly, there are more animals involved in this but it is very hard to work out what is moving 

to what. 

Qe 
we S replies Last reply 3 yearsago 

  

e Eddie Holmes 23:11 

® The new pango virus is almost identical to curs. They totally over-hyped in that press release. Mind you, Universities always over-hype these things. 

PDF » 

fullg_wSCAU.pdf 
PDF 

7 

  

Andrew Rambaut 01:56 February 19th, 2020 ~ 

Morning. 

Kristian Andersen 01:59 
‘night. 

Andrew Rambaut 02.00 

Look at the alignment! posted atove. 

image.png ¥ 

  

ea Kristian Andersen 0201 
Yeah... true - recombination. 

Andrew Rambaut 0201 

@@@ You can see then 5’ end. But also that RaTG13 has a patch cf differences in the RBD. It looks like it had a recombination in? 

Two things - need to look if that recombination in 5° spike extends into 3' ORF 1ab. Second look ifthe RBD patch in RaTG13 is also visible in the nucs. 

Kristian Andersen 0204 
This is what you guys saw in MERS? 
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Andrew Rambaut 02.08 
@@B This sort of thing - extensive recombination but often of quite short regions. Nowhere near as diverse as this. 

It is a bit crazy that you can swap in so many amino acids and it still works. 

Kristian Andersen 0210 
Probably vast majority of times it doesn't. | think the only reasonable explanation is that there is a fuck ton cf Co\Vs circulating in 2 bunch of different animals in some parts of China (edited) 

Do we know if anybody has ever done passive surveillance in any of these ‘wet’ markets? Would be interesting to know if one would find all sorts of CoVs circulating. You know, similar to what GYP 

has suggested doing... | don't know if any of these figures aro accurato, but I think | saw 70% infectivity rates in some of the captured pangolins - that's very very high. 

[which, if true, probably also means that they're reservoirs and not merely intermediates} 

Eddie Holmes 03:29 
& I still don't quite totally see RBD recombination into the pangolin sequence. | see it the bit where is divergent, but where does it acquire the human sequence? 

Eddie Holmes 09:36 

® I'm not doubting that there’s recombination. Obvious. But I need see where it makes the human and pangolin sequence so close in the RBD? 

Andrew Rambaut 04.02 
'@ |planto doa more detailed analysis today. Will post here. 

Eddie Holmes 0:05 

® Or are you saying that the RaTG13 RBD has recombined out? Couldn't that little cluster of mutations just be receptor adaptation? a 

Andrew R t 04.06 reoruary ayn, cucu © 

® Need to lock in the synonymous, 

Eddie Holmes 04.00 

POF ~ 

Figure3_2020-02-18-6am.pdf 
ca PDF 

Figure 3 @eotunns, 83mm) 

  

Andrew Rambaut 04.06 

@a Either way this happened a while back and there are overlayed mutations. 

Eddie Holmes 04.07 
® Here are Tommy's trees for the RBD l 

Eddie Holmes 04:12 
@ Here's a rough amino acid tree of the RBD. Pretty striking. 

POF 

selected_RBD_whole_wSCAU_aa_phyml.pdf 
a por 

| 
ose 
[Jone 

op 
an | 

fo] woe 

pena meteor mene mat MB DAT 28 

For the RBD I can't quite choose between recombination or convergence, or both? | 

In unrelated news | hear that our proximal origins paper has been very big news in China... 

Andrew Rambaut 0449 
February 1¥th, ZUZU » 

@ 
MB \na good way? 

@ Andrew Rambaut 045+ 
It definitely looks !lke the nucleotides follow the amino acids: 

imarepne ¥ 

  

Iwill add in all of Tommy's ones and a few outgroups and keep looking. 

In all but 1 of the 6 key residues, the pangofin and the human virus use the same codon. The exception is a A/T transversion in the third position. 

_ Robert Garry 0505 
mm The Guangdong Wildlife Rescue Center received 21 live Malayan pangolins from the Anti-smuggling Customs Bureau on 24 March 2019; most individuals, including adults and sudadults, were in 

poor health. and their bodies were covered with skin eruptions. All these Malayan pangolins were rescued by the Guangdong Wildlife Rescue Center, however, 16 died after extersive rescue 

efforts. Most of the dead pangolins had a swollen lung which contained a frothy liquid, as well as the symptom of pulmonary fibrosis, and in the minority of the dead ones, we observed 

hepatomegaly and splenomegaly. We collected 21 organ samples of lung, lymph, and spleen with obvious symptoms from 11 dead Malayan pangelins to uncover the virus diversity and molecular 

epidemiology of potential etiologies of viruses based on a viral metagenomic study. This study will be beneficial to pangolin disease research and subsequent rescue operation.One or several 

members of the Coronaviridae families were identified in 2 out of the 11 M. javanica individuals (individual 07 and 08). | 

From the part parrot viruses paper. | don’t think in current ref list but probably should be. 
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Robert Garry February 19th, 2020 ~ 

spike protein [Bat SARS-like coronavirus] 

Sequence ID: AVP78042.1Length: 1245Number of Matches: 1 

Robert Garry 

@ This Bat SARS-like coronavirus isa     UCH doser match to ¢     %070 or SARS-COV-2in the n nal domain (NTD) of spike. Then the similarity drops way off in the RBD/CTD , H you're looking for 

a recombinant it might be one like this. 

  

e Andrew Rambaut 1 
4&8 Yes. Before BalG13 came out that was the ‘Closest. It was actually what caused the ‘snake’ paper to propose SARS-CoV-2 was a recombinant (they mixed up which one was the recombinant 

Robert Garry 

®@ Actually the Bat matches pango90 better than SARS-CoV-2 - | mistyped that above     

just inthe NTD 

Still don't know where the NTD of SARS-CoV-2 came from 

Robert Garry 

  

So, maybe bat-SL-CoVZXC21 + RatG13 = Pango 90, Pango 90 + RatG13 = SARS-CoV-2. Sorry to be slow to catch up if this is the scenario,       

    

  

February 19th, 2020 ~ 

    

  

Robert Garry 

@ https:/science.scer org/content/sci/early/2020/02/19/scence 

bs Kristian Andersen 1 

I didnt realize Jeremy signed this: 

ttps:/wwew.thela tcom/journals/lancet/arti 6736(20)30418-9/fullt       

Pretty interesting. Also, coverage in Sdence: 

  tts: www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/02     d-conspiracy-t 

  

avirus 

I think it's dangerous to separate the origins into cither you [a) believe it's entirely natural, or (b) it's a conspiracy. It's a very fine line. 

Science | AAAS 

Scientists ‘strongly condemn’ rumors and conspiracy theories about origin of 
coronavirus outbreak 

  

A statement in The Lancet assails misinformation about the possi 

came from a lab in Wuhan, China 

(273 kB) ¥ 

y that COVID-19 

  

  

Kristian Andersen 

@channel - anybody else being asked fo! 

  

w up questions from Don McNei? He's asking some very difficult to handle questions       color’ to his story. I'm working 

communications on how to respond (or not.). 

@ Andrew Rambaut 

i | suggest not going down that route. Just brush it off as being happy to talk about the science but the narrative involves other people 

Eddie Holmes 

Just don't talk about it all. I'm no longer talking to journalists 

Or doing sccial media for that matter. 

eq Kristian Andersen 
| think | have a way to deal with it. Will draft and share 

Ignoring could further escalate, which | have to be very careful about 

  

But to be clear - he hasn't contacted any of you? 
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Fepruary 17U, Zuzu ~ 
Robert Garry 1 

no contact 

tulane’s pr a bit antsy but at bay 

Kristian Andersen 

Okay, here's what I'm thinking. This is playing on his previous emails and includes humor to deflect the fact that I'm dismissing him - so yes, the sr 

  

iley face is very deliberate... Can't ignore him and 

  

can't just give him the scientific story - that would only Icad to follow up question. I'm hoping that by including "extremely busy" I'll also be able to deflect requests for a call - and also gives me a 

get out of jail card for ignoring a potential request... 

Hi Don, 

  

National security? White House? Spooks? | wish my life was that exciting. but | unfortunately don't have anything to add here - my existence isn’t really in Technicolor, so I'm just focused on the sc 5 

s. As we outline in our "Proximal Origin of SARS CoV2" post on Virological, the data is consistent with a natural 

  

¢ hove been trying to understand the timing, origin, and transmission of the vir 

  

Specifically,   

scenario and inconsistent with a scenario involving any type of deliberat: 

  

netic engineering, including a bioweapon. 

  and we're still getting feedback from alot of people to ensure that once published, the scientific message 

  

Our post on Virological is currently under peer review will be as clear as possible. In parallel, we're 3 ¥ pr 

    

extremely busy veorking on more lay-language material (ir 'g FAQs) that we hope will help clarify importent questions about the virus and epidemic to the general public, We are hoping that all of this wil 

  

indlized within the next couple of weeks, so happy to loop back with you once all of that is complete.    

Best of Juck with the story and please let me know if | can help out with any of the scientific questions. 

Oh, and yes - I'm back out of the desert - the bars really weren't that great.   

Cheers, 

Kristian 

and | should add - I really fucking wished my life wasn't this exciting... 

repruary avin, cuzu © 
Eddie Holmes 

Your call. I've had a nunber of journos contact me about this and I've just said thing like: Sorry, | am too busy with other matters to comment’. Or | just haven't replied. Our paper says everything 

you need to know. Why say anything cise? 

He is going to tell his story whatever you do. I'd keep your distance   

Kristian Andersen 16:5 

Yeah, that's what | have been telling a bunch of other journalists too - or simply just ignoring them. Don's a litt     » different since | have bi talking to him a number of times over the last few weeks 

  

and he knows me from the past {he's written about a few of our studies). My worry is that ignoring him - or totally dismissing him - will just lead to further questions that will be harder to address. 

One main problem I have too is that my name is on e.g, the NASEM letter and other ‘official’ things looking at this - so | need to be able to deflect potential future enquiries that could directly 

involve/name me. 

Eddie Holmes 1¢ 

Actually, he did email me a couple of days 

  

asking for the pangolin paper. | told him to wait forit to come out. | think journos writing stories on things posted on bioRxiv is dangerous and I'm      
refusing to discuss them. 

Kristian Andersen 1¢ 

Agreed. | do think it's important that peer review is completed before wide dissemination - especially if the topic is controversial (I have dealt with this a few times... always been the party line - 

happy to discuss when published). 

Eddie Holmes 

lagree. Has to go through peer review. | am very concerned that we now ina news cycle driven by preprints and Twitter. | understand why it is happening, but I really don't like. I'm not taking part 

(= 1) SCS 

  

Robert Garry 

If this paper gets accepted we will have to agree to an embargo until a specified date. | think we're actually in a de facto embargo now not wishing to put an important paper in an important journal 

at risk 

That's plan 8. 

Andrew Rambaut 17 

| suggest you just send him the email you had before about waiting for peer review before further comment. As you know the guy you could quote the email and say this is the email we are sending 

out in respanse to media requests and you don't want to make exceptions because it is what we all agreed 
    

Kristian Andersen 15 
Ran some more selection stuff - here are the numbers. Only thing one can really say is that it looks like the SARS spike protein was possibly under positive selection early in the epidemic and that's 

not something we see with SARS-CoV-2. I had expected dN/dS to be lower for ORF 1, but here SARS-CoV-2is actually higher. 

Not really sure we can condude anything from these... It's somewhat intriguing that the spike from SARS-CaV-2 doesn't appear to be under selection at all though - does suggest some sort of pre- 

circulation to me. 

tion. sd 

ORF1 Spike 
SARS-CoV-2 0.91 0.29 
SARS, early 0.81 1.82 
SARS, middle 0.68 0.44 
SARS, late 0.32 0.51 

Eddie Holmes 

Interesting. In your 'SARS early’ data set how many secondary transmissions are there? Similar to SARS-CoV-2? Can you add one of the endemic human CoVs into the mix? 

Eddie Holmes 1° 

PS. Agree with Andrew's suggestion. 

Kristian Anderson 

The phases are defined based on the molecular epi paper in Science: 

The early phase is defined as the period from the first emergence of SARS to the first documented superspreader event (I think Nov 02 > Jan 03). The middie phase refers to the ensuing events up 

to the first cluster of SARS cases in a hotel in Hong Kong (I think Feb 03 » Mar 03)). Cases following this cluster fall into the late phase (Apr onwards). 

Good question about endemic human CoVs - | haven't look at those, but | should 

Don't have good numbers on SARS, but translating those dates into numbers | think it’s something like ~150 for early, ~1500 for middle, and then the rest 

REV0002952



Eddie Holmes 02:16 
® Thanks for that. 

However this outbreak/epidemic/pandemic goes it has been bloody good for Virological.org. Amazing number of views for the proximal origins piece. (edited) 

Andrew Rambaut 05.53 

@@B | thought | better share an email that | think is really to all of us: 

image.png * 
Feurumy avin eveu ~ 

ST ee ete ne © 

    

@ Robert Garry 0627 
1B “It looks like the SARS spike protein was possibly under positive selection early in the epidemic” 

S Robert Garry 9640 

<p Should be possible to look more closely at that- not easily. Map the mutations on the $ 3D structure. I'd expect adaptation to show up or get fixed at the RBD and in the heles in the glycan shield 

[aka epitopes]. Might have to do it by “lineages” to see what got fixed in a certain transmission chain. It may be more random early on. 

Andrew Rambaut 0645 

486 Hey Bob, what would you think the effect of a deletion just before the furin site (in a human SARS-CoV-2 virus). The purple in this figure. Would this be a viable spike protein? | can't tel you where 
this comes from just now. 

image.png ¥ 

  

@ Andrew Rambaut 06::7 
M@B Possibly the deletion is also the polybasic residues as well: 

  

imagepng * 
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Robert Garry 0704 February 20th, 2020 ~ 

©) it would be very interesting for sure. Viable yes. The PRRA created an longer loop where the furin or furin-like enzyme has to clip. If you shorten the loop and remove one if not more of the O- 

linked glycans you're back to something that structurally is probably like RaTG13. Looking at the sequences around $1/S2 in other CoVs there's a good bit of variation including insertions and 
deletions at the end of S1 or in the cleavage site themselves within a virus (like HKU1 or MHV). Also its possible to change (knockout) the cleavage site altogether and get a well-foldec protein as 
they did to get the cryo structure in the new science paper. 

» Robert Garry 0712 

© @ responding to new message - curiouser and curiouser [Alice]. But also still viable fd get unless you knock out the last Rin the PRRAR in which case you don't have any cleavage site there at all. If 

the virus in this case is still viable then it’s using a cleavage site further down, These exist but this would be a pretty big variation on the theme. 

Id guess 

e@ Andrew Rambaut 07.15 

@@ Interesting. Thanks. 

What are the residues would | be looking for for another cleavage site? 

Robert Garry 07.32 

<@e@ R possibly K most likely 

@ Andrew Rambaut 07.59 
MB One last question - could this be something that passaging in Vero-E6 cells could induce? 

reoruury evuy evey ~ 
Robert Garry 08.21 

<M @ if they were passaging in Vero cells then they no doubt used trypsin to split the cells. It's hard to was off all the trypsin (and in fact you don't want to if you're growing a virus like most flu vs that 

don't have a furin site. So yes i suppose if you passages a virus with a furin site a lot you might counter-sclect to a trypsin site or maybe even another cleavage site altogether in cell culture. CoVs do 

have a second cleavage site S’ that is KR in most viruses right before one of the fusion peptides. There's also some alternatives for viruses that aren't “activated” and don’t fuse at the surface 

(cathepsin) but go the endocytic route. Lot of sequence between the $1/S2 junction and the S' site. 

wash off 

Andrew Rambaut 09:55 
® Basically a collaborator has found this deletion in about 50% of the reads from a sample. | guess it is possible thatit is a cell adaptation (removing the glycan sites as well). | may get back to you on 

this if they want to take it further. (eclited) 

Robert Garry 0939 

@ Interesting - Happy to weigh in as needed! 

Robert Garry 1000 

<8 You'd probably get different perhaps opposite results with a rapid forced passage vs a meandering slow passage. j 

Growing virus stocks and avoiding generation of internal deletions aka defective interfering particles is something of an art form. 

https://link.springer.com/chapter!10.1007%2F978-1-4684-1280-2_23 
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SpringerLink 

Defective Interfering Particles of Coronavirus 

ing (DI) part 

omologous standard vi 

Defective inte: 

t 
fort 

  

*s are viral de! 

  

which cannot r ate            
    thems: 

  

esa 

  

d requir provide helper functions 

  

  eir replication. DI 

"We have, however, detected the generation of coronavirus DI particles during high-multiplicity passages of the JHM st 

contain a single-stranded RNA genom 

    MHV in tissue culture (Makino et al.. 1984). These DI pa 

nome of the standard virus (M.W. 

icles 

  

of rou    ly 5.2 x 106 molecular weight which is slightly smaller than the     ). Ofgonucleotide fing 

  

printing 

     studies showed that the RNA of JHM D1 is m stant oligonucteotides 

    

veral large RNase T1-1   which represent several different   gions on the standard viral genome (Makino et al., 19844 

  

    b). This observation su     

  

5 that the coronavirus DI particles are unique since the DI genomes of other viruses usually exhibit more extensive del 

  

       

ES Kristian Andersen 
Interesting with that deletion. | should say that Mike Farzan mentioned that any 2tions around this site would be a red flag for him that the furin site had initially come about with (T/C) pa 

and then with si 

    

er passage in humans, might be modified Much too ear 

  

thing but will be interesting to see if there's more ‘messing about! with this site. 

Andrew Rambaut 10 

They will be     >quencing some more samples under similar condition 

  

1 

  

Robert Garry 
              

  

w Indeed t PRRA insertion is the most perplexing aspect of the entire genome. It’s likely “out-of-frame’ ually, but seeming inserted like a scalpel into a very constant region. If that regio 

can be put under some selection pressure would be good to know 
nN 

Andrew Rambaut February 2Uth, 2020 

thing is doing my brain in. | literally swivel day by day thinking it is a lab escape or natural   This 

  

hol 

Kristian Andersen 

Haha, my brain has been a badly calibrated MCMC. I'm hoping     li start converging at some 

  

Robert Garry 

All of our brains are ina bit of troubl 

  

anytime soon. 

  

Hopefully also we hear something positive from Clare SOON- then we'll all likely be facing the lab escape or natural question head-on and should have a consistent response 

  

  
bx Kristian Andersen 

Decision on Nature submission 2020-02-02583 

F is@nature.com (No content) 

ano at Nature - v 

Nature fh 

2. Cell 

Science 

  

entirely surprise me. They're sug     ing with other Nature journals and right now | think should consider three diffe:       

- 

  

edicine 

wo 

| fool pretty confid 

  

auld be rr t #1 and #2, but not quite sure about 

  

(but     t impact). [know Caroline there ould dofinitely rosch out 

  

  Also, the ‘cod point 

  

    
hat we need to consider. Unfortunately the pangolins don't help c 

  

ver #2 (who's th 

  

one influencing thi 

  

cision) is wrong on 

those poin Aost importantly - we unfortunately cant refute the lab origin hypothesis and it is what it is. 

Ihave 

  

ome         nd to this morning, so let Eddie Holmes wakes up and then come up with a game plar 

fl 

Robert Garry 
®@ “Nature Medicine are interested in publishing it either as a Comment or a Correspondence.” This is more 

  

tive than the other ess the concerns and p     
Essentially the same Impact Fa 

  

tor as Cell. 

  

Quicker it seems 
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Andrew Rambaut 15:19 

M@e My reading of that comment is NatMed would take the reviews as they are and we can just address them. 

Robert Garry 1919 

<p AS for the comments: - for the o-glycan we could show some of the additional data on the predicted sites in other CoVs - this is convincing to me, but perhaps not to a skeptic . If not that just 

further tone down the comments re the O-glycans with more qualifiers. 

e Robert Garry 1925 

<8 “Also state clearly that this site is only predicted so far and that experimental evidence for its biological function and its potential impact on pathogenesis are required.” well the site is there - 

whether it is used or not technically not established, but a good kett since it's used for other CoVs and apparently knocking it out allowed the S to be stable enuff to give a 3A structure. Confused 
though what tihe reviewer wants us todo what we already stated exactly? 

I don't think review 2 got it at all - maybe on purpose. 

The paper was to explore the possibilities of the proximal origin - not to refute the bioweapon scenario, 

@ Andrew Rambaut 15:27 

@@e Could ask Clare to reconsider 

@ Robert Garry 1328 

1m That's another plan - He/She set up a straw man that our paper was to refute SARS-CoV-2 as a bioweapon then shot it down. 

@ Andrew Rambaut 13:29 February 20th, 2020 ~ 

{8 But more importantly this reviewer feels, and we agree, that the Perspective would quickly become outd. when more scientific data are published (for on i jir hosts). 

This is the important bit to address head on - the pangolins do net solve the issue. (edited) 

od ireply 3 years ago 

© Robert Garry 1329 
8 Agreeing with Andrew that NatMed would take it . 

None of the pango sequences are the smoking gun that says this virus jumped right into a person. “It is not clear why the authors rush with a speculative perspective if their central hypothesis can 

be supported by their own data. Please explain." Actually this is rather freaking insulting to say the least... 

Kristian Andersen 1932 
ea replied to a thread: But more importantly this reviewer feels, and we agree, that the Perspective would quickly become outdated when more scientific data are published (for example on poten... 

Yes, this is key and | addressed this in my reply back to Clare (also to see if they'd recorsider) 

Screen Shot 2020-02-20 at 10.31.17 AM.prg ¥ 

    

  

The only potential door still open with Nature would be for Eddie and Jeremy to get a hold of Magda. Reviewer 2 in general doesn't understand what's going on (he/she doesn't understand that's 

even a theory in the first place) and no, sadly, the pangos don't solve this. | get a sense that Nature might bea litte gun shy though - hence, we'd need to go all the way to the top. 
February 2Uth, 2UZ0 

Robert Garry 150 @ 
«@ Good Idea - let Jeremy know and give him the rationale why Reviewer 2 was full of it. 

e Andrew Rambaut 15:57 
4@B Perhaps produce the rebuttals? 

If we end up going NatMed they will want rebuttals for these referees comments. 

Ey Robert Garry 1327 

i Yes - Gonna have to do that anyway. 

Kristian Andersen 13:39 
Let me set up a Google Doc and share 

Robert Garry 1340 
«@™@ Yeah good plan - should not actually take long... 

Kristian Andersen 1344 
Shared a Google Doc with yall; https:/\docs. googie.com/document/d/1v5FaAlqLiz 1 oSfOpO2VWIXKIQ3armcoWrdcflag4VhQ/edit# 

G Suite Document » 

Nature rebuttal 
Google Doc 

Ineed to head out for an hour or so. 1 

Eddie Holmes 13:58 
| forwarded to Jeremy. Reviewer #2 is clearly of the Fouchier mindset. I'm very surprised at Nature here....rejecting it then recommending another Nature journal. Might want to remind them of the 
43K views on Virological. My worry about transferring to Nature Medicine at that they will want the text hugely reduced fora Commert/Correspondence section. Also, | think we should stick to 

our guns about the message and not tone it down just to get it published. I'm pretty sure Cell would take it...they are desperate to get in on the act. 

Eddie Holmes 14:23 
® From Jeremy: | would give them a ring first. 

If really a no, then Nature Medicine ~ best is the quickest way now 

Kristian Andersen 14.26 
Agreed on approach. Eddie, do you want to give Magda a ring? 

Andrew Rambaut 14:6 

@p | agree that we should not shorten it (if anything we may need to add a few sentences. 

Eddie Holmes 15:19 
B I'm actuallyin New Zealand at the moment and given travel and time differences | won't be able to her until Monday her time. Not sure someone else can tomorrow? Apologies. Perhaps we should 

finish the response first? 

» Robert Garry isve 
8 Ive put in my two pennies drafting responses to all the points. As always no sacred text or any problems whatsoever with wholesale deletions or edits. Please do that. There are several references 

and changes that will need to be made to the manuscript but not too onerous. 

Yeah - no shortening. 
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Kristian Andersen 1° 

Sorry, dealing with grant things today, but I'll get on this tomorrow. 

For next steps, here’s what I'm proposing: 

1. Finish up rebuttal and (most edits) 

2. Eddie will email Magda with the rebuttal requesting a call (I think this should be Eddie - | dont have enough gravitas with her) 

3. Finish final edits to manuscript over the weekend 

4 Plan A: route back to Nature; Plan B: bounce over to Nature Medicine; Plan C: me to contact Sri ard get this into Cell 

Yay or nay? 

Robert Garry 5 

Yay 

Robert Garry 

but b - no shortening 

G@»)¢€ 

February 21st, 2020 ~ 

Robert Garry 

Lets hope that Magda will over-rule the rejection based on a flawed review #2. 

If not: 

Here are the types of articles in Nature Med:Review 

A Review is an authoritative, balanced and scholarly survey of recent developments in a research field. The requirement for balance need not prevent authors from proposing a specific viewpoint, 

but if there are controversies in the freld, the authors must treat them in an even-handed way. Reviews are normally 3,000-4,000 words, and illustrations are strongly encouraged. As a guideline, 

Reviews allow up to 100 references, with exceptions possible in special cases. Citations should be selective and, in the case of particularly important studies (+ 10% of all the references), we 

      encourage authors to provide short annotations explaining why these are key contributions. The scope of a Review should be broad enough that it is not dominated by the work of a single 

laboratory, and particularly not by the authors’ own work, 

Reviews include received/accepted dates. Reviews are always peer reviewed to ensure factual accuracy, appropriate citations and scholarly balance. 

Commentary 

Commentary is avery flexible format; Commentaries may be on policy, science and society or purely scientific issues. The main criteria are that they should be of immediate interest to a broad 

  

readership and should be ger. Because the contentis variable, the format is also flexible. 

  

itten in an accessible, non-technical style. Theirlength is typically 1-4 pages, although some may be   
Ke AS    

allow up to 30 references and article titles are omitted from the reference list. 

Commentaries may be peer reviewed at the editors’ discretion. 

Perspective 

Perspective is a new format for scholarly reviews and discussions of the primary research literature that are too technical fora Commentary but do not meet the criteria for a Revie 

because the scope is too narrow. or because the author is advocating a controversial position or a speculative hypothesis or discussing work primarily from one group. Two reviews advocating 
opposite sides ina research controversy are normally published as Perspectives. The text should not normally exceed 3000 words. As a guideline, Perspectives allow up to 50 references. 

Perspectives are always peer reviewed and include received/accepted dates. eee we 

J 

Our piece actually potentially fits all three. 

ther 

  

I'm not opposed in any way to Kristian hitting up Cell either - option C. 

Andrew Rambaut 10 

Perspective seems the best fit. 

Robert Garry 1108 

Yeah - we definitely want the peer reviewed stamp. 

Kristian Andersen 1 

@channel - updated the rebuttal with some edits and comments. Andrew / Bob - had a few specific questions for the two of you. I'm taking the lab out for lunch for the next couple of hours and 

then I'll get back to this after - we can easily finish this up today. Hoping to finish up revisions to the paper this afternoon as well.    

      .com/document/d/1v5FgAlqLfizioSfOpO2VWIXKIQ3arm 

21tdEyYXQSXBBDC2KwHxSrkff 

Rebuttal: 

Paper: h 

e Nature rebuttal 

Andrew Rambaut 1 

  

ncoWazdcfLag4VhQ/ 

KWdMZGXxbd228/edit# (edi      (document/d/ 

    

   

    

Robert Garry 

  

Cats were definitely infected with SARS-Cov-1 
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Nature 

SARS virus infection of cats and ferrets 

There is now a choice of animal models for testing therapies against the human virus. 

Kristian Andersen 4 

Come on Andrew bresk her/his heart! 

Robert Garry 

Apparently [and this comes froma pretty gcod source} cats in China are coming down with the illness in droves and are being rounded up and exterminated. 

Andrew Rambaut 

We should add that to our paper. 

Robert Garry 15 

I don't disagree. So, add the phrase: “including wild and domestic animals* somewhere in the text? Covers another base albcit a rather unlikely one. If my source is correct people will go crazy if 

    

they think that cats are going to get infected, pass on the disease and possibly die. Kristian for one is “fond™ of cats. 

#1 © 

Kristian Andersen 

Whatever you do - DO NOT pass on this information to my wife! I thir 

  

x she's more scared of the cats dying of this than me... & 

Robert Garry 152 

Agreed - nor my wife and daughters - same deal... 

Andrew Rambaut 15 

Ihave two cats. Ilike one of them. 

  

  

February 21st, 2020 » 

Eddie Holmes 

I'll go over the rebuttal today. Agree with the plan above. Excellent opportunity to purge cats from the planet: we a need a biocontrol for them in Australia ard this may be just the ticket 

  

Robert Garry 14 

ttps:/docs.go C2KwHx     ffyMdKWdMZGXxb     
Is this the link to the paper you're using? 

Kristian Andersen 1 

Yes, sorry - wrong link above 

Robert Garry 1 

NO problem! 

Kristian Andersen 

One point for @Robert Garry - It's SARS-CoV, not SARS-Cov-1 (©). Yeah, logic. 

Robert Garry 1 

Ok - noted « ICTV realy should get its act together 

Eddie Holmes + 

I've given the rebuttal an edit. Seems good. | view it asa sort of legal judgement, so it needs to be written in a balanced and neutral tone. 

But...the last point about being out-of-date is a fair one andis nagging at me as well. | think that some new bat viruses are on the way. What would we do if they came out quickly had the furin 
deavage site? Hypothetical | stress. 

Kristian Andersen 17 

A bat with 2 furin cleavage site still doesn't rule out a lab scenario, however, it would definitely mean that the site itself wasn't gained in the lab. My opinion is that the current main reason to even 

consider the lab scenario is because of the turin site, but again, seeing it in bats wouldn't rule it out (but | would find much less reason to speculate on it). 

Do you have reason to believe there's a bat virus with the furin site? If yes, then I think we should wait - because while it wouldn't invalidate anything that we're saying, it'd be very important 

  

additional information 

  

Eddie Holmes 
Isuggest we wait a few days. | hear rumblings. Not sure yet. Vince Racaniello basically repeated our paper 

  

1d-the-origin-of         

  

avirus/ 

@ virology.ws 

Pangolins and the origin of SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus 

A coronavirus related to SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated from Malayan pangolins 

illegally imported into Guangdong province, but it isnot the precursor of SARS-CoV-2. 

  

Robert Garry 1915 

| really can't see anything coming out that would refute all the scenarios we proposed or even one of then definitively unless someone isolates SARS-CoV-2 fully realized in some wild anima 

Eddie Holmes 19:16 

Can you just humour me for a few days? 
— SS 

Robert Garry 

Yes of course absolutely! | was going to add though -- if some “really important additional information” came out we could add a note in proof. 

Eddie Holmes ‘¢ 

Agreed. We can probably still send back to Nature on Monday. 

Robert Garry 1822 

VR is a very good guy, s tb scientist and communicator, but that's a pretty close paraphrase. 

  

Eddie Holmes 18:25 

Almost cut-and-paste! 

Robert Garry 

I'm actually rooting for some animal virus (bat, pangolin, something else hopefully not one of Kristian's cats) to have a polybasic site: 

  

Kristian Andersen 

I think we're ALL rooting for some animal virus here - would make the message so much easier! 
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ea Kristian Andersen 21.05 
Just in case people think it's difficult to make a CoV reverse genetics clone from scratch - these guys did it in a week... (just approved this paper for the bioRxiv, so please keep confidential for now). 

Screen Shot 2020-02-21 at 6.04.0... 
PNG 

BIORXIV-2020-959817v1-Thiel.pdf 
PDF 

  

February 22nd, 2020 ~ 

Andrew Rambaut 04:15 

@ie | think VP's piece is supposed to be a summary of our paper. It cites it with a link at the beginning. But it could have made that clearer. 

Robert Garry 09:17 

B® https:/www.politico.com/news/2020/02/21/coronavirus-trump-white-house-116650 

  

® Pouitico 

White House fears coronavirus could shape Trump's 2020 fortunes 

Though Trump in public has downplayed the virus, privately he has voiced his own 

anxieties. (180 kB) 

  

Robert Garry 09.9 

Reviewer #2 pretty much got it all wrong - Nature should reconsider. Andrew did a great job upgrading the lab origin response. 
cua yma, 

Robert Garry 10-14 

not a show-stopper. 

Robert Garry 

  

ES Kristian Andersen 13.0% 

Just created a document, but no text yet. Also shared the whole Google folder with y'all so it's easier to access these individual documents. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TQoMX8u_QiumfeLLwi06TLI-VKPBefsv34tjO8fLE6o/edit 

Waiting to hear from Eddie what's up in China before next steps. 

G Suite Document » 

e Nature rebuttal letter 
Google Doc 

Robert Garry 13:54 

We need to give Clare several reasons to reconsider. 

  

https://wwew.bbe.com/news/world-asia-51596665 

BBC News February 22nd, 2020 ~ 

Coronavirus cases double in one day in South Korea 

The PM describes the situation as grave as the total number of confirmed infections 

rises to 433. (114 kB) + 

Ti 

peysichy 

  

One reason to reconsider is that this epidemic is looking more and more like a pandemic. 

Eddie Holmes 18:44   
  

@ I'll hopefully be able to update on any new data tomorrow. Pretty obvious it was going pandemic. | think Nature have just bought Reviewer #2's argument that we just going to fan the flames by 

adding speculation. 

Eddie Holmes 19:05 

® I've just done some edits on the original version of the rebuttal in Google docs. Looks pretty good to me. 

Kristian - what do you think of starting a google for the rebuttal letter? One page. Seems the 3 major points are 1) pangolin seq give no def answer, 2) lab escape and 3) new data- if it comes at all - 

Just a brief intro letter that points the eds to the key points in the current response and not so subtle that reviewer #2 clearly was biased and got it all wrong. 
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% Robert Garry 1951 

Eddie Holmes 19:5« 
@ Agreed. No doubt that the private comments to the Editor were very strong. 

Robert Garry 1955 

8 Yeah hopefully she buys the counter-arguments 

Andrew Rambaut 20:15 
iB Been trying to get my head round the recombination. Here is the overview. Going to dig into spike next to see if |can pin down the sequence of acquisition of the RBD residues. 

recombination png ¥ 

   @< 
pa Eddie Holmes 20:41 

B Nicely done. Very messy in the S protein though. What do you think about Tommy's synonymous trees in the RBD? The pangolin virus is not the closest to SARS-CoV....bit very close in amino acid 
trees as here. (edited) 

selected RBD_whole_wSCAU_aa_ohyml png ¥ 

oe Dementia 

iis 

Lr vem hc ren ee 

SCAU is obviously the South China Uri one. 

Andrew Rambaut 20:57 

@@™p ‘es. For RBD the SCAU pangolinis closest (this is nucleotide), 

imagepng ¥ 

  

re i stot mtn? 

But | think this is because there is a recombinant tract in RBD in RaTG13 (that comes from elsewhere) pushing it away from SARS?. 

If 1 clip out 202 nucleotides in the RBD that span the 6 contact sites | get RaTG12 as closest again. Also if | just mask those sites with Ns in the RaTG13. 

image.png ¥ 

  

— ea cert te meet 

pa Eddie Holmes 21:06 

B® To mcit locks like the pangolin amino acid sequence in the RBD is closer to SARS-CoV-2 than expected given their overall level of divergence. 

Andrew Rambaut 21:10 

2. image.png ¥ 

  

  

Andrew Rambaut 21.26 
4B So in the first half of the RBD (up until the blue bar), RaTG13 is 7.9% divergent from SARS2 at the nucleotide level, and the pangolin is 13.5% divergent 

In the second ha'f (i.e., the blue bar), RaTG13 is 22% divergent and pangolin is 12.6% (ie., slightly less divergent). 

For Amino Acid it is similar - 1st half, RaTG13-SARS2: 2.8%, Pango-SARS2: 3.7%, 2nd half, RaTG13-SARS2: 19.5%, Pango-SARS2: 2.3% 

So it the Pangolin stays roughly the same divergence and RalG13 shoots up. 

Jeez it is 2.30 am. Going to bed. 

Eddie Holmes 21:31 

B® Thanks. Yes, go to bed. 

Robert Garry 2201 
<2 yes, many thanks! 

February 22nd, 2020 ~ 

@@ Yeah - damn good -| agree about the “fan the flames by adding speculation: it would not surprise me that the reviewer wrote a VERY strong private comment to the editor that effect to scare the 

hell out her. Again reviewerv#2 wrong about everything. 50K+ views and probably 10s of thousands of tweets and retweets - I did not detect fanned flames - on the contrary. 

rebruary 2énd, 2020 ~ 

FeUIorT cern, UE > 
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February 23rd, 2020 ~ 

Robert Garry 09.05 

I can’t contribute much here, but one consistent observation over the years is that virus fusion proteins use a “modular” approach, swapping in and out various components. If you're splitting the 

spike protein up for comparisons at the nuc and protein levels and if there's not another more rationale way to pick the splits, it might make sense [to me] to do it according to the “modules.” This 

alignment shows the "modules" in spike: https://wwv.nature.com/articles/nature17200/figures/10. The orange “variable loop” is the receptor binding domain for CoVs that have a protein 

receptor like ACE-2. For CoVs that use sialic acid receptors the binding is in the NTD. MERS CoV might use both classes of receptors (sialic acid and a protein} . For some CoVs like HKU11 (in the 

pointed to alignment) there is a “modular” insertion in the variable loop of a proline, serine, threonine rich region aka a mucin-like domain. (ec 

Robert Garry 09:14 
Apropos to that what you've labeled the “tract” appears to me to be essentially the “variable loop” that is a module frequently swapped in and out of CoV spikes. 

Robert Garry 09:24 

Our friend Ralph wrote about it: 

https: //wvew.ncbi.alm.nih.gov/pme/articles/PMC2838128/ 

® PubMed Central (PMC) 

Recombination, Reservoirs, and the Modular Spike: Mechanisms of Coronavirus 

Cross-Species Transmission 

Over the past 30 years, several cross-species transmission events, as well as changes 

in virus tropism, have mediated significant animal and human diseases. Most notable 

is severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), a lower respiratory tract disease of ... 

Robert Garry 10.48 

https:   wewne.cde.gov/eid/article/19/7/12-1094_ article 

== Emerging Infectious Diseases journal 

Mutation in Spike Protein Cleavage Site and Pathogenesis of Feline Coronavirus 

Feline coronaviruses (FCoV) exist as 2 biotypes: feline enteric coronavirus (FECV) and 

feline infectious peritonitis virus (FIPV). FECV causes subclin... (132 kB) ~ 

EMERGING 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
APeer-Reviawed Joernal Tracking ond Anchyzing Disease Trends 

   

Probably need to reference this. 

Andrew Rambaut 12.0 

Thanks Bob! That looks like an excellent way to try to dig down in to this (better than my squinting at the alignment and trying to see where the break-points are), Opens up all sorts of interesting 

questions about where do they get these modules from? Is it just homologous recombination from other coronaviruses? 

Also with respect to cats - weren't you saying that there were dead cats everywhere in Wuhan? 

The current understanding is that FIPV arises during in vivo infection from a genetic mutation of FECV (8-12). A long-standing hypothesis is that FIP viruses arise from internal mutation of 

endemic FECVs (12), which is believed to occur in approximately 1%-5% of enteric infections, resulting in the ability of the virus to infect blood monocytes and ti   ue macrophages. The 

  

resulting productive infection of these cells, a hallmark of FIP, enables systemic spread and results in macrophage activation, with concomitant immune-mediated events leading to death. To 

  

date, the precise mutation or mutations that cause a shift in FCov biotype have not been identified. 

Robert Garry 11-14 

Yes indeed - could be coincidence, but if SARS-CoV-2 is in fact infecting cats in Wuhan (and that's not a bad bet since SARS-CoV does effectively infect cats in the lab and cats were definitely 

infected during a early SARS cluster in an apartment building) then the pofybasic site might give the virus a leg up in pathology. 

yes - homologous recombination from other coronaviruses would be my bet. 

Robert Garry 11:27 

If cats are infected, | suppose one might ask the question did people infect the cats or was it the other way around? 

Andrew Rambaut 11.2 

Just annotating up the spike regions in the alignment now. One quick think | noticed in the figure above is the $2' cleavage site just before the fusion peptide. If the $1/S2 cleavage site was 

knocked out by a deletion, would this one take over? In SARS-CoV-2 it looks like this: 

TCAAAMCCAAGBBAAGAGGTCA 
Ss K P Sa K R S 
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Robert Garry 1124 
@m | think that’s a distinct possbility. I'd look for a cathepsin cleavage site as well. (edited) 

https: www.ncbi.nimnih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2519682/ 

® PubMed Central (PMC) 
Cathepsin L Functionally Cleaves the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

Coronavirus Class | Fusion Protein Upstream of Rather than Adjacent to the Fusion 

Peptide 
Unlike other class | viral fusion proteins, spike proteins on severe acute respiratory 

sydrome coronavirus virions are uncleaved. As we and others have demonstrated. 
infection by this virus d ds on cathepsit present in end 1 

compartments ... 

https: wwrw.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6226446/ 

B®) PubMed Central (PMC) 

Functional analysis of potential cleavage sites in the MERS-coronavirus spike 

protein 

The Middle East respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus (MERS-CoV) can cause 
severe disease and has pandemic petential. Therefore, development of antiviral 
strategies is an important task. The activation of the viral spike protein (S) by host cell 

proteases ... 
oe 

Andrew Rambaut 1144 

@@p OK. As you guessed - that bit | labelled ‘tract’ which I got by eyeballing the alignment is within 2 nucs at one end and 6 nucs at the other to being the ‘variable loop’ in that paper, above. So that 

looks ike a winner. 

| guess the pangolin/human lineage could have got it from somewhere else but given in the rest of the genome, RaTG13 is closest. it would mean the Pangolin lineage end the one leading to SARS- 

CoV-2 would have to get it separately. 

Robert Garry 1150 
<@@ GreatPerhaps a multistep process to get to SARS-CoV-2? 

Andrew Rambaut 37.15 

4B bittp://wwvimicrobe.tv/twiv/twiv-588/ ( from minute 42) 

 microbe.tv 

TWiV 588: Coronavirus update - Save the pangolin! | This Week in Virology 
The TWi¥ team returns this week to SARS-CoV-2019 coverage to review the latest epi 
curves, the fatality rate, furin deavage site and receptor binding domain in the spike 

glycoprotein, related CoV recovered from pangolins, evidence that the virus did not 

escape from a laboratory, and many more questions sent in by listeners. 

Robert Garry 1733 
<i |s it possible to make money doing a podcast - oris this just a hobby? I'm not judging. just curious. 

Andrew Rambaut 17.97 ——_—— 

Mie \havewondered that. | think it is just 2 hobby. But they are 2.5 hours long. | don’t know whe has time to listen. 

  

Robert Garry 1635 
hw bitps:i/qz.com/1805422/wuhan-virology-lab-unablo-to-quell-china-c inus-conspiracies/ 

© Quartz 
Why a Chinese virology lab is unable to quell the coronavirus conspiracy theories 

around it 

The episode shows how China's public has an decreasing level of trust in the 
government since the outbreak of the coronavirus, say experts. (98 kB) +     

Some journals, such as Nature, have appended notes to older stories about the Wuhan lab calling the conspiracy theories about the lab “unverified.” 

« Nature News & Comment 

Inside the Chinese lab poised to study world's most dangerous pathogens 

Maximum-security biolab is part of plan to build network of BSL-4 facilities across 

China. 

Wow - not sure Nature is correct on this. 

image.png ¥ 

are eee = 

Inside the Chinese lab poised to study world's most 
dangerous pathogens 
Maximner secure Diolad 1 part of plan to Deshd nenmert o OL 4 acces aoven Chine 

Eatere’ nom, Jamaary DERG Mary eres Neve promt! 4° mins Mery De hee WO 
(ee cncinee: © re etc Dyes 4 en De comneerin Cores Set gen (ecm 
207% Nera Arco ot 50 eve Pa FO KD Seas Pe Re He SOA Hae 
corn we oF nema ware, 

ho pure Mare atte 8 rete 8 6 TOT sry a a Mh he mart many Soren Pa” ate 
Pho ne later we ho ora 

©» Robert Garry isse 
@@ Nature seems tobe getting some bad advice - did reviewer #2 strike again? 
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February 24th, 2020 » 
e Andrew Rambaut 101 

@™\e @Robert Garry Quick question - would Vero-E6 cells have furin available? 

Kristian Andersen 10.2 

| believe they do, 

Robert Garry 10-23 

w Yes they do - heres the data 

    

Nigures 
wT DD Caco? 

DH Veroks = Leng 

10 
. $ — 
32 

ob 10% 
= 
@S 104 

ts €3 
= & 10% 
2 

10+ 

2 » 
$ 3 s Ro e * 

hitps://wwew.nature.com/e $/541598-018-34859-w | 

Scientific Reports February 24th, 2020 ~ 

Functional analysis of potential cleavage sites in the MERS-coronaviru 

Functional analysis of potential cleavage sites in the MERS-coronavirus spike protein 

Andrew Rambaut 10:33 

But perhaps not as lung epithelium cells? 

  

Oh! Snap. 

An order of mag less. 

So might select against using furin cleavage site 

Perhaps less than an order 

Ee Kristian Andersen 1 
Doubt it... Being able to use furin is a neat trick 

@ Andrew Rambaut 10.26 

  

@is OK. 

Just thinking about this deletion of the cleavage site we are seeing in a sample (at about 40% frequency). 

Ka Kristian Andersen 
One thing furin usage might do though - make the virus less stable. So changing temperatures in T/C etc. could probably mess around with it's usage of furin | 

The loss you're seeing - any sense if that specific to culture or whether it’s in the patient? 

Andrew Rambaut 20.4 

That is what we are trying to work out. One hypothesis | was thinking of is that there is another population of viruses that has arisen targeting other cells in the body? Perhaps less furiny. 

Robert Garry 10.51 

Very possible. Would really like to get some site directed mutants going on that furin site - then explore tissue tropism. Pretty sure Baric and Yoshi are burning the midnite oil getting those exps 

done, Putting those mutants into animals very much needed. Tulane primate center has the virus and is working with a consortium to establish the animals (NHPs, ferrets etc - maybe cats). 

Tulane has Chad Roy that may be one of the few peopte that can credibly do an aerosol challenge. 

BIW- Just got an invite from Amy Maxmen of Nature to participate in a panel at a journalists’ meeting in Austin end of April. 

Someone should tell Nature that the fish market probably did not start the outbreak. 

Kristian Andersen 1 

es All very plausible. 

We now have the reverse genetics system, so I'm sure Drosten and folks are on that as well. 

Andrew, one thing to check - if these are grown in culture, please have the double-check the temperature in their incubator. If it's a few degrees higher than expected, then | think we have a likely 

    

mechanism. 

Amy reached out to me as well - turned it down, but Bob, that's your old stomping ground, so you should go. 

LZ 2 revties Last reply 3 years age 

Robert Garry 10.59 
@ They are just contributing to the conspiracy theories that WIV built and released SARS-CoV-2. 

THat was my guess, See ary cd 

Robert Garry 11:07 

@ Old white guy - hope they get some women. 

@ Andrew Rambaut 11 

@@e Ask them for the panel list (can also check for crazies) 

Robert Garry 11:21 

Will do - | think since Kristian broke Amy's heart she is scrambling... 

|e] Eddie Holmes 

See attached. STRICTLY confidential as 1 am not meant to send it out. Yunnan bat from March 2019, Highly recombinant but closest to SARS-CoV-2 in one region. Still different in the RBD but the 

other thing is obvious. Discuss. 
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Fig.2-0224new.pef 
PDF 

    

Robert Garry 

® Holy crap - that’s amazing. 

  

Ka Kristian Andersen 144 
No polybasic site, HOWEVER, this provides a mechanism. This Is critical to have out and plug in - let's wait until it’s Out (edited, 

  

Robert Garry 1454 

B Well- itis alogical progenitor or at least a substrate for recombination -just R for trypsin or maybe it relies on CatL - also deletes two of the three predicted O-linked S or T residues (and the 

sequence is not predicted to be O-gylcosylated (I just checked). 

a Kristian Andersen 15 

Agreed. Here's evidence showing that the virus likes to ‘mess around’ in this part of the genome (in animals), so that provides a template for how all of this happened in animals - critical bit of 
information 

Robert Garry 1504 

@ | don't see how it gets us any closer to discriminating between any of the models. There still needed to be recombination and evolution in either an animal, animals, humans or all of the above. It 

~ but if its going to be an determinate amount of time maybe get our paper out Nature or Nature Med. Add a note in proof if 

it comes out sooner than later - otherwise | think we anticipate that there are likely intermediates between known bat and pangoln viruses and SARS-CoV-2 or maybe add this to the discussion as 

a personal communication if possible, 

  

does not rue out or in lab passage. If it's being posted fast yes lets wait 

ns Kristian Andersen 15005 
\ think this lends pretty strong support for an animal origin of the ‘confusing’ features of the virus, so | think it’s important to include 

  a Kristian Andersen 15:19 
None of this disproves accidental lab infection, however, it shows that all the steps can occur in mature - hence the reason to even consider a lab link is decreased. Since we have such a miniscule 

sampling of the animal reservoir seeing just small parts of the step-by-step mechanism is important - to me this data shows that because, yeah, it shows that the virus likes to 'mess around' with 

this pert of the genome. | think that’s important knowledge. 

@Eddie Holmes - what's the publication strategy for this paper? | can see it's formatted for Nature, but will there be a bioRxiv? 

Robert Garry 1520 

@ BTW - what is labeled the external subdomain is the variable domain Andrew was discussing in the recombination subthread above. 

  @ Andrew Rambaut 15:22 

  

Hi. Just working my way through this. 

Robert Garry 1529 

@ "the reason to even consider a lab linkis decreased" - yeah good point. Don't think it necessarily points to a direct animal jump like SARS or MERS or arather extended history in humans. 

If you happen to be working on cne of those standup desk things, I suggest sitting down. 
reoruary zat, zu2u © 

re Kristian Andersen 1527 
Makes it much more likely the full furin site could have been acquired very carly in humans or potentially in an intermediate host - instead of forming fully de novo it’s more akin to what happens 

with flu. These are critical points that | think need to be made clear in the commentary - and can't be added in ‘in proof (given how important the message is, it needs to be 2s clear and solid as 

possible from the get go IMO). 

Robert Garry 1520 

® Andrew's deep sequencing result with sometimes (40%) deletions in the $1/S2 junction also confirm that the messing around is common. 

Ka Kristian Andersen 1524 
Yup, good point 

  

    

@| Eddie Holmes , 
B Sorry, haven't got time to respond now. Will talk jater. 

By Kristian Andersen 15.9¢ 

Yeah, no worries Eddie 

[nothing on bioRxiv - just checked) 

Speaking of all of this - here's a press release draft (in expectation of a future pubiication....). If folks have time to take alook and provide edits and preferably some quotes, then that'd be awesome. 

Word Document ¥ 
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Vy) Andersen Coronavirus Nature 2020 Press Release... 

Word Decument 

Andere Cormaveus Motare Mees Renae Ovet 2-24.29 

The COVID-19 coronavines epitemic has 2 natural origin, 
sclontints say 

te severe CUR oe promt of en. 
according te Mheings publshestoday F the jaune! 

‘The suatysis of public genome wequeece dats from SAAS-COV-2 and retatnd 
‘Tunes found 20 Evie ce Ina the rs was made in © REOrsOY or 
otherwne engneered 

“By <amoring Die ncatotle geneme serene hike tor tnen evanaeires 

Eddie Holmes 15:37 
® One thing though: it is currently being Sanger sequenced for confirmation. 

Andrew Rambaut 1540 
@ The figure looks quite familiar. 

Robert Garry 1542 
#8 Nice job onthe PR - however, you could have more actively borrowed from the Rancaniello piece - | mean, just to be fair. 

* Robert Garry 1402 February 24th, 2020 ~ 

e@@ “it needs to be as clear and solid as possible from the get go IMO" Surely, and the points you outlined above should be incomporated, Makes the piece even strong IMO, This figure looks pretty 

mature to me and the implications are not lixely to change unless Sanger somehow fills in the gaps, which seems doubtful. I'm all for starting to update our piece dear and sclid as possble based on 

the reviews and the new info. Then we can see what day it is, when we think the new info might become public and go from there. 

Robert Garry 1612 

6 ‘The figure looks quite familiar.” That's simply sincere flattery. 

“If folks have time to take alook and provide edits and preferably some quotes, then that'd be awesome.” Can you place on the google or do you want us to edit the old fashioned way? 

Andrew Rambaut 16:16 

@@® Both alignments start and stop at exactly the same residue as my figure and | picked those completely arbitrarily. 

Andrew Rambaut 1629 

MiB | arn not sure that the new RmYNO2 bat sequences add anything to the story other than bats can have insertions in the $1/S2 cleavage site. In the RBD it is basically identical to the ZC45/ZXC21 

which are the recombinant ones |in brown in the figure below): 

recombination.pag + 

  

Robe Galty ies February 24th, 2020 ~ 

ie Do we know the nucleotide sequence there - that's clearly an optimal alignment at the amino acid level but how did the sequence arise at the nucleotide level. If you compare RaTG13 to nCoV-19 

the PRRA results from a single insertion of 12 nuc, BUT it's out of frame from the coding sequence of RatG13. IOWS not a simple 12 nuc insertion directly encoding PRRA. I'm guessing something 

like this - a single insertion event replacing 24 nuc with 18 nuc. Comparing RMYNO2 to one of the bat CoVs. Possible? (edited) 

© Robert Garry 1701 

OO Freetherpessthtitytee-ver-steetesiesherveteetide-detetion: Ok - this likely didn't happen. (edited) 

Andrew Rambaut 17.25 

@@ You can go from the furin sequence in SARS2 to the RmYN02 site using only deletions: 

image.png ¥ 

TTCTCCT==GC=GGCACGT ===GTAGCTAGTC/ 
N S P --HM-B A R VAS ¢ 

TAATTCTCCTCGGCGGGCACGTAGTGTAGCTAGTC; 
N S P R R ARS VAS ¢ 

But it depends on what codons are being used. 

e Robert Garry 179: 

8 Interesting! 

Andrew Rambaut 17.99 
@ie There are some other solutions but always with 3 deletions. 
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Andrew Rambaut 17:95 
Be Yes, s0 4 deletions. (edted) 

Robert Garry 1607 

<@ 8 Coincidence that you SFO14 deletion above took out QTQTIN)? Maybe a preferred site for recombination? 

Andrew Rambaut 15:58 
@™§e Ooh. Interesting. Too much interlinked stuff going on. 

Eddie Holmes 18:46 
G@aeai 

® The virus is actually the closest to SARS-CoV-2 in some parts of the genome, although not hugely close. Very complex series of recombinaticn events. Obviously, the key thing is the insertion but! 
think that is huge in the current context, Clearly shows this is In Nature. Here are the nucleotides. When did you do your alignment Andrew? 

Cleavage site 20200220171523.ong ¥ 

  

  

Nucleotide pic attached 

In ‘nature’ small case. Not sure about publication strategy yet...soon | hope. As usual, much pe tics, 

Andrew Rambaut 19.02 
@@ My alignment above is just a mock up - | dicn't know what the nucleotides were. 

So because it has those two As in there, my pure deletion solution doesn't work. 

So you need 2 transitions and three deletions (or insertions) to go between these. 

lam not convinced these are related inserts. Depends on the background in the rest of spike. 

I still think that all it tells you is there are some bat viruses with an insertion at this site. 

Eddie Holmes 25.05 

B Yes, but | think that is an enormous ‘all given that 79% of the lab escape idea from genomics was the Cleavage site insertion and we've not seen this in any other bat virus. | don’t think we would 

have written the same paper with this information. | also think it may be a different insertion, but it means these insertions are happening in nature. 

2 Eddie Holmes 23.40 
® Abit more: (i) sequence confirmed by Sanger; (ii) bats collected May-July 2019, so ~6 months prior; (iii)in most of the virus genome it is the closest to SARS-CoV-2 although not in S: {iv) some very 

wide ranging recombination everts: (v) essentially supports what Ref #2 says ("Who knows how many out of thousands undiscovered bat ancestors also acquired such a motif. the sampling bias in 

descriptions of remote bat viruses is dramatic"). That it is a different insertion is not the point in my book. Very strongly argues against lab. 

97.2% identity in ab. 

February 25th, 2020 ~ 

Kristian Andersen 0003 

I don't think this data necessarily argues against accidental infec lease, it shows very imp - Insertions at this site can happen in nature, making the need to reach for 

a non-natural explanation much diminished, This is new important knowledge that would need to be introduced in our commentary and lends significantly stronger support to the ‘natural’ scenarios 

we're describing. | say we have to wait for this to come out - at a minimum on the bioRxiv. It doesn't go against (or prove/disprove) the scenarios we're describing, however, is very important 

knowledge for a reader to now. 

@Eddie Holmes - what's your take on how we handle this? | think we should wait until this is out, update the commentary. and then put that back in via Nature/Nature Med with some significantly 

stronger conclusions about this being ‘natural’. Thoughts? 

Eddie Holmes 00:53 
'& I'm now very strongly in favour of a natural origin. The component bits of the virus are morc or less there in a tiny sample of wildlife. Plus there is morc to come (this is not Zhang's data), | don't sec 

why we need a lab origin on these data. | agree we have to hold back for bioRxiv. Hopefully something will be submitted this week. I'm actualy at a meeting with Clare next week. 

Eddie Holmes 01:10 
@ Rhinolophus malayanus 

Interesting Malayan coincidence 

Kristian Andersen 0131 

Sounds gocd - | too think we should wait until this is out and then we can do a quick turn-around - | think we'll still have a paper to publish by then and in fact, | think it'll be even stronger as it'll 

have much less of an open ending (again, it doesn't rule out lab infection/release, however, there is now no longer any ‘mysteries’ to explain - we see the optimized RBD in pangolins and part of the 

furin site in bats [which is pretty cool!). Generally speaking, | also don't think we want to rush, If you can please grab Clare when you see her, then that'd be great. 

@Robert Garry and @Andrew Rambaut - thoughts? (edited) 

  
  

e Andrew Rambaut 02.05 February 25th, 2020 ~ 

eo | was always in favour of the pre-adapted junp from animals hypothesis but now it is plausible that that was directly from bats. 

Eddie Holmes 03:04 

@ Agreed. | promise to get this pushed out ASAP. I need to talk to Jeremy in a little while. 

Clare wants to talk about stuff so this will clearly be on the agenda. 

Eddie Holmes 03:20 

B Jeremy agrees with this plan. I'll get the bat paper sorted ASAP. They want to call the human virus HCoV-19 & 

Andrew Rambaut 03.45 

BB Here is my spike recombination diagram. Clearly shows how RaTG13 jumps out in the RBD variable loop region. 

recombination _spike.png ¥ 
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y 2 February 25th, 2020 ~ 

Eddie Holmes 
yy OAM WwW 

Beautiful. So, the human and Guangdong pangolins inherited their very simi 

  

* RBD sequences from a common ancestor, the host species of which is unkno\ 

  

e Andrew Rambaut 

he most parsimoniou     that human, RaTGi3 and at least one of the pangolins had a common anc 

  

or with the ACE2-liking RBD and then RaTG13 lost it. Makes it | hat the RBD residues 

bat as well as the pangolin. What does the new bat have? 9 

    

were ir 

  

Eddie Holmes 

Very different RBD, Only one of the 6 residues shared with the human virus, and a different o1 

  

id be in that figure | sent. 

Andrew Rambaut 7 

Oh yes, it was. Sorry, 

Eddie Holmes 

| wond    nan and pangolin viruses are derived from a non-bat host 

Andrew Rambaut o: 

Dunno. Some con 

  

uted shit    

  

| wonder if the pangolins are a red t   here and are just picking up bat \ 

  

uses left-right-c . Not certain. 

  

@ Andrew Rambaut 

    y virus would be in with the two brown labelled ones at the bottom of the dia     ram in the RBD (ZC45 and ZXC21). 

| @| Eddie Holmes 0+ February 25th, 2020 

s Some convoluted shit - will use that the paper. Seems important to me that the bats are all different in the RBD. Sub-optimal? As for the pangolins what has always 

Guangdong pangos are in the SARS: 

  

k me is that both the 

RS-CoV-2? | think we have 

  

          CoV-2-like lineage....but there are loads of bat CoVs so why would they both have distinct li 

  

ages that are c 

such a shit sampl ‘t tell. | dunno      

Andrew Rambaut 05 

OK. To return to the 

1) Re-nuance it to explicitly Ic 
    so are we going 

  

     our bet on the lab passaging scen: ) the basis that         oth cleavage site insertions and the | RBD exist in nature. This     g ‘ce virus in the     ses just having the so 
    

jab and sor        1e0Ne ing infected with it which is just an a   ernative t 

  

Iman & 

  

posure hypothesis without < 

  

ly evidence, 

   2) Lower our odds o 

Spi 

@ Sreplle t 9 replies Last 3 ye B4 = 

|e) Eddie Holmes 05 
Yes, t's it. Minor editing 

  

n the pre-circulation in humans because of reasor 

  

above, and lack of evidence of cases.     

    

Robert Garry 1 February 25th, 2020 ~ 

  Think we need to have another term to use other than insertion. Compared     her bat CoVs t 

bination could hz 

      is a net lost of th 5 amino acids inse 

and delet 
   

    

ted six deleted. Likely a single “small” 

  

  ppen “faster” The mut     ogous recombination event or series of mutations and deletions . The           ‘ons that’s just "nature" aka un pled diversity. 

  

Robert Garry 

w Andrew's QTQTN 

|e! Eddie Holmes 
B Next of kin baboon perhaps. 

Robert Garry 

@ Maybe the term is "insertion/c 

|e! Eddie Holmes 
®& Back on tomorrow from me. 

  

3% deletion si sts the $1/S2 site is prone to the de     ns ~ that’s apparent in other CoVs, but yes not previous! 

  

seen in bat CoVs so significa 

    

1aybe just “mutation.” Flu v can get polybasic site via sn     | recombination events, point mutations or six nuc insertion. 

  

           

  

Robert Garry 

@ All good Eddie and thanks for the updates! Paper will get a significant upgrade. Not sure < 

Robert Garry 

B Clearly t are | mbination events go on.as well. | think Andrew's beautiful recombination fi       

  

rather than NatMed (not a bad journal either). 
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Robert Garry 0556 ee fe See Bee 
<i Andrew Rambaut [4:00 AM] 

OK. To return to the paper - so are we going to: 

1) Re-nuance it to explicitly lower our bet on the lab passaging scenario on the basis that both cleavage site insertions and the full RBD exist in nature. This leaves just having the source virus in the 

lab and someone being infected with it which is just an altemative human exposure hypothesis without any evidence. 

2) Lower our odes on the pre-circulation in humans because of reasons above, and lack of evidence of cases. 

) 

Eddie Holmes [4:01 AM] 

Yes, that’s it. Minor editing. 

& Andrew Rambaut 
OK. To return to the paper - so are we going to: 

1) Re-nuance it to explicitly lower our bet on the lab passaging scenario on the basis 
that both cleavage site insertions and the full RBD exist in nature. This leaves just 

having the source virus in the lab and someone being infected with it which fs just an 

alternative human exposure hypothesis without any evidence. 

2) Lower our odds on the pre-circulation in humans because of reasons above, and lack 

of evidence of cases. 

3).. 
Posted in @ paper-2020-nature_mediine-proximal origin Feb 25th, 2020 View message 

A Eddie Holmes 

Yes, that’s it. Minor editing. 

Posted in @ paper-2020-nature_medkine-proximal_origin Feb 25th, 2920 | View message 

Robert Garry 0603 

©) @ Agree with 1) , This will make Nature ote even happior | think - so yes m-nuanco. The response to Rev #1 last question becomes relevant. 

Robert Garry 0610 

1B It necassary to examine the lab hypothesis, but we did and it's not necessary to invoke lab escape and the events leading to nCov-19 all could have and in all likelihood did occur in nature, “in most 
of the virus genome it [RmYNO2] is the closest to SARS-CoV-2 although notin S" "Scems important to me that the bats are all different in the RBD." (edited) 

Andrew Rambaut 06:13 Se 

@@B We are also proving the point of the editor that the findings can become out of date as new data is added. Need to think how to respond to that. 

Robert Garry 06.17 
@%@ |was just going to say though that still no “smoking gun.” The analysis holds up even with another closer bat RmYNO2_ 

Andrew Rambaut 06:19 
@@G Yes. We just need to come up with a good response. Something like this is our best understanding and it is unlikely to change substantially. The only thing that would settle the matter is the direct 

progenitor (which is pretty unlikely ). And that wouldn't invalidate our analysis - just confirm which is correct. 

Robert Garry 0421 

me YES! 

Robert Garry 0629 

<@@ | think wee can say that we are not likely going to find the direct progenitor in a bat. The RBD is too much different. 

Robert Garry 0649 

@g Bat viruses are percolating in pangolins, likely other animals and probably humans [the seropositives] too. I could be convinced otherwise, but | don't think we have enough data to say were the 

direct progenitor arose. In the back of my mind Is the fact that the virus Isn't changing much at all, unlike SARS-CoV. This to me suggests some pre-circulation In humans and argues against a SARS- 

like civet to human direct transmission, 

Andrew Rambaut 0645 
@ Just a thought, what about pigs? 

Robert Garry 0646 

8 Yeah - would not rule out domestic animals - even feral cats. 

Andrew Rambaut 0646 
® We still have the paradox - if the virus is human adapted, it should have started circulating as soon as it arose. But we con't see any genetic variants that are likely older than Autumn 2019 

Andrew Rambaut 06.55 

4B Pangolin cov genome came up on genbank: 
https: wwew.nebi.nim.nih.gov/nuccore/MT084071.1 

Seems closely related to the Guangdong/1/2020 

Missing chunks though. Just says this virus was circulating in early 2019 (edited) 

Robert Garry 0703 

<@@ | guess at this moment [subject to change) I'm leaning to a scenario where a 98 or 99% recombinent arose in some animal with 4 human-like ACE-2. The last change in an animal probably wes in the 

$1/S2 junction maybe a minimal furin site that alowed better circulation in humans where the final polybasic site was set and we got to 100% nCoV-19. I'm not too much bothered so much by the 

lack of detection of a doser variant in humans, OC43, NL63 etc crculated prob for decades before they were detected. 

Bottom line for me - the scenarios in the current draft don't change, except lab escape unnecessary (we said this but can be further nuanced) - the new data refines the analysis considerably 

sharper, particularly re recombination, which is amajor upgrade. 

Yes - paradox still in full force. 
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Robert Garry February 25th, 2020 ~ 

0 cells you would have neede 

  

The main argument against the lab es 

This is 

would do that. Th 

  

              vhat we wrote. Did not ha as likely to g other way like Andrew's 4 

    

nes as fr     ose are th in nature millions or mo} tly as any lab activities “experiments” that go     

e Andrew Rambaut 

e., the exact one that became nCoV). But 

  

is that a researcher became infected through handling, sampling bats or culturing bat viruses (            

  t from an evolutionary/genomic event so we shouldn't even mention it.       

Robert Garry 

@ Agree - and as in the last       tial lab exposures pale in 

  

ponse to Rev#i mber to natural exposures. 

  

pote 

     with Eddie that “minor” edits needed. The edits need to be sharp and concis¢ grade needs to 

n of recombination IMO. 

ES Kristian Andersen 
plied to.a thr OK. To return to the paper - so are we going to:. 

t must), but then shoot it de 

per Kristian, Must address the new data kills our arguments (it didn't and won't). Biggest up       

  

     Yes, | agre ith this - mention aU: 1. That'll be the most powerful way of countering this.     

              still think th 

  

rmed in humans. The main reasons ility - midpoint root of tree and dN/dS 

  

I'm still favoring a pre-circulation scenario and | believe the furin site could have been fully fo: 5 is a real po: 

    

{this is holding up in bigger analyses, but still trying to finish thos   
e up. 

  

circulation scenario uncontroversial. 

    

     

ES Kristian Andersen 

The last change in an animal proba vas ir > $1/S2 jur aybe a minimal furin sit t allowed better circulation in humans where the final polybasic site was nd we got to 100% 

nCoV-19 

          

            »s bottleneck, not introduction: and    Yup, | agree with this scenario too - s plausible to me (TMRCA beco! elps explain midpoint) 

  

ory 

    culation in ¢ ersial and lends stro t to natural 

  

| do wonder if we could throw in a dN/dS - it’s consistent the pre-circulation scenario, BUT also consistent with e.g igs. Uncontr       

    Ain't d 

  

scenarios (tissue culture 

to me - SARS-CoV-2 is dead... 

  

Oh, and one tast point - this $s is also now hCoV-1 

  

Robert Garry 10:12 

“we could throw in a dN/dS" I think would dep he data. If it looks ¢     incing we should consider it. Andrew’s beautiful figure hints at the same thing 

Robert Garry 

CoV-2 is de: 

  

yeah WHO and ICTV need to reconsider. But is hCoV-19 the infamous virus X? I'd say no [but open to counters]- too similar taxonomically to SARS-CoV, which is obviously 

  

what ICTY focused on 

       

ES Kristian Andersen 

WHO has never used SARS-CoV-2 - they're refusing to call it that. If the Ch véould like to call it hCoV-19, then | think that should be the name - not what a group of white dudes decided in 

Europe. 
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@ Andrew Rambaut 

shaoguan. Guangdong province, last year. the Guardian and staff from CECGOF s 4 for attempted t         

3 near the facil      confirmed the species 

  

» raised there, along with monkeys ani othe     

           
@® the Guardian 

Coronavirus closures reveal vast   sle of China's secretiv 

  

wildlife farm industry 

Peacocks, porcupines and pangolins among species bred on almost 20,000 far 

  

closed in wake of virus 

  

Eddie Holmes 

      

COV-19. Vill do so from nov 

    REV0002969



February 26th, 2020 ~ 

Andrew Rambaut 10.00 
'B |have added a plot of distances to the bottom of this. The bars match the dots on the trees 

recombination_spile.pag * 

  

ce = 

  

me tnongeny nem 
| 

      

S 
Kristian Andersen 10:14 
This looks great! Which part contains the RBD and the key residues? 

Andrew Rambaut 1020 

'® variable loop 

February 26th, 2020 ~ 

If we use it we can try to standardise the two figures. 

Kristian Andersen 10:24 

| think we should definitely use it - but yeah, we'd probably need to standardize the two to make it easier to follow. Love this one - it very nicely illustrates the natural scenario explaining the RBD! 

More ‘credit’ from TWiV.... http://www.microbe.tv/twievo/twievo-52/ 

® microbe.tv 

TWIEVO 52: Virus evolution by land and by sea and by CoV | This Week in Evolution 

Nels and Vincent examine SARS-CoV-2 from an evolutionary viewpoint, examining 

what the spike glycoprotein sequence informs us about the origin of the virus. 

Nice little figure they have there 

© Robert Garry 1056 

ip Looks great - minor tweak: should be N-terminal domain. 

©» Robert Garry 1101 
8 Yeah - GREAT ee 

Robert Garry 1108 February 26th, 2020 ~ 

mg Can this be summarized as: 1) RaTG13is closest to nCoV-19 [need to harmonize] in S except for the variable loop, where closest is pango Guangdong 1/2020. Suggests recombination. 2) Spike 
also appears to be a hotspot for recombination in the pango viruses. Outside of spike and the variable domain is RATG13 still closest to nCov-19 or is this hCov-19 in all the genes? 

Andrew Rambaut 112 

@§e Yes. But | think the key point is that the RaTG13 has had a new variable loop region come in {it's genetic distance jumps up, whereas the pangolin stays the same).! think we can infer from that that 

the RaTG13 lineage had the good RBD residues prior to this recombination event. 

So we can infer that the ACE2 liking RBD was in bats. 

Robert Garry 1220 

&8 So, 1) recombination in the variable loop to optimize an already pretty good human-like RBD in a RaTG13-like virus 2)insertion/deleti tion [still jing fora 

verb] at the $1/S2 junction generated the progenitor to nCoV-19. Does this awesome analysis provide clues as to what species 1 or 2 took place in? Seems 1 or 2 could potentially have been in 

pangolins, another animal or humans. Even if 1 and 2 both took place in animals some pre-Wuhan circulation may have been required in humans to lock in the optimal polybasic site. (ed\ted) 

Robert Garry 1427 

@im Should SARS-CoV go on this second figure? It’s on the first one. 

Eddie Holmes 17.57 
@ Ihave to say that I disagree with this. I think we should stick to the original plan for this artide as much as possible and not try to be too detailed about what we think happened (e.g. which bits in 

which hosts) and | don't think we should use Andrew’s figure in this piece. | say this because | certain that the picture is going to change rapidly as new data come out and | am loathed to make any 

strong conclusions when the sample is so small. For example, | don't think we firmly conclude that the hCoV-19 RBD came from a bat. I strongly believe there was another intermediate host | 

  

somewhere. In addition. the new bat virus is actually closest to hCoV-19 in 20Kb of the genome. Also, it puts me in a very difficult position as it means that Lam on papers that wil be published 

around the same time making almost contradictory statements. So, if you want to go into detail saying which bit of sequence came from where then I feel that I'll need to remove my name. | 
honestly don't we need to do this: I think we Just evaluate the data In support of the vgrlous hypotheses and leave it like this. 
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Robert Garry February 26th, 2020 

@ lasked that question this morning: “Outside of spike and the v 

to hCoV-19 in 20Kb of the genome 

      ariable domain is RATG13 still closest to nCov-19 or is this hCov-19 in all the genes?” See as how the “new bat viru   
    does considerably complicate things - so | see your point Ed 

co Eddie Holmes 
It’s Closest in Lab (97.2%). Still not massive close, but doser, Lots of recombination elsewhere. I just don’t think wee 

Robert Garry 

@ Imsure 

  need to propose anything too specific, 

  we can come up with the optimum approach to modify/upgrade and update this piece that has already had so much positive impact and get it out ASAP, 

February 27th, 2020 

Andrew Rambaut 

Personally | don't see how another bat that is a bit closer than RalG13 in 1ab changes anything      e are saying here. But | agree it is likely there is an intermediate animal betwe 

  

=n bat and human 

don't mind one way or the other about the second figure 

  

The only thing that is currently unpublished and that we need for thi 

  

is the cleavage site insertion in abat 

But the window of opportunity for publishing this in the form it is in is vanishing quickly. 

   
Robert Garry 

® lagr 

recombination as a po 

window closing. Maybe 

  

jate the hg with the new virus - change the name 

  

either hCoV-19 or HCoV-19 [pick one] - make 

  

minor [but clear and concise) modifications (mention     

  ibility, but without detail). I'd say send back to Clare and see if she'll reconsider or perhaps faster send to NatMed. As more 

recombination clarifies there will obviously be a need to address more definitively in re pub 

Robert Gary 075 February 27th, 2020 

® or nCoV-19 

    

  quence data comes and the picture on    

I'm not picky 

cS Kristian Andersen 
I'm not too worried about not being able to publish this - yes, it’s getting to be of decreasing interest as focus moves to pandemic control, but it’s still of interest. Here're my thoughts 

if the ad 

1 will foc 

I'll reach out to Sri at Cell to sell the story to her - that wa 

    

itienal figure brings in too much ‘raw! dat: ¢ that could be controversial, then yes, we probat        shouldn't include for a commentary   

  

son 

  

Shaping / finishing the manuscript Monday/Tuesday 

ve don't dh vith the re 

ming the half-furin data will be published shortly(ish)     

     's and Cell is more fkely to take it 

P
w
n
r
 

    toa new study showing half-furin from Eddie's figure, OR (if that isn't going to be out any 

  

me soon) point to cther 

out actually citing the study - if the study comes out in the 

  

    e the same here... That way we can keep the messz     we'll thro’     meantime, the itation in. In       e discuss in detail the acquisition of the site since 

s actually closes 

ruses saying that ‘furin stuff happens all the time. and 

    

|e Eddie Holmes 

Things have been a little delayed with the bat paper...they done some re-sequencing. Doesnt change anything but it is slower. | agree with the window is closing. Why not just send to Nature 

h hat will the f 

  

     dicine today as is? 

  

lest 

Robert Garry 

® I've been editing per the reviews. No changes in stone - yada yada and a few references to insert, but IMO not too bad as is. 

  

|e! Eddie Holmes 15:2 
Sorry Kristian, didn’t read one of your messa Cell is fine. They'll take it. Very keen for stuff. | think we move away from Nature (straight) as that will take longer. I'm against the additional figure       
for reasons above. But we should do this in the next 48 hours I think. I suspect the new bat paper will be submitted on the same time-lines. I think it's HCoV-19. Perhaps 

Robert Garry 

@ | put hCov-19 but easy to change all. 

Eddie - do you mean submit to Cell over Nature Medicine? I'm fine either way 

|e] Eddie Holmes 

Just use the name the Lancet paper. 

Robert Garry 

@ Yeah then HCoV- 

want to be the fastest 

  

    

  

{tried not to be too brutal with the changes but some were needed, please edit the edits. 

  
| @ | Eddie Holmes 

Not sure about the fastest. Will Nature Medicine want a review? If not - them. Kristian - should we ask Sri? 

  

nS Kristian Andersen 
Hey folks. Sorry, in constant meetings today (at UCLA) and tomorrow - driving back from LAX tonight. I'll be able to find a couple of pockets of time, so let me use that to first write Nature Med to 

see what they'd need 

  

-review, then let's go with Cell, Otherwise, let’s try Nature Med first    ke most folks leaning that way 

Robert Garry 

®@ | actually think the revision is not in bad shz         € but does need some help with trans ns and the new references. I'll stop but it needs sev asses by the rest of the team. Not a long process. 

       jan just remember ~ write drunk but edit sober - I nceda beer or two. 

Should not n 

  

da fullreview at NatMed - all points of the prior review addressed ~ mostly - i think 

Eddie Holmes 

Nature Medicine then. I'll go over the new     rsion of the paper this morning. 
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Robert Garry 

® RalTG13 but not RmYNO2 in the fi 

  

RmYNO2 not realty ne 

  

sentence ak need to be add and if 

  

if RmYNO2 is in th 

  

orrect? Docs NOT really change text that m     
the paper appears during proof could potentially add a note 

|e! Eddie Holmes 
Leave RMYNOZ out completely tor now 

Robert Garry 

®@ Works for the paper and for me! 

    

KS Kristian Andersen 
We'll leave out RnYN02. Instead of directly pointing to it, we'll make it clear that stuff like this happens all the time and that "we'd expect to see animals harboring CoVs with similar insertions as 

‘Will make us look wicked smart when the RmYNO2 paper comes out tc 

       

  

research is ongoing” - and then add a few more points to e.g., furin in human CoVs and flu. 

  

Robert Garry 

@ Yeah 

  

blic, etc info, but | have great confidence that it can be done without too much effort. Let me know if you need       paper still needs some “wicked smart” edits based in all the new public, not pul 
   

some more pertinent referenc 

         

BS Kristian Andersen 
If you can please add PMIDs where you think they might be relevant, then that'd be helpful - | can then go through anc e asl edit. Again, I'm unfortunately totally tie » with meetings so 

nile, but | need to get in there. 
    

  

will take me a    
Eddie Holmes 19:1 February 27th, 2020 

Bob. I've rewritten the pango bit, still needs polishing thot       

Robert Garry 

® Nice job Eddie!Kristian - PMIDS are added - let me 

version. Have to admit that the refere ree’s challenges spurred us toa great 

ea} Kristian Andersen 

wrote to Joao from Nature auto reply saying he's out until next wee i r back by tomorrow I'll email Sri to 

   
v if you need more. Eddie added his wicked smart edits and I'm sure Andrew and yourse! rade from the last 

er height 

      
         

    

      
    

    

   

    

         
       

Robert Garry 

® Maybe send Clare the revised paper and the rebuttal just asa pre Thank her and tell her it’s a big upgrade and that the editors and reviewers helped a lot 

    

Eddie Holmes 

®@ Souncs gocd. I'll be seeing Clare on Monday, perhaps even on Sunday [in Tanoe). 

  

February 28th, 2020 

ka Kristian Andersen 

Heard back from Nature Med - very positive ponse. Hoping to find some time tomorrow so | can send it over to him 

e@ Andrew Rambaut 

@™§ie OK. | am up. | wil take a look at it no 
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February 28th, 2020 ~ 

Andrew Rambaut 

There is another pangolin genome on GISAID. Doesn't add anything to our story. 

    

Eddie Holmes 

Nope, can be ignored. 

Andrew Rambaut     9 
Will get the fish origins nuts and the lab origin conspiracy loons together given the lab it comes from. 

Robert Garry 

@ https: www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/fauci-chinese-cat- feasts ked-to-virus 

= Washington Examiner 

Fauci: Chinese cat ‘feasts’ linked to virus 

A top U.S. medical official on Thursday said the coronavirus could have spread in China 

through cat feasts. 

(123 kB} 

  

Andrew Rambaut 

Fauci de: *rved at feasts in China and then huma 

  

ibed the science behind the cor: tus, saying it jumped from a bat to a ‘civic cat’               

A civic cat is one that lives in a town. 

@ | Eddie Holmes 
® Gone over the text in detail again and it looks fab. Just the refs to add. I'm happy for this to go. 

  

Can also confirm that there is no hint of HCoV-19 in our 603 lung wash samples from Wuhan in 201 

      

b4 Kristian Andersen 

ae I'm still stuck in meetings - king week. My last meeting of the week wil end at 4pm and then finally I'll have time. I'll get it done and then bounce over to Nature Medicine tomorrow. 

  

BTW - Eddie, don't know if you saw this? https://wwwscmp.com/tech/big-tech/article/3¢ nt-chin: come S-still-t mmuting-amid-coronavir     
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® South China Morning Post 

Workers at 60 per cent of Chinese firms still telecommuting under lockdown 

ned offices More than 60 per cent of companies in major Chinese cities have not re      

since the Lunar New Year holiday. allowing employees to work remotely from home 

  

    al in hCoV:         

Eddie Holmes 

reference - we should cite that. I'm in very + 

  

ar contact with people in China - they are doing 

  

re, People are out and about on the streets as normal in Sha:     ai. I'm hoping that things 

CFR is ~0.5%. Clearly a 

  

might start to calm down a bit when people don't start dropping dead in the sensible streets of northern Europe. The Korean numbers look the best measu     

e underestimation of cases in Hubei. 

  

  

nes - do you have a version of our previous submission with line numbers? 

Eddie Holmes 

No. | can't see that we @   or had one. 

            

   

rs | Kristian Andersen 20:2 

| don't think we did - | think it might be in the Nature system... All good - | managed to figure it out. Do we have a high resolution version of @Andrew Ramba figure? 

Eddie Holmes o 

Ha hecked: the one bmitted did not have line numbers. | don't have a on of the figure that says "HCoV-19      

| Kristian Andersen 8 

Will finish this tomorrow morning. Some fi y bits that required rewriting and a number of missing references. Should be sorted out now, so should be completed so @Andrew R ut one          

  comment for you, and can you se also share ah     resolution version of the most up-to-date Fig. 1? 
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Eddie Holmes 00:16 February 29th, 2020 ~ 

'B Il read through again shortly. 

My Mandarin is not up to much, but app ly this analysis that outbreak origi din the US (node H38). https://mp.veixin.qq.com/s/JW_46Zer5U14FLVISAS Tqw 

O maanta 
PRB BAE ADR? PHRAMCIR TPE" 
PRA, FRRBRRITE! 

Kristian Andersen 00.17 

Damn - must have been the Democrats. 

Eddie Holmes 00:18 

B® Aploy by Bernie to show the value of health care. 

Kristian Andersen 0020 

Can't deny it being a good example... 

Andrew Rambaut 03:25 
@§e Here |s the high-res version with HCoY-19 in the labels. In the Google Drive folder too. (editec) 

  

  

  

  

POF ¥ 

AR fisure.cdf 
? POF 

‘ 7 

Eddie Holmes 03:57 

@ Yery minor edits made and some minor reference issues to fix. All good to me. 

Robert Garry 1205 

ie Odds: 

Accidental release from a lab - 0.001% 

Genetically engineered and released by a Trump minion - 0.00000001% 

Genetically engineered and released by a Bernie minion - 0.0000000000001% 

Robert Garry 1527 February 29th, 2020 » 

8 Decent job on this manuscript. Still think Nature is missing out an opportunity. But will be happy to see it come out in NatMed, 

Robert Garry 1540 

<@@ “So ycu're telling me there's a chance” 

httos:www.bing.com/videos/search? 

g=so+i%27ve+gottatchance&&view edetail&mid= 7 CEFE6FF44B28BC195A87CEFEGFF44B28BC 19 5A8&rvsmid=F30C2A255 7ZAASBEFESF1F30C2A255 7ZAASBEFESF1&FORM®VDQVAP 

@ ¢ 
Kristian Andersen 1606 
Okay @channel. | went through the whole manuscript and | think it looks good. | have a few things to attend to, but will send it over to Joao later today after | have done a final pass. If you have 

any additional changes, edits, or comments, please feel free to go through the document one more time. 

Kristian Andersen 1612 
Nature (News) publishes this? https://wwrw.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00548-w., 

* Nature 

Mystery deepens over animal source of coronavirus 

Pangolins are a prime suspect, but a slew of genetic analyses has yet to find conclusive 

proof. (65 kB) + 

  

    
© Robert Garry 1615 
ie Hmmm - news department different from the sports science department? Also minor detail but really CoVs don't have DNA. 

“Three similar comparison studies were posted on bioRxiv last week. One of those papers — by an international research group , posted on 18 February — found? that coronaviruses in frozen cell 

samples from illegally trafficked pangolins shared between 85.5% and 92.4% of their DNA with the virus found in humans." 

» Nature 

Mystery deepens over animal source of coronavirus i 
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Pangolins are a prime suspect, but a slew of genetic analyses has yet to find conclusive 

f. (65 KB) 

ye Saree 

rh ee 

      

   

  

Nature should publish our paper to fully inform the mystery. 

eS Kristian Andersen 1¢ 

p Eddie Holmes - are you seeing Clare this weekend? 

ES Kristian Andersen | 
i Talk Eddie. He'll see Clare tomorrow or Monday. We'll send it to Nature Med later today and then Eddie will give Clare a full run-down - if there's a chance they ‘ or 

  

   

  

     
can pull it pack from Nature Med. | don't really care too m     sch - this'll get a big audience anyway. 

@ Andrew Rambaut » 
    Sounds 

  

good to me. 

Great work 

Robert Garry : 

@ ditto 

  

Kristian Andersen 1 

Here gy 

  

- just popped it over to Joao. 

@ The Proximal Origin of HCoV-19.pdf 

The Proximal Origin of HCoV-19 
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March 1st, 2020 ~ 
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@ Andrew Rambaut 

a GISAID The new bat virus     

Robert Garry 

  

   new bat viruses Clare 

  

Eddie Holmes 

f Virology h. uman a ‘SARS-like CoV' sample from August 201 ot sure what this means or if it is truc 

  

Kristian Andersen J 

on dN/dS. It's interestin ection in the S... Also included some comparisor larger and a smaller one. Get similar    

  

    
he ones | hi 

  

previously used 
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high dN/dS - similar to        
   

  

ne crazy as recom 

at the now bigger HCaV dataset later in the week to sce 

  

© get a chance to 

  

ng has changed - this dataset 

  

      

ORF1 Spike 
HCoV-19 0.91 0.29 

SARS, early 0.81 1.82 

SARS, middie 0.65 044 

SARS, late 0.32 0.51 
SARS, Tommy_big 0.54 0.90 

SARS, Tommy_small 0.48 0.85 

SARS, VIPR 0.62 0.82 

MERS, ViPR 0.32 0.38 

HKU1, ViPR 0.11 0.29 

March 3rd, 2020 

|e Eddie Holmes 

2 more Chinese genomes coming. I'm not quite \ but they are coming 

S& trevly 
March Std, 2020 ~ 

  

e@| Eddie Holmes 
® | don't think Clare is here. There are other Nature people and they think she may have cancelled due to the pandemic 

ed Kristian Andersen 

- Fuuuk 

Robert Garry 

® id send Clare the revised paper/response - let her know we submitted to NatMed 

Andrew Rambaut 

Yeah, Maybe with a cheeky ‘you can sti 

Robert Garry 

@ “Could be some crazy ass recomt ” it.” Seems pretty likely 

     if you want it’ at the end 

Can you check the dN/dS o' 's that are 3° of spike?       

Kristian Andersen 

Joao from Nature Med wan     Cut to ~2200 words and up to 30 referer currently t 3000 words and 60 refere     Yay or nay? 

And Rambaut ndrew Ramba 
March 3rd, 2020 

he
 

800 words 

  

Is that an ac 

es Kristian Andersen 
SS Not an acceptance - but n 4¢ which probably wouldn't be toc 

  

    

RE: Interest in "Proximal Origins of hCoV-19"? 

Fro Monteiro (No content! 

Robert Garry 

@ Yes that's fine. Should NOT be too hard to cut 

1 S 

Eddie Holmes a I say yay. We need it out. | can easily take a look lhter today 

  

@ Andrew Rambaut 

ie \will go over it now with suggestions on - see what | can find to trim 

8 Andrew Rambaut 

Mie OK. Gt 2 he way thre ure hy c s but feel free to reject any oes too far         
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marcn sta, zuzu ~ 
Oh. 

  

Eddie Holmes 

¢ what | can do shortly 

  

Eddie Holmes 2 

a! ven it a good 

es Kristian Andersen 21 
Thanks guys. I'll get on it first thing tomorrow ring and shave off tt amount of fat and cut down tt 

        ¢. I'll leave someone else to deal ferences - |    

          

    ulturing would therefore create an enormous selection 

  

    a furin site. This paper shows that the furin sit ctiona 

  

nutations after culturing (Dave O'Connor told me the same) - typically viruses pick up mutations pretty q y in tissue 

  

For the second part, it’s kinda unusual that the virus doesn't pict         up an 

(Of mike, we paces Sis vine im the abner cf Wyn. The apie pater cows 

seqyectie 6 SABS-CoV'2 bas RRAK iene a We S152 ienerfnce tat mye ches by 

    

frie 

we  cenereted « fourth pumnage mock of SARS CoV.2 on Vereié ce 

sector tal thew msecy hid cel ling. Vira! A tes SARS: Co2 pe ac 

eae wequemiod ant confirmed t have fo taiclentie mautationn compa wife the cxiginal 

refer NeCpERe (Ccntuek accenboe MNVRSN2S). Bet SARS-OsV and MERS CoV 

    

   This is from the recent bioRxiv paper on the first US       

March 4th, 2020 ~ 

e@ Andrew Rambaut ©. 
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One reference to update 

Kristian Andersen 

Gaw jam. Sorry, necd to calm down first &)_ Will send it back within the hour,          

pw Kristian Andersen 

jae Any COls to declare? @Rot Garry ? (can't have the full VHFC one - anon-profit..) 

  

zs ba relies 

e Andrew Rambaut 

  

Those dirty Canadians. 

Robert Garry 

@ |s this another reason to push hard to get those Iranian samples?         

Kristian Andersen 1 

One should wonder why this is the top trending article on Nature Mi     2... | think our paper might be timely: 

  

rs Kristian Andersen 
ds Boo an't call it HCoV¥-19.. Predictably unfortunately <=). Also pinged Clare with a coy email - just in case 

      

  

Robert Garry 

B No problem - | guess they on Wuhan Turtle Flu Virus as 

ci Eddie Holmes 
® Sorry, ! was out all day. Now in LAX wait to escape the war zone. Thanks for pushing all this stuff through. To clarify, Nature say it has to be SARS-CoV-2? The quote about the B shat       

  
was from the   ec    ology Review? | ¢z 

pi Eddie Holmes 
®@ Can't we use 'the virus formerly known as 'SARS-CoV-2'? 

access that. If so, that is just appalling 
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ns Kristian Andersen 
ology Review. Less than optim: 

  

March 5th, 2020 ~ 

  

    

es Kristian Andersen 12:2 
Manuscript has been transferred over to Nature Me 

Robert Garry 

  

nate   

Nature Microbiology 

The species Severe acute respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus : cl 

ry disease called    

  

The present outbreak of a coronaviru: 

se 19 (COVID-19) is the of an animal 

  

coronavirus dis 

  

ted in a major e    irus to humans in c coron.    

he International Committee on Taxonomy    

  

It's officially 2 

Andrew Rambaut 

At least they have    ut the date at the end 

  

hanged their naming s 

Kristian Andersen 

  

We can all blame Andres 
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e Andrew Rambaut 14:2 

8 | plan to refer to it as COVID-19-CoV from this point onwards 

  

Kristian Andersen 

Again - should have stuck with snake flu virus... (or Corona flu virus as Trump calls it - not a bad name). 

Andrew Rambaut +4 

Accepted! 

Kristian Andersen +¢ 

  

Yup. That was fast... 

  

Andrew, by popular demand, we need a "how not to read a phylogenetic tree” &. (I'm only half joking - having some examples of "bad phylogenetics” would actually be super heipful. 

  

Unfortunately, would require some actual real work...) 

Robert Garry 

Kristian - there’s a press release correct. 

Should send to Jeremy - maybe the entire email group 

Are there other CoV papers in the April issue? 

ee Kristian Andersen 17 
Yes, there's a press release - should get that brushed up. Let me kno: dd! 

OM7A2W/ande 

  

      

      

Utps:va 

  

@ Andersen Coronavirus Nature 2020 Press Release... 

  

lente Ora 2-24-20 

scientists 

  

The COVID-19 coronavirus epidemic has @ natural origin, 
ef 

  

@ Andrew Rambaut + 

@™@p@ Can you re-order the author list to put the one who did nothing at the end. 

(in the press release | mean. obviously) 

Kristian Andersen 17 

It's currently alphabetical, but I'm happy to toss lan at the end “& 

Let me edit this some, clean it up and post a new version 

e Andrew Rambaut 1 

Holmes comes before Lipkin in the alphabet. 

  

But yes. In these lists, lan comes last. 

ee Kristian Andersen 17.2 
fas Gee man, it's necessary to teach me the alphabet now?! It's all downhill from here. [I guess | can’t blame this on the fact that I'm D h?)     

  

Kristian Andersen 

Andrew Rambaut - do you have a tre nment with only local cases? I'm trying to get a sense of # clusters in different countries and it’s really hard because all the sequences are mixed 

  

between local and travel. E.g., does South Korea have a bunch of different chains? Or are many of those travel-related? 

SB 2 reptics Last reply 3 yea 

Kristian Andersen 1 

Alrighty, here's a clean version. Please let me know if you have any edits - quotes would be great too (| attributed one in the end to Andrew). 

© Andersen Coronavirus Nature 2020 Press Release... NILSEN HD 

  

neieus Nature Medicine Press Helene Ora 224-20   
The COVID-19 coronavirus epidemic has a natural origin, 
scientists say 

  

By corrowwing the avalatie genome vequence ata for known co0 

Eddie Holmes 19. J 

@ | have 124 new sequences from Wuhan (I need to get the sampling date info) and Mang sent me the attached tree. | don’t know which are the new sequences and it only contains the GenBank 

sequences (none from GISAID). BUT is says that they are not allowed to publish the paper due to govt. restrictions, 

REV0002987



 

  

 
 

 

         

    

    

                               

   

                   

                 

    

               

    

  

                                  

    

                                 

  

   

                       

    

         

    
    

                                  

        

   

                              

       

    

                      

    

                        

                                     

              

                                    

    

    

                            

    

                  

 

 

 

     

f+ March 5th, 2020 ~ 

fackbene    
Kristian Andersen 1 

All tr > china’ ones are new in this tree? 

  

Eddie Holmes 

Not sure. China will be     
Kristian Andersen 7 

Well, | have noticed that the US (CDC) 

  

doesn't appear to be pushing out sequence data anymore. 

  

Something very wrong is go! 

  

g on in the US (and China?) at the moment - suppression of information 

Eddie Holmes 

What is going on. | will pass on the data when | get it 

Kristian Andersen 2 

Sounds good 

     It's sow infections in this country from the US CDC... | had e side-conversations 

  

people there - something is definitely going on. 

Eddie Holmes 

Looking at the data Mang O
8
0
 

£
0
8
 

   nt I think that 95% of the Chinese sequences are new. However, there are no associated sam       1g dates, Let me get those and I'll pass it on. 

      

© 

Kristian Andersen 

Would be great to get some di. formation - | wonder if they have some of the ez r cases which would definitely be helpful fl 

Eddie Holmes | 

  

I'll get that as soon as | can. 

March 6th, 2020 ~ 
Eddie Holmes 

Got this from Mang {in Guangzhou) about what they can write about “We can say the evolutionary stories or medical stories, but not epi stories (especially not the origin from Wuhan): better US   
and Wuhan". Good job Trevor doesn't work there 

Kristian Andersen 0 

Damn. That's weird - | wonder why? The rooting of the tree has been iffy, so | wonder if it could be related to that (e.g., root not actually in Wuhan). 

  

better US and Wuhan” - huh? 

Eddie Holmes 

There was paper - on ChinaRxiv? - sugge a US origin. That was very popular in Beijing. | think we discussed it earlier.       

Andrew Rambaut 

The root is almost certainly on the branch between the two clades, It is actually the thi 0
k
 

U
D
E
 

he S/L lineage paper ¢     

  

Their are two sites that are the same as the RafG13 genome in the top clade but mutate in the bottom (one is non-synonymous S/L). So more parsimonious if the top clade is basal and the bi 

hich contains most of the initial Wuhan genomes) acquired the two mutations. 

  

bottom clade 

  

       We have 42 genomes from Guangdong going up on GISAID soon (a collaborator of Oli). Charles Chiu has just sent a bunch from California and is planning to not preprint and send to NEJM so he 

can fuck off 

@| Eddie Holmes 
® Thanks for clarifying rooting (I'll use that line in an Australian seminar). Perhaps Trevor will do some inappropriate analysis on the Californian sequences to piss off Charles. 

    

® Andrew Rambaut 0 
1 wo: | 

@ Thatis proba 
| 

       he won't pre-print it (claims it is because NEJM told him not to) 

REV0002988



Robert Garry 

@ wv € y 

Our NatMed piece stil relevant 

racy theories ab 

   res arumor the coronav 

    

Mentions Vince. 

  

Mentions Vince. March 6th, 2020 

Robert Garry 

  

a letter to NYTimes or WashPos 

  

Consider the possibility o' > Origins - could even mention responsible epi 

  

  

REV0002989



    

                   

   

            

    

                                     

                                   

         

 

Qo Andrew Rambaut 

Jian Lu 

Kristian Andersen 
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ES Kristian Andersen March &th, 2020 » 
Fucking Snow Mexicans - | knew it 

This is great - thanks Andre 

ne of these things are connected - don't 

I'm meeting with our DOH on Monday and 

  

il talk a lot about seque!            vant to see an Italy scenario with a bunch of di 

  

o Andrew Rambaut 

ip Oliand 

nd Kristian Andersen 1 

      told Charles that we weren't going to work with him unless he released all his data immediately and preprinted his paper. He agre 

March 7th, 2020 

Eddie Holmes 

@ lan sent me this. lan.       
it indiatimes.com 

World's Best Virologist Blames Coronavirus On Climate Change, Wants Ban On Wild 

Animal Markets 

Professor W. lan Lipkin, director of the Center for Infection and Immunity 

    

Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health was in China, stu 
; in China also during the SARS epidemic in 
bout COVID-19 and how i 

===> 

effects of the novel coronavirus. He w 

      

  2002. In a recent interview, he spoke 's huma who 

      

aren't properly differentiating between wild and domesticated animals. 

    

yhat’s going on. I'm glad to see     

  
REV0002991
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Robert Garry 

® The low substitution rate is the obviou 

  

sre any way to compare this to viruses like OC43 or HKU? t been in humans for a long     

@ Andrew Rambaut 

@ip hittps:// 

  

       

sciencedirect.com 

The spike glycoprotein of the new coronavirus 2019-nCoV contains a furin-like 

cleavage s absent in CoV of the same clade 

In 2019, ane 

    

avirus (2019-nCoV) infecting Humans has emerged in Wuhan 

s been sequenced and the genomic information promptl. 

    

@¥@ Fiona Lethbridge (a former Edi 
@ Andrew Rambaut 

  

irgh PhD who now work     r the Science Media Centre in Lor 

  

») sent me this: 

      

   

  

March 10th, 2020 ~ 
in the DUCTAL antevares weseatch: https: //wew. sciencedirect.con/science/arti 

age, the paper says: 

to the genomic make up of the cor 

  

virus has been published 

  

$0166354220200528?viak3Dihube! 

  

12 ional 

    

gi cleavage site 1 (Fig 2) leading    y solvent-exposed PRR 
n-Like cleavage site ( 

    

    

Seidah and Prat, 

  

for $-protein 

  

supposed to be cleaved 

     compared to 

illustrates a convergent ¢ 

  

ution pathway     

    

yritten up 8 summary of the research, 

3/1253135 

    

ed f 

  

onavirus-genetic 

at could have been used to              in humans. 

ke this in 

  

a single anonaly 

    

  

   

Before the emergence of , this important feature was pot observed in other coronaviruses. 
dditional nucleot: 

  

f the single cle 

  

vage site. 
chain has been tampered 

  

for “gain-of-function to the 2019     

  

pathwa    

  

are concerned that th       rate reflection of the research that has been pu 

  

in Antiviral Resear: 

  

reported? Particularly the E      research       spread to ot 

REV0002995



        

eS 

  

     with journal        Daily Expre: 

helping them fact-check this. | forwarded 
    s. Probably worth But the Science Media Centre is a good institution - they try to g $s is one of our worst tabloids sts for specific querie: 

  

t appropria 

sprint but perhaps Fiona could get in touch with you @K in?     

Also it would be good to see were Nat Medare at if this is in. a popular UK tabloid based on an actual paper. 

      Ican'tsee ary g in the paper that sugg in-of-function'¢ a function 

  

ment seems to mean it literally - ic 

  

s engineering -eventhe 

  

y 

  

Kristian Andersen 

Hey Andrew - hap     whe y to answer the questior 

  

ner this is an accurate representation of the paper, since it’s not. I'm totally swamped at the moment th      
much more than that 

Andrew Rambaut 

Don't worry if you can't do it. Noone expects the Expres 
  

  

to be       bie. I think it was them eroid. So atlea ay they can't make up their mind 

  

tyou can 

  

It is good for us if this blows up again just before the paper is published. 

Kristian Andersen 

Silver lining, 

Eddie Holmes 

Do you kne hen the Nature Med 3 ig Out? 

Kristian Andersen 

             

  

@channel - just got the proofs you can please take a quick dre , see them di 

ttps:i/¢ pring urnals_v2/indexphp?token=ZT vyPDABN7V\ 

(if you make 

Robert Garry 6 

Text looks fine te me | 

REV0002996



March 11th, 2020 ~ 
Eddie Holmes 

Yeh, look fine to me as well   

Kristian Andersen 

Okay, great - just need @Andrew Rambaut to chime in on the last few comments then 

Andrew Rambaut 1 

On it, 1 hour flight. t
e
 

    

Andrew Rambaut 

    all the remaining one: 

nS Kristian Andersen 
Yup 

  

eS Kristian Andersen 

i Andrew Rambaut - did you get a chance to check out the questions 

  

Eddie Holmes 2 

lassume you saw this: https: //wvrw.sc n ws/china ciety/article/3074     
® South China Morning Post 

Covid-19 ca 

‘ords suggest first person infected with new disease may h 

  

traced back to November 17 

  

China's first confirme 
     Government r e beena   

0 be confirmed.     Hubei resident aged 55, but ‘patient 

kB} > 

ero’ has y 

    REV0002997



       

                    

   

              

   

                 

   

      

  

     

     

    

  

    

           

  

                   

                  

    

    

                

    

             

  

 

  

| Kristian Andersen 00:2 NER A 2020 * 
Hadn't seen this - that’s pretty interesting. Still compatible with the TMRCA but it's getting a litt 

  

in oF no! 

    ads the te In't confirm whether these ca’ 

  

Robert Garry 

8 Kristian - are we good on the proof? Any idea on p: 

ee Kristian Andersen 

We're good on proof, Aiming for early next week but we don't have a fixed date yet 

  

- emb: 

  

       

March 16th, 2020 ~ 

  

March 17th, 2020 ~ 

Ed Kristian Andersen 
Ehm, so it’s online... https://www.nature.com/articles/s4159 1-020-0820-9 

Nature Medicine 

The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2 

1 of SARS-CoV-2 

  

The proxima 

Eddie Holmes 

@ Exc nt! 

  

e Andrew Rambaut 

@ And you got your mate Eric Topol to tw 

EM Kristian Andersen 

me | can sce my Twitter has exploded, but | hav a moment to take a look 

that’s a good sig 

     

      

      I can see the Altmetric score is very high though, so f ho; 

    Does anybody have time to talk to reporters about this study? Because | unfortunately do not 

@ Andrew Rambaut 

446 We did miss anc lan Geodfe! his mess<       igin hypo 

  
REV0002998



  

  

Here is the evidence... 

The before picture... 

March 17th, 2020 ~ 

  

And the definitive analysis... 

image.png * 

meaner arava © 

  

Gif Keyboard a°? i748 

@Kristian: /gifs laughing (86 kB) = 

aoe A 

  

     

Kristian Andersen 1/08 

Seriously? 

Eddie Holmes 17:52 

B Amazing. I've got model fatigue. My son has started trial remote learning today so that's my day gone. 

Kristian Andersen 1755 

| sometime wish I had the kind of imagination thet led to this ‘identification’ - or that | had a conspiratorial mind. Would make life SO much more exciting! 

Eddie Holmes 17:57 
® |had an image of Roy Anderson sitting in his garden at home waiting for the phone call to come and save us, a bit like Barnes Wallis in The Dambusters 

March 18th, 2020 ~ 

Kristian Andersen 0242 
Okay, 

Screen Shot 2020-03-17 at 11.41.44 PM.png ¥ 

" @ 109 mews «| Zbeg © i Fecetom 
pages 

@ trom omes 

This articie is in the 99” percentite [rarieed 17") of the 146,188 tracked artickes of 3 

sims o9e in afl jaunts and the SE" percentie (ranked 1") of the 73tracked 
wtictes of » sien age in Nature Meckone 

View mor on Annetric 

e Andrew Rambaut 05.09 

@§iB See that Nature! 

e Andrew Rambaut 03.07 
Mainly the Spanish (bored and on lock-down): 

Imagepng * 
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Geographical breakdown 

Country Count As% 
Spain 1784 12% 
United States 1062 7™* 

Brazil 559 am 

Mexico 425 3% 

United Kingdom 306 2% 
Chile 283 2% 

Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic 202 1% 

of 

Egypt 197 1% 

Turkey 195 1% 

Eddie Holmes 05:46 

'® Is it banned in China? Glad to see Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic of in the mix. 

Eddie Holmes 06:05 

'B hittps:/wwweonarddobsonart.co.uk/ 

leonarddobsonart 

Commissioned Artwork | Leonard Dobson Art | Fleet 

Leonarddobsonart.co.uk offers Art and commisioned art. Covering Northern art, beach 

scences, local scences, retro romanticism, abstract, landscapes, portrait, city skylines 
and illustrations. 

Andrew Rambaut 06:56 

@@e | can sce aliens in that picture. 

Eddie Holmes 16:19 

®& Priceless: https://twitter.com/CARRENEAN 

¥ twitter.com 
LEONARD DOBSON (@CARRENEAN) | Twitter 
The latest Tweets from LEONARD DOBSON (@CARRENEAN): "There's more to air 

crash investigation than concluding ‘Pilot Error’ or ‘Mechanical Failure’......... 

https://t.co/XuHjiL5pZU" 

re Kristian Andersen 16:41 

| don't know man - he might be on to something. https: //twitter.com/CARRENEAN/status/1078041436975755264?s*20 

Kristian Andersen 00-05 
This is nuts - we officially past the highest scoring paper of last year... Given the number of completely nutso emails | have received today, I'm not quite sure we managed to convince all the 

conspiracy theorists out there... 

Screen Shot 2020-03-18 at 9.04.11 PM.png ¥ 

The proximal origii 
enrol less ot 

13975 

@ Abcar this Amention Score 

4 1p OR ot at rena 
eas corel by Aboeste 

Mentioned by 
oem ate 

tine 
Motte 

Eddie Holmes 01:24 

B Wow! 

Today, | saw a middle-aged woman arrested at Woollies (a supermarket) where I live - and taken away in handcuffs - for trying to hoard food. I quickly put back the 2nd pack of hot cross buns | had. | 

@1) ¢ 
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0003001 

Eddie Holmes 01:24 
Nature Nature missed a trick with that paper... hope they are watching this... 

Kristian Andersen 0259 
No kidding. This is by far the highest scoring Nature Medicine paper ever - | suspect higher than any other Nature paper as well. | hope that one reviewer is proud of his hard work. 

Andrew Rambaut 03:15 
MEAG agen * 

  

Kristian Andersen 03:19 

Wait, it's the highest? 

Andrew Rambaut 03:24 

ip That is what this is saying no? 

ES Kristian Andersen 03:24 

| believe so, yes. fl 

Andrew Rambaut 03:26 

@@@ Perhaps this month or this year so far. 

‘ Kristian Andersen 03.26 

The highest Altmetric score ever. Fuck me, surely that’s gotta be some sort of academic achievement. It's like winning a prize for having the biggest pumpkin at the county fare. 

& Andrew Rambaut 03:26 

@@@ What was the snake flu paper? 

‘ Kristian Andersen 03:28 

| thought that was higher... But maybe they refuse to track it &4   
Hmmm, much lower: https://wiley.altmetric.com/details/74354946 

@ wiley.altmetric.com 

Report for: Cross-species transmission of the newly identified coronavirus 2019- 

nCoV 

In the top 5% of all research outputs scored by Altmetric 

Andrew Rambaut 03:29 ] 

MMe hitps://wvw.altmetric.com/top100/2019/ 

O Altmetric 

The Altmetric Top 100 - 2019 

What research caught the public imagination in 2019? Check out our annual list of 

papers with the most attention. (33 kB) + Pre S, 

THE 

MET 
TOP 100 

  

Top last year was 13557 

Kristian Andersen 03:0 
Yeah, we're well above that 

r Andrew Rambaut 03:90 

BB |na few days. 

Kristian Andersen 09:21 

Ehm, well above already.. https:// www.altmetric.com/details/77676422#score 

@ altmetric.com 

Report for: The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2 

In the top 5% of all research outputs scored by Altmetric 

  

Andrew Rambaut 03:52 

@™@ And previous years are all much lower. So yes! Top! Fuck me. 

Kristian Andersen 03:32 

WE RUUUUUUULE, That's tenure secured, right there. 

Kristian Andersen 03-38 

Importantly. https://biorxiv.altmetric.com/details/74957328 

@ biorxiv.altmetric.com 

Report for: Uncanny similarity of unique inserts in the 2019-nCoV spike protein to 

HIV-1 gp120 and Gag | 

In the top 5% of all research outputs scored by Altmetric 

REV0003001



Andrew Rambaut 030 
MBG And that is retracted! 

Kristian Andersen 0341 
Yay! We beat a poper that was retracted!!! Look at us. Wow. 

Eddie Holmes 0#.«0 

@ Jesus, that’s amazing! 

March 19th, 2020 ~ 

Ask for a pay rise. 

Eddie Holmes 05:31 
®@ Just got this from Butt Lesion: 

1. Contagion cast and crew are doing public service vignettes based on their characters. 

2. Bulletin of Atomic Scientists and Ebright are going after the paper for the part that dscounts the possibility of lab release. 

Kristian Andersen 1041 
Of course. 

Andreve Rambaut 1124 

ip |had to block Ebright on Twitter. What an cejit. 

Robert Garry 1219 
2B wrote a review of Contagion - | might have had a little to drink that ne 

bttpod/wewvescienceandfhilm org/articles/3294/contagion the -movic reconsidered in-the-time-of-covid- 17 

* scienceandfilm.org 
Sloan Science & Film 
Sloan Science and Film isa website devoted to exploring the intersection of science 

and film, and enhancing the public understanding of science and technology. 

¢ 
Eddie Holmes 10.09 

® Go0d job Bob! | blocked Ebright as weil. 

Andrew Rambaut 27.50 

MAG wager * 

  

Not that | am following it or anything. 

Kristian Andersen 10.19 

Me neither 

Screen Shot 2020-03-19 at 348,52 PM.png ¥ 

     

  

16257 

Andrew Rambaut 1920 
@ I think you made the HIV one goup: 

  REV0003002



Uncanny similarit 

Gag 

114029 , 
N 

Kristian Andersen 

Fuck ne delete that tweet. 

  

Eddie Holmes 

Lot's push for 20K. Can you The Donald to have Twoot? 

Kristian Andersen 

Hey @realdonaldtrump, here's the evidence you have been 

  

y the Chinese Virus! #MAGA” Yeah? 

March 20th, 2020 ~ 

Eddie Holmes 

© 922k Accesses 

@ 16822 Altmetric 

0 
£
O
 

& 

And counting 

  

March 24st, 2020 ~ 

Eddie Holmes 

® 132m Accesses; 17904 Altmetric 

Eddie Holmes 

B Just revic a ‘paper suggesting that squirre of SARS-CoV-19 on the basis that "We have noticed that a large number irrels have been released in Wuhan since 2013, anda            
park of 

  

squirrels has been built in Wuhan”. That's it. 

Andrew Rambaut 

@§ie Why 2013? Just happens to be the date that RaTG13 was collected? 

  

        

Eddie Holmes 

5, perhaps they released the squirrel decoy for the / passaging experiments they were just starting at the WIV? 

Robert Garry 

@ They might be on to something 
v 

C ak 3 i t 
" Cy 

Space.com 

Chelyabinsk Meteor: A V/ake-Up Call for Earth 

he city of Chelyabinsk, Russia, on Feb. 15, 2013 

  

The small asteroid that broke up o 

was a reminder about the importance of monitoring small bodies in space that could 

pose a threat to Eartt 

Squirrels are released, RATG13 found, AND the 20m as 

nS Kristian Andersen 

Are you aware you're participating in a war crime? 

oid hits Earth - all in 2013? 

  

thought this was one of the more amusin 

  

Andrew Rambaut 

Ibet Dan isa nic     
1 the basement of his mum's house 

REV0003003



   

                

    

       

  

   

              

                       

    

           

 
    

     

         

       

    

 

 
  

es Kristian Andersen 
i \h, I thought about inviting him over: As long as h 

Q Andrew Rambaut 

    

    

  

ee Kristian Andersen 1 
4 More than a million views on the art F too. It's pretty fuckir 

| have als 

      
gotten about a million emails from total nutjobs, so | think we ne        2 that in the metrics too. 

@ Andrew Rambaut 

  

because you put your email address on it 

    

Eddie Holmes 

@ Nutmetric. Add it up 

March 23rd, 2020 

  
Kristian Andersen 

Come on fads - just a few more tweets needed 

REV0003004



   
   

  

Andrew Rambaut 20 

elax. will get there soon. 25000 is a nicer number though, | think   

    

nish speaking countries) that is doing mo: ng about this. 

  

Still weird that itis Spain (and some 

Country Count As% 

     4% 

c 1 3 
an Republi 1253 2 

124! 2 
1137 2% 

  

nq Kristian Andersen 
A aim for 50,000! And yeah - super weird it's Spain - not sure what's up with that, Nothing from China, which is peculiar - but | guess they don't really use Twitter (and 

    

eS Kristian Andersen 
i Yeehaw 

{ maybe can't access the 

REV0003005



   

    

    

    

               

   

     

 

              

 

   

March 24th, 2020 ~ 
|e! Eddie Holmes 

5” 
& 

Eddie Holmes 

B Was th 

  

at you getting the Bedford approval on Twitter Andre You might be honoured   

Kristian Andersen 

ally this: http 

  
REV0003006



    

       

  

                

 

              

         

    
        

    

               

 

                                 

            

                             

    

                                   

                

                           

   

                        

  

 

Eddie Holmes ~ 
that's      ade my day: https://www.usatoday.col 

@ USATODAY 

‘Contagion’ medical adviser Dr. lan Lipkin has coronavirus: ‘If it can hit me, it can hit 

       

anyone’ 

Dr. lan 

  

ntagion,” revealed on Tuesday that he 

  

  
Eddie Holmes 2 March 29th, 2020 ~ 

Just got this fr Mang 

  

  Here is the link (although you mi be google translate the title):    

    

although tt         aper focused on lab e ak in ano! 

  

her layer of information saying "the pape: r say Wuhan is not the o     

The news is on top ten list of the most seen news. 

The translation of the      in scientists: The source of the new crown virus is not Wuhan, nor is it a labora     ry construction, ch may originate from nature’ 

Eddie Holmes 

® There is so much repre     ceit it i      culous. The true number of cases probably a log more than reporting (I was co 

  

aring 5% prevalence in Wuhan). I've also heard t! 

    of the hospitals in Wuhan are declinir       test because they to report low/no numbers 

Kristian - dor 

  

oled by George Gao. The COC 

  

J a genome sequence on Dec. 26th. They told   ‘ople id 

es Kristian Andersen 
ZEM Yeah, | got a bunch of emails overnight pointing to similar sources. No que is paper has tickled th g 

     en humans. Endless cove 

  

          Jerbelly of the interwebs. 

    

some 

REV0003007



2 Robert Garry 1236 March 29th, 2020 ~ 

8 Oh yeah it’s tickled.From: Yuchen Liang 

Date: Saturday, March 28, 2020 at 11:35 PM 
To: Robert Gar 
Subject: Professor, your name is trending on Chinese twitter 

External Sender. Be aware of links, attachments and requests. 

Dear Professor Garry, 

Please excuse me for not including my name here for the purpose of confidentiality. One interview you gave to ABC was quote by China's state television as proof that Covid-19 did not start in 

Wuhan and it is nove trending second in Weibo, China's version of Twitter. 

Hooked at the original interview, | believe you said originally: “our analyses and others too, point to an earlier origin than that (that the virus originated at a fish market in Wuhan), there were 

definitely cases there, but that wasn't the origin of the virus” 

This was translated and quoted by the Chinese media as saying that there is an earlier origin than Wuhan. Is this what you really meant or did you mean that the virus did not originate from the fish 

market but still has its likely origin in Wuhan? If itis the second case, your words have been manipulated and used by Chinese state media to push for the theory that the virus has a non-Chinese, 
likely American crigin. In fact, most Chinese netizens, at least those who are not censored, already bought that theory pushed by state media and officials such as Foreign ministry spokeperson 

Zhao Lijian, who claimed that the virus were brought to China by American soldiers. 

lam just writing to let you know what is happening with your interview in China. | understand that one purpose of the research paper you did on Covid-19 was to dispel conspiracy theories. | just 

don't want your words to be used against your intention. Have a pleasant day. 

Best wishes. 

(Sorry that | cannot leave my name here, you can just ask anyone who knows Chinese to check Weibo, they can verify what I said.) | 

"the sneak in ancther layer of information saying “the paper say Wuhan is not the origin” 

Hercin lays the issue. 

  

Andrew Rambaut 1427 March 29th, 2020 ~ 

@™a Apparently we said it could have been circulating in humans for decades... 

  https:/www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3077442/cc i thog: sid-have-b ding-hi s-decades 

“= South China Morning Post 

Coronavirus may have been spreading in humans for decades, study says 

Virus may have jumped from animal to humans long before the first detection in 

Wuhan, according to research by an international team of scientists. 

Mar 20th, 2020 (124 kB} © 

  

Kristian Andersen 1431 

Apparently so... 

Could have been a million years, really - who knows. a 

Andrew Rambaut 1492 

4@B Actually the decades bit may have been extrapolated from Collins 

“Then, as a result of gradual evolutionary changes over years or perhaps decades, the virus eventually gained the ability to spread from human to human and cause serious, often life-threatening 

disease,” he said in an article published on the institute's website on Thursday. 

Kristian Andersen 1436 

Abhh, interesting - a fair number of inaccuracies in Collin’s description of the paper. When the guy who wrote it contacted me there were so many mistakes | told him to read the fucking paper 

first... Luckily Bob took care of the most egregious mistakes - | just couldn't find the time. 

Robert Garry 1449 

@m Yeah - just tried to fix the one that were - well 180 desrees off. 

Robert Garry 1458 & 
@@ Could have beena million years, really - who knows. 

yeah - kinda what I said 

Robert Garry 1527 { 

@@e doi: hitps://doi.org/10.1101/2020.03.22.002204 

bR bioRxiv 

Characterisation of the transcriptome and proteome of SARS-CoV-2 using direct 

RNA sequencing and tandem mass spectrometry reveals evidence for a cell passage 
induced in-frame deletion in the spike gly in that the furin-like 
cleavage site 

Direct RNA sequencing using zn Oxford Nanopore MinlON characterised the 
transcriptome of SARS-CoV-2 grown in Vero E6 cells. This cell line is being widely 

used to propagate the novel coronavirus. The viral transcriptome was analysed using 

arecently developed ORF-centric pipeline. This revealed the pattern of viral 
ipts, (i.e. sub; ic MRNAS), g y fitted the predi ication and 

transcription model for coronaviruses, A 24 nt in-frame deletion was detected in 

subgenomic mRNAs encoding the spike (S) glycoprotein. This feature was identified 
in over half of the mapped transcripts and was predicted to remove a proposed furin | 

  

  

cleavage site from the S glycoprotein. This motif d... Show more 

Mar 24th, 2020 

This kind of thing much more interesting... 

REV0003008



   
            

   

         

  

     

          

  

  

      

             

 

Eq Kristian Andersen 
ah, that's ¥ cool - kir n her rules out tissue culture p       

The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2 

2.90m 1 2aa1s 

I think And CNN London sin 

  

w should g     
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March 30th, 2020 » 

Robert Garry 

CNN Interv 
   

ew completedHello again Robert 

Just w: 

  

Nnted to say thz 

  

you for sp 

  

to us, you were great 

As Nick mentioned. please do stay in touch if there is something noteworthy in the scientific field about the virus that you think should deserve more attention. 

Kei 

  

h, that BROLL would be great to have for our TV piece, let me know when you are in a position to send it. 

Thanks, 

Vasco 

@) € 

Probably be trending on Chinese twitter again... 

@ Andrew Rambaut + 

@@e@ Did you say that it probably started in the US? 

Robert Garry 12:5 

| may have used the “may have originated some 

  

¢ in the past" catchphrase. But, yes the probable US origin was the first message - I'm really thinking a lab somewhere hidden - maybe near 

swamps or backwaters. The fiend probably unleashed the virus again during Mardi Gras. 

e Andrew Rambaut 

        s-bat-friend         

  

        
      

      

    

a 

The Daily Mash 

Disney shelves heartwarming movie about sick pangolin being cared for by his bat 

friend 

DISNEY have announced that they are delaying a film about a loveable ill pangolin who 

is saved by his trusty friend, a market-dwelling bat. 

Mar 30t 507 kB) + 

Ka Kristian Andersen 

@R¢ t Gar have you been looking into longevity of humoral immunity in SARS and/or MERS patients? And how long nAbs last? | have been going through a few papers and what I'm finding 

isn't reassuring at all - from what | can find, it appears that nAbs decrease dramatically after ~1.5years and anti-SARS IgGs star! idty de g after 2-3 years. MERS appears to be similar or 

worse. 

If what I'm finding is true, then that bodes very badly for trying to build up any population immunity against HCoV-19 - immunity might just not really be a thing for these. wonderi 

those O-linked glycans might do as well. 

Not sure if there's a cellular component - just been looking at B cells for now, but I effing hope there's immunity against this thing and we're not going to end up with another betacoronavirus 

where we can't seem to develop immunity. Only, this time, it ain't no common cold virus... 

March 31st, 2020 ~ 

Robert Garry 

@ Don't know - should have finished the SARS vaccine studies back in 2005. Agree - the glycan shield is formidable. Just looking at HCoV-19 spike or other CoV it’s loaded with N-glycans - the O- 

glycans are just filling in some gaps - maybe an important one or two. There might not be any good accessible epitopes to target. Just part of the story though the spike protein itself is a swiss army 

knife of seriously dangerous motifs. 

I can't bear to look at twitter... 

pi Eddie Holmes 
B © 3.09m Accesses 

¢ 2 Citations 

@ 25005 Altmetric 

& 

ee Kristian Andersen 
25043920 Emails to Kris! j         

  

  

S Andrew Rambaut 

  

ES Kristian Andersen 17:5¢ 

Luckily we have TheBaseballNerd to explain the main arguments to the plebeians, 

REV0003010



               
                

       
           

                           
                                  

             
                     

             
                     

  

                   

   

  

           

             

          

           

           

           

          

    

   

  

 

 

| Kristian Andersen 2 

4 baut interesting: http://virological.org/t/i 

  

it the del this the study you were re        And ou previot 

  

3 Virological 

Identification of a common deletion in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 

Ide n in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 Zhe Liui,2 

Huanying Zheng2, Runyu Yuani,2, Mingyue Li3, Huifang Lin1,2, Jingju Pi 1,2 

Qianlin Xiong1,2, Jiufeng S 2, Baisheng Li2, Jie Wu2, Rul J.G. Hulswit4 

Rambaut5, Nick Loman6, Oliver G Pybus4, Char 

Guangdong Provincial Institution of Public Health, 

Disease Control and 

       ication of a common de! 

2 

  

             

  

   

    

Guangzhou, C! zdong Provincial Center f 

Prevention, Guangzhou, China., 

Reading time Likes 

4mins + 29 

    REV0003011



April ist, 2020 ~ 

gS Andrew Rambaut 0. 

4B It was. Also this ... https: //www.biorxiv.org/content/10,1101/2020.03.22.002204v1 

bR bioRxiv 

Characterisation of the transcriptome and proteome of SARS-CoV-2 using direct 

y re 
induced in-frame deletion in the spike glycoprotein that removes the furin-like 

  

RNA sequencing and tandem mass spectrom als evidence for a cell passage 

  

cleavage site 

    

    

   

   

    

transcriptome was analysed using 

0. This revealed the pattern of 

   rally fitted the predicted replicati 

ition was di   tected in 

s identified 

  

nomic mRNAs encoding t 'S) glycoprotein. This feature 

© half of the mapped transcripts and was predicted to remove a proposed furin 

  

e S glycoprotein. This motif d... Show more 

  

Cleavage site from 

  

   

Kristian Andersen 

Very interesting. Honestly con't know what to make of it 
— 

Robert Garry = a 

® https: www.snopes.c news/2020/04/01/covid-1 apo 

¢ Snopes.com 

Why You Shouldn't Fall for the COVID-19 "Bioweapon’ Conspiracy Theory 

The coronavirus responsible for COVID-19 has deadly adaptations that make it perfect 

    

for infecting humans. But this is a testament to natural selec . not bioengineering 

(195 kB) « 

    

64 Kristian Andersen Avail 13 2920 
Thanks Bob for answering his emails -1 got several but had to blank them (together with a million others...). Request from BBC coming through too - I'llloop you in if anybody has time 

Robert Garry 

® Snopes - actuall 

@ ireply 
= 

pretty le     

Kristian Andersen 2 

ve genomics juju is unparalleled. Almost as if we created the virus o     Our comparati 

AMMO oF PUT. CAO. Rp ne TAN SoA aN 
An meres 3 e six residues differ between SA 

and SARS-CoV (Fig. 1a). On tt - 

f structural studies’ ”’ and biochi - 

nents'*'°, SARS-CoV-2 seems t 

1 RBD that binds with high affir 

from humans, ferrets, cats and c 
: with high receptor homology’. eae 

  

April 2nd, 2020 

| Kristian Andersen | 
Ms se: ® didn't consider this possibility. 

  

of SARS-CoV-2 

(No content) 

  

  

  
REV0003012



Andrew Rambaut 10:12 

@ip |s this coming from the whele HIV-denial thing? 

Kristian Andersen 10:18 

Oh interesting. I'm not much of a HIV denialologsst, but that would make sense - he does mention retroviruses... Shame on them exosomes! 

Andrew Rambaut 10:27 
@e ‘widespread innumeracy in the Medical Field’ 

Kristian Andersen 11.00 

Ihave to give him props for that part 

Kristian Andersen i918 
BBC -"Just to be clear, | read the research and other pieces about it" - proceeds to asking questions that are all answered in the paper... | don't have time for this kind of jourmalicm! 

£ wnM 4 replies Last reply 3 years 20 

Kristian Andersen 1349 
This one is actually pretty interesting! 

Email fom Slack for Gmail » 

(No Subject) Aor 2nd, 2020 

From Wharton, Kristi (No content) 

Here's the paper she mentions April 2nd, 2020 + 

POF + 

Anderson JBC 2017 complete.pdf 
POF 

(SRE Pepers in Press. Puntiabed i | 8, O17 os | mT open nto hamaati eter a elem 

Ahmet tengo te be mnptgrontn prone BU.Oh poten pent or tons 
ow Face ad acon yortnsen 

dard S Antone Rie A. Wharton 
Tore the Deparment Matar Bangs, CA egy, ant Biachemery. Rams Univers 

Proredence. 15 8792 
Keay te Rrgmicne of BPN HG fy atrmatee Shaman 

‘To whem cummepumionse son) De atime Katt A. Whar (401) M8978, Krewe 
tewwarte 

Keyweet Dots netrpenet prove MAEM Dewey cll nab. pscin prnnseny, Ck Ney bat, 
ramming eee hee RHIC fh im ton Rew (CEA prada, eprom convo i 

Eddie Holmes 18:<7 

8 Dear Prof Holmes, | have been reading a bit, in the context of the current crisis, on the subject of virology. | came upona text written by some of your UK colleagues entitled: The antigenic 

evolution of influenza: Drift or Thrift? 

Init, they refer to the expression: Antigenic Thrift as an expression coined by Eddy Holmes: “This model—which we 
will henceforward refer to as the ‘antigenic thrift’ mode! 

(as suggested by Eddie Holmes)—departs from the conventional 

‘antigenic drift’ hypothesis in a number of important ways: The problem, it is done in such a familiar way... could not find the document in which you first used it. 
It would be interesting in the current context of political insecurity if you culd somewhat find a way to put your expression at the forefront, which may help explain the variability in fatalities among 

some Caucasian dominant countries vs China. We know that standardized hygiene of the food chain, while increasing safety in an individual perspective as a consumer. lower the general immunity 

of a population, is epitope cross mmunity protection stands as a model or theory. 
Thompson et al. also covers the expression in a recent 2018 articie: A naturally protective epitope of limited variability as an influenza vaccine target 

Reclaim your expression and help diffuse political paranoia, in a setting where politics are already quite noisy. 

Thank you for your work. 
Denys Picard 

US and Canadian citizen 
and dilettante of course... ] 

® PubMed Central (PMC) April 2nd, 2020 » 

The antigenic evolution of influenza: drift or thrift? 

Itisc H d that antibod: against the inl virus are 
lsrized in the follow strong ibod: ore di dat highly 

  

  

variable ic epi which ¢ hy go ‘antigenic drift, .. 

Nature Communications 
Anaturally protective epitope of limited variability as an influ 

Current influenza vaccine approaches largely focus on highly variable epitopes with 

high immunogenicity or epitopes of low variability that often have low 

immunogenicity. Here, Thompson ct al. identify a highly immunogenic epitope of 

limited variability in the head domain of the H1 haemagglutinin and show protection 

from diverse H1N1 strains in mice. 

Ive literally no clue what the fuck that was about. 

| Kristian Andersen 16:52 

Haha, this is completely nonsensical - but thank you for your work. 

Are these types of emails sent by actual people? | get lots that don't make any sense atall - e.g. 

Screen Shot 2020-04-02 at 15.50.53.png + | 

  

{do read the one from Kristi above though - that one is really cool and could help explain that mysterious 'P’ insertion, which is just such a cool evolutionary trick given that those O-linked residues 

already existed, but weren't O-linked until the insertion of P]. 

|e | Eddie Holmes 19:21 
@ There are alot of actual very mad people. (edited) 

REV0003013



  

Kristian Andersen 13 April 3rd, 
il 3rd, 2020 ~ 

This whole furin site boing messed with in T/C has me second-guossing myself, When ..~ -..... as wg this whole process, romombeor we talked about “passage might make viruses acquire these 

sites"? We couldn't find a reference, but somebody just posted on Virological, which led me to this: https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id= 10.137 1/joumal.pone.0052752#pone-0052752- 

t002 

  

journals_plos.org 

The Role of Viral Population Diversity in Adaptation of Bovine Coronavirus to New 

Host Environments 

The high mutation rate of RNA viruses enables a diverse genetic population of viral 

genotypes to exist within a single infected host. In-host genetic diversity could better 

position the virus population to respond and adapt to a diverse array of selective 

pressures such as host-switching events. Multiple new coronaviruses, including 

SARS, have been identified in human samples just within the last ten years, 

d ing the ial of & i * human pathogens. Deep 

sequencing was used to characterize genomic changes in coronavirus quasispecies 

during simulated host-switching. Three bovine nasal samples infected with bovine 

coronavirus were used to infect human and bovine... Show more 

  

Specifically "The consensus sequence of many of the passaged samples had a 12 nucleotide insert in the consensus sequence of the spike gene, and multiple point mutations were associated with 

the presence of the insert” - those insertions being Arg rich, which is exactly what HCoV has. 

® We're passaging HCov-19 on lung cell lines and Voros. But yes - totally missed that 2013 paper! | guoss if we get the deletions we should pass these back on lung cells. The 12 base insertion is 

Robert Garry 1343 | 

freaky though. 

Kristian Andersen 13:50 
Yeah, I'd be very interesting in knowing whether an HCoV-19 without the furin site could acquire it again. | haven't fully read that PLOS paper yet, but the similarity is very interesting. 

  

also thought this one was interesting - some talk about lab too: https: 

S\. Scientific American 

How China&rsquo;s &ldquo;Bat Woman&rdquo; Hunted Down Viruses from SARS to 

the New Coronavirus 

Wuhan-based virologist Shi Zhengli has identified dozens of deadly SARS-like viruses in 

bat caves, and she warns there are more out there (376 kB) + 

www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-chinas-bat-woman-hunted-down-viruses-from-sars-to-the-new-coronavinus1/ 

  

The 2013 paper is summarized nicely here: http:/virologicalorg/t/identification-of-a-common-deletion-in-the-spke-protein-of-sars-cov-2/451/6 

® Virological 

Identification of a common deletion in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 

The presence of inserts or deletions in consensus sequences or as variants of SARS- 

like coronaviruses is also observed in bovine coronavirus, a 

betacoronavirus (https:/journals.plos.org/plosone/article? 

id=10.1371/journal.pone.0052752#pone-0052752-t002) . For example, after 

passing 3 different naturally infected bovine nasal samples in different cell lines we 

observed the consensus sequences of many viral samples acquired a 12-nuclectide 

Insert encoding 4 amino acids |Ser, Arg, Ar... 

© a member of    

  

Ape ted, 2 

Especially: "For example, after passing 3 different naturally infected bovine nasal samples in different cell lines vie observed the consensus sequences of many viral samples acquired a 12- 

nucleotide insert encoding 4 amino acids (Ser, Arg. Arg, Arg) located at nt 2737 of the spike gene (S2 subunit), whereas none of the unpassaged samples contained this insert at the consensus level” 

It's not just a single experiment - three different strains all exactly acquired a 12bp furin cleavage site. That's definitely peculiar, 

This too very interesting as a potential mechanism “Deep sequencing revealed that the insert genotype was present but very rare in the unpassaged samples but quickly became consensus after 

passage in cell culture” - so it’s there in their input (presumably directly from cow), i 

Robert Garry 1409 

Mutations, 

including point mutations, insertions and deletions, can occur near the $1/S2 junction of 

coronaviruses 34,40-43 suggesting that the polybasic site could arise by a natural evolutionary process. 

\ think this covers us pretty well - yes - there is natural variation adding and subtracting the furin site in several CoVs - also note that Bovine Cov is really a very broad host range virus 

https: www.ncb.nim.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2395124/ 

B® PubMed Central (PMC) 

Cleavage of Group 1 Coronavirus Spike Proteins: How Furin Cleavage Is Traded Off 

against Heparan Sulfate Binding upon Cell Culture Adaptation 

A longstanding enigmatic feature of the group 1 coronaviruses is the uncleaved 
phenotype of their spike protein, an exceptional property among class | fusion 

proteins. Here, however, we show that scme group 1 coronavirus spike proteins carry 

a furin enzyme ... 

Kristian Andersen 3 

Yeah, clearly this part of the genome is very ‘active’ - which 's super freaky, because are we just waiting for other SARS-like CoVs popping up that have pandemic potential too. 

  

I don't think any of this new knowledge goes against what we said in the paper, but it does make our “cefinitely not passage” argument weaker, 

| would be very interested in seeing some very in-depth studies of high coverage longitudinal viral sequencing of mild vs severe cases. | wouldn't be surprised if we might observe loss of the furin 

site in more severe cases. 
  

REV0003014



Robert Garry 

   xd for so      ¢ thought - and we can do mild vs severe. - worth 

    

oking at high intensity human p: 

  

   

  

vat is having a serious [heartbreaking] COVID problem [inma ~ not su ut the irb 

  

vaiver for clinical excess deidentified) 

by Kristian Andersen 

feah, | think these studies will be very informative. The IRB is held up on your end for now, not ours, correct? 

Robert Garry 

@ not held upwe are planning on shooting you a bunch of Mardi Gras samples plus vero passed nCoV-19 mid week 

  

1) © 

Robert Garry 

am thinking for receiving monkey samples you need a sr iacuc approval - nor sure we sorted that out yet a 

ne Kristian Andersen 2 
f Yeah - almost there with that 

Kristian Andersen 

Good one 

covid-19 from laboratory not naturel 

Fr kos 2zxcxvjai3 

|e! Eddie Holmes 
@ What are the b 

    

  

April 4th, 2020 ~ 

Kristian Andersen 

Been wondering about that 

ci Eddie Holmes \ 

®@ Perhaps they give out goodie bags at the G7? The quality of the cts your GDP?     

  

Robert Garry 

& Garrett said something to the effect that Eddie found the animal host for HCoV-19     dlins! She and her buddy Joseph "the idiot” Fare are doing as much damage to virology as they can on 

NBC/MSNBC. Yes - as for the Whitehouse - its possible - if Trump had the a 

  

ity to fire lasers out of his eyes Tony Fauci would be fried today. 

Eddie Holmes 

B Ishut that do 

  

yn pretty quickly and she deleted the tweet. Clearly a lot of people nough of her. 

    REV0003015



April 5th, 2920 ~ 

e Andrew Rambaut 

@channel Been helping out a colleague of Oli’s with alittle p   per about deletions that take out the furn cleavage site.     

       

bR bioRxiv 

identification of a common deletion in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 

tified in the SARS-CoV-2 genome: (1) 

the receptor binding domain of SARS-CoV-2; (2) a unique insertion of 

nudeotide or four amino acids (PRRA) at the S1 and S2 boundary. For the first 

ntified in SARs gests the RBD 

already exist in animal host{s) before it transmitted into human. 

  

     

  

Abstract Two notable features have beeni 

ive 

        feature, the similar RBD id ke virus from pangolin sug 

in SARS-CoV-2     
        

        

    

    

The left puzzle is the history and function of the insertion at $1/S2 boundary, which 

is uniquely identified in SARS-CoV-2. In this study, we identified two variants from 

the first Guangdong SARS-CoV-2 cell st with deletion mutations on polybasic 

cleavage site (PRRAR) and its flank sites re | 

asically it needs it to successfully 

  

just wanted to run by an idea by you all... What do think about the hypothesis that knocking out the furin site is being selected in cells and in some patients 
shed in the lungs and/or infect the next lungs? 

  

Thus without it it is more SARS like in its transmis 

Robert Garry 

& This is massivelyimportant.1 very much agree w 

Ba Kristian Andersen 

Andrew Rambaut - yeah, reasonable hypotheses and you can se 

re disease - the opposite would then also be true, but could then lead to more spread 

ee 
April Sth, 2020 ~ 

) the hypothesis - needs to be tested in animal mode's ASAP. 

  

ge site might ‘drive the virus deeper into the lungs 

  

a posed something similar above. It's possible that a lack of the furin cle       

  

hence leading to more sev 

y dependent cn what cell line it's being passaged in - e.g., Vero cells are 

      

oly going to be hi      I'm not convinced passage per se in tissue culture will lead to the deletion of the site. | think th 

y sage on lung calls. Some of the experiments Bob and | discussed above (monk itholial calls, so likely pretty different than the main cells HCoV would typically infect - unlike, ag. 

  

kidney 

    

ation study with absence/presence of f 

  

> very illuminating here and it'd definitely be resting to do a clinical outcome     could 

  

ee Kristian Andersen 
z F bi one question that just occurred to me - did they grow the viruses in the presence or absence of trypsin? (SARS needs trypsin, HCo¥ does not, but if this was done similar to Andrew Rambaut 

  

rypsin to the culture - which could drive the deletion of the furin site) 

  

SARS then they might have add 

Andrew Rambaut 

Yes - I think v   newhere. | believe they did use trypsin in the cell medium (this is normal | think to stop the cells bunching?).     discussed this er up the thread   

  

Kristian Andersen 2 

Interesting - | think this might drive it. Ye 

high level in the culture itsef - but it might be sufficient here, Veros can be 
¢ the cells when you split them - but then it's typically washed off pretty thoroughly, so shouldn't really be present at a j 

  

trypsin is often used to dislodg     
erested in seeing a     ithout adding trypsin though - just by scraping the cells off. If possible 

  

  ¢ phenotype     hout trypsin to get a sense of whether t! 

  

experiment with or v 

Eddie Holmes 

And on it goes: 04/coronavirt ‘a-trail-leading-back-to-wa >w.COr         

Nk National Review 

The Trail Leading Bock to the Wuhan Labs | National Review 

There's no proof the corcnavirus originated in a laboratory, but we can't take the 

Chinese government's denials at face value. 

1 kB) *   

  

Robert Garry 

B® yes - good ic 

nS Kristian Andersen 
Eddie Holmes we almost have a 30k Altmetric score so I welcome any crazy theory 

|e] Eddie Holmes 

Good point. Let's keep pushing for 3 

=
>
 

  

vithout trypsin. 

  

a K - p. 

    

  

April 6th, 2020 ~ 

  REV0003016



eS 
A 

  

Eddie Holmes 

did you see this bollocks 

  

& grainorg 

New research s 

Covid-19 

    s industrial livestock, not wet markets, might 

  

    origin of the SARS-C 

  

v0 solid evidence that 

f the current C 

    

19 disease pandemic, is an open sea     

Stic and wild animals. All that we know is     in Wuhan that also traces i 

al o2rly cases of people diagnosed with Cavid-19 either v     
market of shopped there in the days preceding their diagnosis 

  

    

Kristian Andersen 

Can't say I'm a frequent reader of mu a load 

Eddie Holmes 

Nor me. It was passed to me in one of those ‘did you really s 0.      

April 8th, 2020 

Kristian Andersen 

WTF272 2010 

Boat by chloroquine maybe? 

Eddie Holmes 

Toppled! | thou 4 ht it might be the face mask study from HKU but that is at 

  

Kristian Andersen 

We need to track th » fuckers down - crossed the wrong people they did   

Andrew Rambaut 

Not Raoult: https: //wwnw.altmetr ym/details/77952531 

altmetric.com 

Report for: Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin as a treatment of COVID-19 

results of an open-label non-randomized clinical trial 

In the top 5% of all research outputs scored by Altmetric 

Lets publish something even more outrageous. 

Robert Garry 

“Lets publish something even more outrageous. 

April 8th, 2020 ~ 

Eddie Holmes 

ere wos that WIM ene obout the survivel of the virus on surfaces... 

and Surface § 

  

Kristian Andersen 

Oh, almost - that one is close (#3) vw r 6993942sre=b 

altmetric.com 

  

Report for: Aerosol and Surface Stability 

CoV-1 

In the top 5% of all research i by Altmetr 

  

    Iwas thinking maybe C     

altmetric.com 

Report for: Quantifying SARS-CoV-2 transmission su i with     s epidemc 

digital contac 

  

acing 

  In the top 5 f all research outputs scored by Altmetric 

    

4,477 (but it only came out last week 

  

Woulc 

      

it was that dire chloroquine study from Raoult 

  

paper but it ranks 3rd of articles in all journals. 
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to find out   
Eddie Holmes 
let's! 3 thereby admitting that | am ke 

  

gh ground. I'm keen to find out..without asking Tw azy wankfest so we can still claim the mora   it's t shit cr        

April 9th, 2020 

  

Andrew Rambaut 

  

£ Kevin McKernan 

makes sense now. 

    

ES Kristian Andersen 

me Haha,! think he n ave done more than just sequence the genome of that 2011 projec 

@ Andrew Rambaut 

@e Yup 

q 

    

  

‘sequenced it’ if you know what I mean, man. 

    

April 10th, 2020 ~ 
Robert Garry eR 

quence evidence for SARS-Cov-2 existed five y 

  

IFS ago. 

    

        
       

            

          

              

              

  

  

s 

SECRET email - 

linké*h £/LQMUdY23tamByd -MiIa7PB4A 

assude 

Dear ALL professors, 

| have found out that the SARS-Cov-2 is existed in Wuhan in the 2017, 2018 

The sequence evidence detected for patients with infectious disease attached folders. | think you can do more similar work to the sequence data submitted by guys in Hudei province, 

China. 

I think you are right, SARS-Cov-2 is existed in Hubei for a long time, maybe the common corona virus have some communication with other viruses such as novel Bunya vir enetic material: 

Maybe the ronment in Hubei trigger some switch to speed up the evolution of SARS-Cov-2, since high temperature envronment in Wuhan, make the ecosystem there chaos, ne food chains 

was destroyed by people there and make the virus jump into hurran being and beg © long journey to finish reve nto kill more old pec » th re, so that the food 

chain can be restored. 

Please keep the data secret for me, since the data is from our Company, and the data are actuz CDC in the country, And | have emailed to Kristian G. Andersen. 

Yours. 

Shaofei Liu 

Robert Garry 

® phish? | 

@ Andrew Rambaut 8 

@@@ Strange link in an email from China? Sure ESE,     

REV0003018



Andrew Rambaut 08.01 

® Mind you, | so want to see this. Perhaps | will break into ancther office and use a student's computer... 

Robert Garry 0548 

w Let usknow what you find down the rabbit hole... 

Kristian Andersen 1029 
The link is legit enough and there are fastq files in there... 

https:i/pan.baidu.com/s/1QnUdWJ3mmByO-MWim7PB4A 

Pass: thvm 

| find it kinda interesting that he emailed y'all separately - could be a Chinese whistleblower... I'll Gownload some of these and runa Kraken screen, because why the heck not. (edited) 

e@ Andrew Rambaut 10.55 
8a Glad you were willing to take the bullet for us. 

Look forward to hearing about what you find. 

Kristian Andersen 1050 

Always count on me to do the dumbest thirgs. v 

Kristian Andersen 12.27 

| sweer there are fasta files in there - and al! named logically, Issue is. | can’t bloody figure out how to download stuff since it’s all in Mandarin. j 

Andrew Rambaut 12.45 

4@B Get the google translate app on your phone - it can do live translating through the camera. 

Kristian Andersen 1246 
Brilliant! 

Andrew Rambaut 126 

@B No. It offers you a software download - presumably what you need to install so the Chinese government can take control of your computer 

Kristian Andersen 1247 
Exactly ~ need to download the Baidu app. I trust my Mac won't be taken over... (| created a protected account just for this) 

I'm sufficiently intrigued here because these are clearly sequencing files and this guy could be from BG! 

Kristian Andersen 13.37 
Still trying to work through this... Here's the readme 

image (2).ong ~ 

  

12:37 I think we do have a whistleblower here - just not sure what the data is actually going to show... 

Kristian Andersen 15.00 

Very sow going, but at least now we know that it's Iegit (but could very well be misclassification) 

Screen Shot 2020-04-10 at 12.40.00.png ¥ 

  

CG@QeaAi 
Robert Garry 1547 

@ Wow- keep after this and keep us posted - BTW - | think that this individual provided a female name...did they send the message thru an encrypted site? 

Kristian Andersen 1454 

Yeah, this was a very strange email so while the message itself wasn't encrypted, | think this person went to some length to hide their tracks. The data download is very slow so it'll take me a while 

to take a look at the actual data - I suspect these are just misclassifications, out If definitely take a look. 

Eddie Holmes 17:20 

® I can easily get a Mandarin speaker to look at these Kristian. Just let me know. Qa. 

Do you want to try to find out who this person is? | can ask around. 

Eddie Holmes 17:27 

B® The Chinese govt have control of my computer anyway So No worries there. Whistleblower, noax, or set-up? Remember, we looked at 600 metatranscriptomic samples from Wuhan in 2018 and 

saw no know SARS-CoV-2. 

Kristian Andersen 1741 
We have two guys from China here at our instit and they d to start the downloads. They're di ding as we speak, albeit slowly.   

It looks to me that these are single reads aligning, so most likely misclassification - but Jet's see once | have the fastqs 

Eddie Holmes 19:01 

® Makes sense. Cock-up is always the most likely explanation. 

April 11th, 2020 ~ 

Kristian Andersen 0008 
PREDICT resurrected... https://waw.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-usaid-prevent-program-coronavirus/index.htm| 

GJ CNN 
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Trump administration shuttered pandemic monitoring program, then scrambled to 

extend it 

    

    

late December, the 

Nv through with its plan to 

ications of China's coronavirus outbre 

  

rly ind   
Trump administration notined Congress it would sti     

       for International Development surveillance program ta d with 

  otentially dangerous infectious diseases and helping foreign labs 
> emerging pandemic threats around the world 

      

Ed Kristian Andersen 

@ Alrig I did end up going down that rabbit hole with the Chinese data. The email was legit and the data too - but as & ted, misclassification caused false SARS-CoY-2 calls. 

e any reads that mapped to SARS-CoV-2. 

Robert Garry 

® So - not a totally worthless effort - somewhere in China - or maybe 

  

Eddie Holmes 

Yes, | had a look as well. Couldn 

  

    with undi rere there are tissue specimens from peop! 

  

1osed respiratory illnesses. | have to say that the numbers of   
  people contactir 

  

ne with stories of multiple people coming down in ¢ department or business with COVID lik nptoms makes me wonder. The head of pulmonology is convinced that student 

  

         » the BMS program who works in a path lab had it and passed it to him ar 

anel. He chest xray is identical to COVID - am 

al fellows. She ended up on a vent before a difficult recovery - tested neg ) respiratory virus Film Array 

  

eding her next week for sero     
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Robert Garry 

® @channel 

          XE p&ptag B&4BBD86&form=CONE 

    

hina has imposed re 

  

on the publication of academic research « 

  

the origins of the novel coronavirus, according to a central government directive and online notices published by two 

  

Chinese universities, that h 

@ cnn 

April 12 coronavirus news - CNN 

The novel coronavirus has killed more than 102,000 pe 

live upd 

ce been removed fram the web* 

le worldwide. Follow here for   

    

Api ava evey 
Ke Kristian Andersen 

4 Yeah... This certainly doesn't help s://editior cor 4/12/asia ae) 3 h-restrict nti-hnk/index.ht 

@ cNN 

China imposes restrictions on research into origins of coronavirus 

China has imp 

           

  

  

d restrictions on the publication of academic res 

  

on the or 

  

of the navel coronavirus, according to a central government directive and online 

  

no 

  

published by two Chinese universities, that have since been removed from the 

web. (68 KB) + 
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April 13th 

  

e@ Andrew Rambaut 

B® On the other hand this is an interesting rea verve 202 

@® the Guardian 

  

Eddie Holmes 2 

Once this 

  

over the shit will hit the fan, Lots    

April 14th, 2020 ~ 

  

Robert Garry 

Hi Dr. Garry, 

Our episode on virus hunting and bat virology for Short Wave, NPR's daily science podcast, will publish tomorrowat 4 a.m. EST. 

You'll find it at the top of this web page here: htt       Wwe or i v or wherever you get your podcasts. It includes quotes from yourself, Dr. Linfa Wang in Singapore, 

Daszak at EcoHealth Alliance. Thank you so much for taking the time to speak with me, and I hope » 

  

      re taking care in New Orleans. 

Emily 
Apri caun, cucu 

™ NPRorg 

Short Wave 

New discoveries, everyday mysteries, and the science behind the headlines — all in 

about 10 minutes, every weekday. It's science for everyone,   1g a lot of creativity 

  

and a little humor, Join host Maddie Sofia for science on a different wavelengt 

Kristion - | hope you are proud of what you got me into here - LOL 

Kristian Andersen 

| hope so too Bod, | hope so too, 

Eddie Holmes 

Did you lot g O
e
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April 14th, 2020 
     I'm not sure what The Epoch Times is 

     

  

Ee Kristian Andersen 
didn't get this particular one, but | have had several others mentioning Epoch Times. It's complete trash - | don't understand why news outlets have to follow up on all these complete BS papers 

g.. PNAS ¢ 

    
   

  

papers, mind you &     aper...) and 'r stories. Not that the Daily Mail is the best of 

  

Eddie Holmes 

Because the 

  

urrency for journalists are stories, not necessarily the truth. They look for every crack and then try to we     > it open.      

Kristian Andersen 2 a 

Dr. K has a poi 

considering 

       Jers the decades if not longer, that the Chinese population have been consuming various meats. ! fin ore than surprising that this virus si ff.” Silly us not 

    

rious. 

April 15th, 2020 ~ 

  

April 16th. 2020 ~ 

ns Kristian Andersen 
Front page... https://v cnn.com/2020/04/15/politics/us-intelligence-virus-starte 1ese-lab/index 

© CNN 

US explores possibility that coronavirus started in Chinese lab, not a market 

    

US intelligence and national security officials say the United States government is 

looking into the possibility that the novel coronavirus originated in a Chinese 

  

laboratory rather than a market, according to multiple sources familiar with the 

  

matter who caution it is premature to dra 

  

ny conclusions. 

Eddie Holmes 

B Is it kicking off agai      

  

e 2 replies eply 3 years 
= 

| @| Eddie Holmes 
B https://s r 

bance dl nnniy Oh   

            

Breaking Australian and World News Headlines - 9News 

United States investigating source of coronavirus as Pence calls on ‘Chinese 

government to come clean 

US President Donald Trump says his government is try ether the 

  

coronavirus emanated from ... (49 

    

@ the Guardian 

Trump fans flames of Ch 

  

se lab coronavirus theory during daily briefing 

  

The president attacked those who favored China, including the WHO, for which he 

previously announced a hold on funding 

2020 (80 kB) + 
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April 16th, 2020 ~ 

  

NewsComAu 

US urges China: ‘Come clean’ on virus 

The US is urging China to ‘come clean’ about the origin of COVID-19 as claims circulate 

that it was manufactured in a Wuhan laboratory. 

Ape 16th. 2020 (22 kB) © 

April 16th, 2020 ~ 

  

KTVU FOX 2 

Sources believe COVID-19 originated in Wuhan lab as part of China's efforts to 

compete with US 

This may be the “costliest government coverup of all time,” one of the sources said 

April 16th, 2020 ~ 

¥ 

  

Robert Garry 0357 

@ Trump/Faux really need to settle on one cospiracy theory or another rather than somehow conflating the two into one grand conspiratorial mash-up. 

Either NCoV-19 1) came from the market or 2) it yeas created or escaped from WIV or 3) it can from natural processes. 

Fine - push 1 or 2 | suppose, but what Trump/Flox is pushing is a mash-up conspiracy theory where someone from WIV released NCoV-19 into the fish market 

@ Andrew Rambaut 09.09 

4@B Project restore #1 Altmetric is under way - 

  

| Kristian Andersen 10.04 

It's disgusting what's going on here. Once again he will manage to blame others and come out stronger with his base. Put it all on China and WHO - he obvicusly did his job perfectly along the way. 

e Andrew Rambaut 105 

486 And the way it is made to look like his own rambling thoughts. This is Gone by design by the people who run him. 

Kristian Andersen 10-25 

It’s not exactly elegant, but it’s (unfortunately) effective. | want out. Anybody has contacts in Norway? 

Andrew Rambaut 10.51 

8B 4 colleague is from Norway. But he is a bit concerned about the rise of the right-wing there too, 

Robert Garry 1039 

@ ABC - national news -so a start. - Hi Dr. Garry! 

  

\hope you're doing well! 

As conspiracy theories continue to posit that SARS-CoV-2 is anthropogenic, | thought it could be an apt time to revisit your team's findings and hear how your thoughts may have evolved over the 

past few weeks. 

What are you and your colleagues thinking and hearing? Has new evidence surfaced to further support your research? 

Please let me know when you might be avaiable to speak again! | would love to do some kind of follow-up. 

Thank you! 

Kate 

Andrew Rambaut 

@@6 Up another 120. Keep it up 
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now. Also       02 citations according to my google 

  

olar page. Together we can do this. 
  

Robert Garry 

B | pointed K;     ite dele 

  

to the studies on the cleave ions, which is se tive of important bits o     re paper. Definitely seeing a bending of the curve in a good way on the Altmetrics. I'm pretty 

  

            

  

inquiries giver mp's blo ing calls on the serol testi 

Robert Garry 

@ This is disappointing - whats up wit 1 the French "scientists? " ~ Hello Dr. Garry. 

       lam Nicolas G 

Noj 

questions about your study “The proximal o 

  ie azine Sciences et A 

  

in of SARS-CoV-2, specifi 

ome of the virus responsible for AIDS. | would 

3 £2, science journalist for the French science mag: enir, | am writing an article about the or     st the declz ns of French    
prize Luc Montagnier, who said yesterday that the            us was probably man-made because it had pieces of the genc ike to ask you some 

      in. of SARS-CoV-2" and why such a hypothesis is unlik 

  

available for a short interview today (Skype, WhatsApp or phone) ? 

  Best regards U 

Nicolas Gutierrez C. PhD 

H 

  

uys - just a heads-up here (primarily for Bob...) 

Yes - 1 

  

ow that | have a “special” talent for bringing out the crazier in the crazy. It's ki . just not as useful. 

  

@ Andrew Rambaut 

  

el Prize Disease is a known thing. 

    

© on the origins and spread of the virus. Will ke 

  

all in the loop and ask you all to be o 

  

it. Quite frankly everyone is welcome to be on it. 
  shit anymore - the Cambridge anthropologists are now saying they are dating it to September and saying it originated in Southern Chi     resumably their RaTG13     

Robert Garry 

® Bravo Andrew! All in - Let me know what would be useful in term of some spike structure     pictures, cleavage site - rbd interactions     

  

By the way just did the Fr ble | wa 

  

not exceptionally kind to Montagnier 
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https: //www.researchgate.net/publication/340100582_WUHAN_COVID-19_SYNTHETIC_ORIGINS_AND_EVOLUTION 

Here's the link to the new paper that Montagnier thinks is wonderful - my head started to explode about a page or so in (but go figure | had the same response when | started to read Harry Potter). 

Andrew Rambaut 11.39 
BB | think this may be French post-modernism. "Curiously, these digital waves characterizing the 9 SARS genomes studied here are characteristic whole numbers: the "Fibonacci numbers"” 

» Robert Garry 11:52 

@8B https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outicok,com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.foxnews.com%2Fpolitics%2Fcoronavirus-wuhan-lab-china-compete-us- 

sources&amp;data=02%7C01%7Crigarry%40tulane.edu%7C8e 1 5f¢574534466 1c8c808d7e2e31306%7C9de9818325d94b139fc34de5489c1f3b% 7CO%7CO%7 C637 227337228352836&amp;s 
data=TJUNUjpxjZygqeolaF MxS6KZNKT SHEDF9Y SiuL93941E%3D&amp;reserved=0 

(@ Fox News 

Sources believe coronavirus outbreak originated in Wuhan lab as part of China's 

efforts to compete with US 

There is increasing confidence that COVID-19 likely originated in a Wuhan laboratory 

not as a bioweapon, but as part of China's effort to demonstrate that its efforts to 

identify and combat viruses are equal to or greater than the capabilities of the United 

States, multiple sources who have been briefed on the details of early actions by 

China's government and seen relevant materials tell Fox News, 

  

Pap I en ar ay eee 

Coronavirus: Is there any evidence for lab release theory? 

  

    

BBC News it ions that the c irus was acci from a lab. 

» BBC News 

Is there any evidence for coronavirus lab release idea? 

BBC News i llegations that the irus was accidi lly rel froma 

lab. (67 kB) ~ 

  

Fox - BBC it's really hard to tell the diff 

Kristian Andersen 16:57 

We are going to do a proper paper on the origins and spread of the virus 

@Andrew Rambaut - please keep us posted - I'd love to be part of this if | can be helpful (or even if | can't... 8. 

Okay, so about the current news. Is there any reason to believe that they might be onto something, or is it all smoke and mirrors? @Eddie Holmes - any insights on the China side? The main things 

from my perspective: 

1. Bioweapon and engineered totally off the table 

2. If there is no engineering and no culturing, then it means that somebody magically found a pre-formed pandemic virus, put it in the lab, and then infected themselves. The prior on that vs 

somebody coming into contact with an animal source infected with the virus is as close to zero as you can get. Humans come into contact all the time with SARS-like CoVs, but the likelihood of 

somebody finding exactly that pandemic virus and infecting themselves is very very low (make no mistake - if they did find that pandemic virus, then they would get infected if they grew it in 

the lab - but the likelihood of them finding it in the first place is exceedingly small (or so one would hope - otherwise, good luck World avoiding future pandemic). 

3. But here's the issue - I'm still not fully convinced that no culture was involved. If culture was involved, then the prior completely changes - because this could have happened with any random 

SARS-like CoV, of which there are very many. So are we absolutely certain that no culture could have been involved? What concerns me here are some of the comments by Shi in the SciAm 

article (“I had to check the lab”, etc.) and the fact that the furin site is being messed with in vitro. Yes, it loses it, but that could be context dependent. Finally, the paper that was shared with us 

showing a very similar phenomenon (exactly 12bp insertion) in other CoVs has me concerned: https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id= 10.137 1/journal.pone.0052752 - best summarized 

here: http:// virological.org/t/identification-of-a-common-deletion-in-the-spike-protein-of-sars-cov-2/451/6 

| really really want to go out there guns swinging saying "don't be such an idiot believing these dumb theories - the president is deflecting from the real problems". but I'm worried that we can't fully 

disprove culture (our argument was mostly based on the presence of the O-linked glycans - but they could likely play a different role: https://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/28924042). We also 

can't fully rule out engineering (for basic research) - yes, no obvious signs of engineering anywhere, but that furin site could still have been inserted via gibson assembly (and clearly creating the 

reverse genetic system isn't hard - the Germans managed to do exactly that for SARS-CoV-2 in less than a month). 

* journals.plos.org April 17th, 2020 » 

The Role of Viral Population Diversity in Adaptation of Bovine Coronavirus to New 

Host Environments 

The high mutation rate of RNA viruses enables a diverse genetic population of viral 

genotypes to exist within a single infected host. In-host genetic diversity could better 

position the virus population to respond and adapt to a diverse array of selective 

pressures such as host-switching events, Multiple new coronaviruses, including 

SARS, have been identified in human samples just within the last ten years, 

di ing the jal of i as human path Deep 

sequencing was used to characterize genomic changes in coronavirus quasispecies 

during simulated host-switching. Three bovine nasal samples infected with bovine 

coronavirus were used to infect human and bovine... Show more 

® Virological 

Identification of a common deletion in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 

The presence of inserts or deletions in consensus sequences or as variants of SARS- 

like coronaviruses is also observed in bovine coronavirus, also a member of 

betacoronavirus (https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article? 

id= 10,1371/journal.pone.0052752#pone-0052752-t002) . For example, after 

passing 3 different naturally infected bovine nasal samples in different cell lines we 

observed the consensus sequences of many viral samples acquired a 12-nucleotide 

insert encoding 4 amino acids (Ser, Arg, Ar... 
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Age Sed, 2020 

® acbi.nim.nih.gov 

Alternative cleavage of the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), Gbb, produces ligands 

with distinct developmental functions and receptor preferences. - PubMed - NCBI 

J Biol Chem. 2017 Nov 24;292(47):19160-19178. doi: 10.1074/jbe.M117.793513. 

Epub 2017 Sep 18, Research Support, N.LH., Extramural (13 kB) + 

April 17th, 2020 ~ 

Pub Med 

  

Eddie Holmes 19:23 
Yes, Andrew, I'm in. Very happy to help. Have the Cambridge anthropologists published anything else? 

Eddie Holmes 19:38 

This is what | know. 1. China are definitely trying to rewrite what happened, but I'm pretty certain that's because they don't what anyone to think about the origin in any context rather than trying 

to suppress the lab escape theory. They've been trying to suppress this from day 1 in December because the word 'SARS’ is just so toxic to the regime. 2. There are lots more Chinese genome 

sequences available but the ones that | have seen don't provide any new insights. | am meant to be on a paper about the genetic diversity of the virus in Wuhan that they keep changing to say the 

virus might have emerged somewhere else and | keep changing back. 3. I've not heard of any cover-ups etc. George Gao has led most of the sampling and genomic work and he's too dumb to set 

up a sophisticated theory. 4. Was Dr, Shi fram the WIV even doing GOF work in that lab? | thought all the relevant experiments were done in Baric's lab? | thought Shi just did 

sequencing/ecological work. 5. | think the simplest explanation is very likely the correct one: that the virus originated in bats, jumped to an as yet unknown intermediate host (I don't think it came 

straight from bats), and then jumped to humans in that market shortly before we detected it The market is just too coincidental to ignore. All the component bits of this virus are found in nature 

and I see no reason to invoke lab escape whatsoever. 

Im very concerned that Ebright/Lipsitch/Bergstrom are going to try to use this to end GOF research when | think this is going to be time we need it most. 

Kristian Andersen 1651 
Shi didn’t do any GOF work that I'm aware of - but GOF work isnt the concern here, She did A LOT of work that involved Isolating and culturing SARS-like viruses from bats (In BSL-2) and that's my 

main concerning scenario (we cite several of those in the paper - if you have a lock at those original publications, it's definitely concerning work, no question about it - and is the main reason I have 

been so concemed about the ‘culture’ scenario). 

Eddie Holmes 19:00 
Culturing in what? Why would culturing make it more human adapted? The WIV group sequence so many of their viruses I just be amazed if they were doing experiments on one for which they had 

no published the sequence, and all their viruses are from Yunnan. The closest bat virus to SARS-CoV-2 from that lab is RaTG13 which ain't that close. RmYNC2 - which is not from WIV or any lab in 

Wuhan - isa bit closer to SARS-CoV-2 in most of the genome. We have a miniscule sample of bat virus in nature and almost none from Hubei. We know that people do get naturally spill-over 

infected by bat coronaviruses. Surely this route is far, far more likely than the lab escape scenario? 

Kristian Andersen 1902 
Screen Shot 2020-04-17 at 16.02.10.png ¥ 

Oz: Te perce s rears Seton > corenne amen a wrt SAND te nen 
seas eer cower. ene » nee! v bowen 
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(acone commas on psaage mt 

Eddie Holmes 19:03 

And RmYNO2, a bat from nature, also includes insertions at that site. 

Kristian Andersen 19.03 

Here are just four examples of some of the culturing work that’s concerning: 

https: wvew.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/24172901 

https: wwew.ncbi.nimnih.gov/pubmed/ 205679788 

https: wvew.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/29500692 

https: www.ncb.nim.nih.gov/pubmed/26719272 

® ncbi.nim.nih.gov 

Isolation and characterization of a bat SARS-like coronavirus that uses the ACE2 

receptor. - PubMed - NCBI 

Nature. 2013 Nov 28;503(7477):535-8. doi: 10.1038/nature12711. Epub 2013 Oct 

30. Research Support, N.|.H., Extramural; Research Support, Non-U.S. Gov't; Research 

Support, U.S. Gov't, Non-P.H.S. (13 kB) + 

Pub Med 
Ea ore) td 
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B® ncbi.nim.nih.gov 
Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) proteins of different bat species confer 

variable susceptibility to SARS-CoV entry. - PubMed - NCBI 

Arch Virol. 2010 Oct;155{10):1563-9. doi: 10.1007/s00705-010-0729-6. Epub 2010 

Jun 22. Research Support, Non-U.S. Gov't (13 kB) » 

Pub {Med | 

  

BD ncbi.nim.nih.gov 
Longitudinal Surveillance of Betacoronaviruses in Fruit Bats in Yunnan Province, China 

During 2009-2016. - PubMed - NCBI 

Virol Sin. 2018 Feb;33(1):87-95. doi: 10.1007/s12250-018-0017-2. Epub 2018 Mar 2. 

(13 kB) ~ 

Pub Med 

  

D ncbi.nim.nih.gov 

Isolation and Characterization of a Novel Bat Coronavirus Closely Related to the 

Direct Progenitor of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus. - PubMed - 

NCBI 

J Virol. 2015 Dec 30;90(6):3253-6. doi: 10.1128/JV1.02582-15. Research Support, 

N.1.H., Extramural; Research Support, Non-U.S. Gov't (13 kB) + 

Pub Med 

  

RmYNO2 has a rearrangement around that site, but it's not this type of insertion. | agree with you that it's evidence for ‘this all occurs naturally’, but it still doesn’t put a nail in the coffin of that 

theory 

Eddie Holmes 19:05 

Let's face it, unless there is a whistleblower from the WIV who is doing to defect and live in the west under a new identity we are NEVER going to know happened in that lab. Never. 

ed Kristian Andersen 19.06 

That's my thinking too. But that's why I'm a little worried about these ‘cables’ - because is it possible that they might have something? I'm putting all of this to typical Trump BS smoke and mirrors 

{and just plain idiocy), but I'm not quite willing to die on this hill. 

Eddie Holmes +9: 

@ Yes, I'm not dying on a hill either. 

Robert Garry 2 

@ | pretty sure that "a proper paper on the origins and spread of the virus” can be crafted that will not result in any casualties. And | agree with Andrew that the load of BS is getting pretty hard to 

take. To Kristian’s point 3 - could this “ have happened with any random SARS-like CoV" from passage in culture - seems pretty unlikely - that random bat CoV would have had to be very close 

[>99%] and then by some astronomical chance generated a precise pangolin CoV-like RDB across a pretty broad stretch - that's not to mention the 12 base pair out-of-frame insertion that adds 

PRRA. Point taken that there truly could be intercepted "cables," but of what? We already know that the Chinese went into deep cover-up mode for example by shutting down the market and 

destroying the “evidence. It's possible WIV characterized a NCoV-19 isolate earlier than the first noted cases in Dec I suppose, but that doesn't make WIV the proximal origin of the virus. It's also 

possible that the Chinese knew about a new respiratory virus spreading before the fish market cases - this would be bad public health but consistent with our cryptic human spread model [giving a 

somewhat more nefarious spin on cryptic}. As Kristian noted they did a lot of science remarkably fast. 

  

  
REV0003028



  

® Interesting about D/G. Keep watching | guess. Just to follow-up and earlier point "The 

  

April 18th, 2020 ~ 

Eddie Holmes 

I don't think China covered-up at the market. Rather, | believe that the public health officials just did what should have and nuked everything without think about animal sampling. They just       
    

  

their bat viruses all   wanted to stamp out the outbrezk. To me there is too long a series of implausible events to suggest inadvertent escape via lab passage: (i) The Shi group sequence and publis 

the time, but none 

on a virus that to 

-2. Kt do lab passage 

  

And vi         10t one that they had sequence 

pe then w he WIV. Whe 

of SARS-CoV-2 and RaTG13; (fi) What are the odds that the virus then first appears in the very place - a wildlife market - 

expect a natural species jump to occur? Why not in a far more crowded place in Wuhan of which there are many; (iv) why would the Shi group then publish RaTG13 that would 

ious progenitor of SARS-Cc 

  

eems improbable to me that the one t 

  

e the o     
       e's the ence of that o ? How could this               not sequence would expect an initial out 

    hidden. That group were also well enough to sequence an early genor     
    where we exact 

  

only help point the finger at them? Makes no sense 

Robert Garry 

Good point Eddie about the public health officials doing their job - was looking from my own se   interest 

Andrew Rambaut 

ie here - once you have ruled out the virus being anything other than a virus direct from a wild bat, the whole lab escape        zree with Ed 2 becomes a much more complicated and implausible 

  

ice of events than the direct jump. 

  

      
sst not required as an evolutionary intermediate). 

  

an intermediate host facilit    (when | say direct - | am more than happy to f jump 

  en estimated). It is more to    iterate the date estimate for the root of the tree - that has aready t 

  

I should say that the paper gesting would not tackle these hypotheses (other than to r       

tackle the shit from Forster and others. a 

Eddie Holmes 

VERY happy to be on a paper that nukes Forster. | watched his YouTube interview and it's like some sort of Monty Py 

  

thon parody. He's probably been locked in his room at Peterhouse for t 

  

5 yea nd ut for tiffin once a    J only comes o     

Robert Garry 

"What are the     

    

otin a far more cre d place in Wuhar 

  

dds that the vi first appears in the v 

  

  of which there This is the one I still can't get my hea      
h symptoms was later disco 

s reported in De 

  

t known perso 

    

From the WIKI: 

, March 2020, an unverified report ster.[358        ember 2019, two-thirds were found to have a link with the market.[360][361][362] O:         )} Of the early cluster of cz       
zested a case traced back to 17 November 2019, in a 55-year-old from Hubei province, may have been the first.[263][3464 

  

pendent introduction? Observational bias - this was a logical 

  

not the original source of the virus. But what? A super-spreader event? An in 

  

So | interpret this on face value that the wild market \     

lock for cases? An elabo ty schemed red herring? All or none of the above?     prac 

Robert Garry $ t 

Looked at the youtube - yes very bad - not saying | could do better, which is why Kristian forbids me from putting phylogenic trees in any paper. It's sound advice. 

  

Kristian Andersen 11 

Totally agree with Eddie on all the points - as      | suspect     re discussed on Zoom smoke and mirrors, but the concerrs | highlight above relate to exactly Andrew's comment - “once you 

  s direct from a wild bat”. | totally agree, but the issue is that while our evidence against er ry!) strong, cur evidence 

  

have ruled out the virus being anything other than a. 

  

     Is activity of the Sic site and isn’t a mucin like domain as we describe) - this is especially true given t 

  

ist culturing isn’t (the presence of O-linked glycans probably cont |e paper showin, 

    

    12bp insertion and the new papers showing that the furin site is being messed with in tissue culture. But | agree with al points that Eddie is making - if this had accidentally infected somebody 

at WIY, vehy the heck would the outbreak only start (or be detected) ata wet Market? verre peeve pre INLO Contact with a ton of animals carrying SARS-like viruses) 

  

Eddie Holmes 

             1 December 2019 

  

2arliest known person with symptoms v later discovered to 

               

      

person did not have visible connections". Were thase symptoms on Dec 1 really COVID- Yo we know that they didn't have contact with someone hov at the market? It's n 

data point, but | would also argue a vague one. 

@| Eddie Holmes 
® lam enjoying our 2nd-wave on Altmet 

m1 

e 
= 
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2 Robert Garry 17-18 

<®%s True enough - as is the possible case from mid Nov. If | had a nickel for every person that said they thing they had COVID-19 in January or earlier --- well | would have a couple of dollars. But still 

it will be interesting to test some of these for antibodies. Yes - well over 30K now - can't see how #1 could be all that far ahead at this junction. (edited) 

@ Robert Garry 19.19 

is I'ma little disappointed my smackdown of Montagnier, who was pushing the HIV recombinant engineering meme, got so watered down. Maybe it was just the translation to eheese-eating 

serreedermenhertansemse French. 

Eddie Holmes 12:59 

 Itis so like HIV though. A bunch of conspiracy theories over its origin that were resolved through more sampling of widlife. 

Andrew Rambaut 04.20 

@@B Also like HIV there will be those that just continue to spout nonsense but they will be increasingly irrelevant. 

Robert Garry 09.02 

@m https://wvew.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pme/articles/PMC4265931/ (edited) 

April 19th, 2020 ~ 

Very insightful - HIV conspiracies used politically to major effect and very damaging. 

https://mbio.asm.org/content/6/4/e01013-15 This paper making the rounds on the conservative underbelly of the Internet - cited as proof of intentional/accidental release of NCoV-19. 

"= mBio 

The Reemergent 1977 H1N1 Strain and the Gain-of-Function Debate 

The 1977-1978 influenza epidemic was probably not a natural event, as the genetic 

sequence of the virus was nearly identical to the sequences of decades-old strains. 

While there are several hypotheses that could explain its origin, the possibility that 

the 1977 epidemic resulted from a laboratory accident has recently gained popularity 

in discussions about the biosafety risks of gain-of-function (GOF) influenza virus 

research, as an argument for why this research should not be performed. There is 

now a moratorium in the United States on funding GOF research while the benefits 
and risks, including the potential for accident, are analyzed. Given the importance of 

this historical epidemic to on... Show more 

Sep Ast, 2015 | 

Andrew Rambaut 11:38 
ip Found number 3: https://dimensions.altmetric.com/details/77699394#score 

@ dimensions.altmetric.com 

Report for: Aerosol and Surface Stability of SARS-CoV-2 as Compared with SARS- 
CoV-1 

In the top 5% of all research outputs scored by Altmetric 

    

19th, 2020 ~ 
https://app.di ions.ai/discover/publication?order=altmetric ie 

© app.dimensions.ai 

Dimensions 

Re-imagining discovery and access to research: grants, datasets, publications, citations, 

clinical trials, patents and policy documents in one place. With more than 100 million 

publications and 1 billion citations freely available for personal use, Dimensions 

provides students and researchers access to the data and information they need - with 
the lowest barriers possible. 

Robert Garry 12:54 

| find myself rooting for POTUS to say more dumb stuff about the origins of the China virus, possibly poisoning Sino-American relationships for decades. Does this make me a bad person? 

Eddie Holmes 17:23 

®B Keep rooting Bob because it is working: now at 31,175. What is #1 though? It's clearly something over which Twitter has gone mad. | 

April 20th, 2020 ~ 

Kristian Andersen 13.15 
| really want to know who's #1 too... Gotta be quite a wacky paper! 

Separately - this is from Ed Yong - any idea? "Do you recall a paper or figure recently showing that bats don't actually harbor more viruses than expected for a group of their speciosity?" 

Robert Garry 1252 

«@@ Not sure that’s the right word - maybe sometime about the numbers of bat species? 

image.png * 

April 20th, 2020 ~ 

nas tee > Pen, ont 

https:/www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/06/bats-really-do-harbor-more-dangerous-viruses-other-species 
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7 |AAAS sep ay ave 

Bats really do harbor more dangerous viruses than other species 

Anew study is set to end a long-running debate among virus ecologists 

Jun 21st, 2017 (192 kB) © 

  

Ry 

hittps://www.nature.com/articles/nature22975 

Nature 

Host and viral traits predict zoonotic spillover from mammals 

Zoonotic viruses, many originating in wild mammals, pose a serious threat to global 

public health. Peter Daszak and colleagues create a comprehensive database of 

mammalian host&#8211;virus relationships, which they analyse to determine 

patterns of virus and zoonotic virus distribution in mammals. They identify various 

factors that influence the number and diversity of viruses that infect a given species 

as well as factors that predict the proportion of zoonotic viruses per species. In doing 

so, they identify mammalian species and geographic locations where novel zoonoses 

are likely to be found. 

Kristian Andersen 13:56 

Yeah - those are the PREDICT studies and they basically show the opposite of what Ed's asking. 

» Robert Garry 14.09 
o 

<p I'm thinking the bats are not special bit came from Daszak. From the KK article: "Wang has spent many years arguing whether bats are special with Daszak, and says it's exciting that the new paper 

comes from his group. Daszak, meanwhile, is gracious in defeat: "Linfa was right all along,” he says.” 

@ Robert Garry 14:11 

@w https:/wwwne.cdc.gov/eid/article/11/12/05-0997_article 

= Emerging Infectious Diseases journal 

Host Range and Emerging and Reemerging Pathogens 

An updated literature survey identified 1,407 recognized species of human pathogen, 

58% of which are zoonotic. Of the total, 177 are regarded as emerg... (132 kB) + 

EMERGING 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

-Reviewed Jewena Trackiog ond Analyzing 

Might be paper by this group Woolhouse. (edited) 

© Robert Garry 14.58 

@@\@ https:/www.scienceopen.com/searcha('order'~O_'context’~(‘collection'~('id'~'déba10ea-809d-4f28-96b9-d2ed475ec319'_'kind’-O)_'kind'~11)_'v'~3_'kind’~77) 

So #1 may not be a COVID paper 

Kristian Andersen 15:10 

Interesting... If | sort all papers on that resource, our paper is #1: https://www.scienceopen.com/search#content 

So #1 may not be a COVID paper April 20th, 2020 ~ 

Kristian Andersen 15-10 

Interesting... If | sort all papers on that resource. our paper is #1: https://wwvescienceopen.com/search#content 

, Robert Garry i546 

8 Agree - and that is >60 million papers compared to a measly 14M. | think Altmetric might be screwing up. What scientific paper came out after ours in midMarch that got more “attention?* | can't 

think of one, 

Andrew Rambaut 15.49 

ss Same on this website: https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication?order*altmetric 

* app.dimensions.ai 

Dimensions 

Re-imagining discovery and access to research: grants, datasets, publications, citations, 

Clinical trials, patents and policy documents in one place. With more than 100 million 

publications and 1 billion citations freely available for personal use. Dimensions 

provides students and researchers access to the data and information they need - with 

the lowest barriers possible, | 

Kristian Andersen 15:49 

We win!! 

REV0003031



       

      

    

                 

    

                                    

   

               

          

   

          

                      

    

               

   

         

    

    

               

   

          
   

 

 
   

 

         
     

 
   

   

 

   

         

             

  

     

            

 

   

                                   

                         

   

                                       

                 

   

                   

    

                              

   

                    

   

    

 

      

      

     

    

          

               

  

    

              

   

 

 

 

 

    » Robert Garry 15-51 April 20th, 2020 ~ 
ig OMG THAT IS 109M PUBLICATIONS. 

Eddie Holmes 12:30 

® Catching up. The bats are not special is a new paper by Daniel Streicker in PNAS. 

Eddie Holmes 18:36 

8 I've spent most of my waking hours over the last week trying to work out who might be #1 and | can't figure it out. So, those websites make sense. Perhaps we can contact Altmetric? 

Robert Garry 20:41 

“The bats are not special is a new paper by Daniel Streicker in PNAS.” 

  

Does this mean | can start eating bat soup again? 

‘ Kristian Andersen 22.55 
If you want to go down a rabbit hole: https://project-evidence github.io/ 

[Disclaimer - all concerns they bring up we have already discussed and considered. They also make a number of logical mistakes, but hey]. 

Eddie Holmes 23:35 

@ | assume that is Ebright et al.? Pathetic that they want to remain anonymous. 

Kristian Andersen 23:56 

Ah, yeah, didn’t think of that - could be him 

April 21st, 2020 ~ 

Andrew Rambaut 03.02 

@™@ Someone uploaded this document and then deleted it again (Github tracking everything of course). 

Word Document ¥ 

Response to Proximal Origins paper edits April 8 ... 

AH Word Document 

Response the “Prodimal Orighe™ of SARE CHN2 

oe] 
‘Tis weiche n# epee fy “The Proniknal Origin of SAURS-CoV.2- published Marc 17, 2029 i 

ron SeS 

rebate of md deco oe om id the Cty Wb ited ery pi rane 

‘Orkortsirot 
Kristian Andersen 10:26 ] 

People have too much time on their hands... 

Also, we got our first PubPeer @ (I'm surprised he didn't say HIV): https://pubpeer.com/publications/8319A13E7 17FBC867B95855CE67063 

@ pubpeer.com 

PubPeer - The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2 

There are comments on PubPeer for publication: The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2 

(2020) 

Robert Garry io:se 

| say let the critics pile on. Probably not worth responding on PubPeer [mycoplasma contaminated cell lines = why didn't we think of that?], but hopefully Sirotkin (at NIH at one time) gets his letter 

in a journal somewhere. How else [except for having Trump directly tweet about the paper] are we going to drive this Altmetric score past 40,000? 

Kristian Andersen 11:57 
Is PubPeer indexed by Altmetric? It should be ©). How in the name of the lord a mycoplasma co-infection would lead to insertion of a furin site into a virus | do not know - that's not exactly how 

recombination works - but at least he didn't suggest HIV, so it's a novel idea. Points for that. 

Robert Garry 11:59 

  

@ 

a ®@ NIH might consider some 2-factor authentication for Blast as well - keep that tool out of the wrong hands. 

Eddie Holmes 18.3 

@ 2-factor authentication for Blast is a great idea. | also propose that all human geneticists go through an intensive period of de-networkifcation before they are allowed to we ee ae? 

Kristian Andersen 19.51 
| think 3-factor authentication might be better - 1. Password, 2. Temporary code, 3. Prof. Andersen's approval. That should work well. 

Kristian Andersen 22.44 

It's an eel! Eel!!! 

Doh, 

Email from Slack for Gmail ¥ 

  

SARS-CoV-2 - Horizontal transfer from Asian eel Apr 21st, 2020 

From Bradley Porter (No content) 

Eddie Holmes 23:42 
'® | was just about to send that to you!! 

He's got a point though...the Loch Ness monster turned out to be cels. 

Eddie Holmes 23:59 

8 | was disappointed by Loch Ness, I was sure it was scuba camels. | 

REV0003032



   

        

   

                                   

  

  
   

 
           

    

  

       

   

    

                          

    

                               

       

         

   

                                    

                

        

                                

              

   

                           

    

     

   

    

  

                

 

 

 

ed Kristian Andersen 
I believe that theory is still being explored. 

Robert Garry 

@ Scuba camels is definitely a thing. It's ir 

ra La 

coronavirus. Like Fox news said about WIV the dots are falling in place     have a little bet: 

    

Eddie Holmes 19:29 April 27th, 2020 » 

@ Charr 

  

ing. 

    

Kristian Andersen 

Okay, traitor, so how much are they actually paying you? | think they got me kinda cheap, so maybe | could have made a better deal. 

  

Eddie Holmes 

Have r 

  

dential plate and a wooden elephant from Yunnan. In many ways | found the following email even more disturbing     ~ver paid me a cent, although | did get that pres 

      

Kristian Andersen 

Well ested we treat this by drinking bleach. And blasting it with UV “inside the body, or maybe outside with 

ed stuff. 

  | can't really blame these people - | mean, | live in a country where the president su; 

lius - Lmean, BLAST = adv. 

  

          very stro t’. So compared to that, John’s a fucking g 

Oo 
& 

Eddie Holmes April 27th, 2020 ~ 
ing treatments based on things like bathing in the natural essence of rhubarb and       of daily inbox is composed of press (e.g. Vanity Fair today), threats ana accusan¢ 

  

Honestly, a 

   ry loons. 

  

goat's piss, nutters who think they have found something profound, and conspiracy the 

  

Kristian Andersen 

Sounds remarkably like my inbox... The 

  

beer instead     d thing about that is that | can pretty much just ignore everything coming in and go d 

  

Eddie Holmes 

| drink to that O 

April 28th. 2020 ~ 

Robert Garry ¢ 

coh Int      
        I get shit like this - same old same old - email started 

  

ps://nalja re-ebola-virus-originated-from-us-bio-warfare-labs-in-west ’ 
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Eddie Holmes 

This is better Ww I elligence-offic av v 

The Sydney Morning Herald 

ce officials have no evidence of Wuhan lab link to coronavirus 

  

Australian intel 

Australian intelligence officials have found no evidence the o 

sarking Prime Minister Scott Morrison 

  

theory 

April 29th, 2020 ~ 

  

nS Kristian Andersen 
That’s.a m good one. I said as much ina Twitter conversation yesterday - unless specific data is pr 

a4 Kristian Andersen 
Anybody heard about this likely bs 

Fwe: question from The Times (London) 

b \ r (No content 

that ther »nection tc 
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Eddie Holmes 

I've not heard this. They can't have more data than we've looked \" > 5 A large prior on this being complete bolo:    

   

    

pi Eddie Holmes 

8 Tele 28 April 2020.pdf 

Apni zyt, 2uzu ~ 

Chinese scienti Coronavirus Austrz 
studied live bats linked to virus probe 

Australia 
wc sctontints — who Western intelli 

# of the gho 
Hh josieathy f 

   
    

  

   

  

apracies are lo    
     iras contagt 

id hy the Australian 

April 29th, 2020 ~ 

Bvone @ 
ey . 

  

Such shit. This g 

Kristian Andersen 

Haha. Forme sdent of yours? | the ora you'd be the one on the frontp: jan’ Holmes. It’s got a nice ring to it 

Ar 

his PhD in Au     

       
nd this is fucking unbelievable - the st and journalists these days. 

  

Eddie Holmes April 29th, 2020 ~ 

@ I'd be the Twat Man 

oa: E 

April 30th, 2020 ~ 

4 Kristian Andersen 
Robert y for you: https:d/twitt ee tatus/12557 5 

e@ Andrew Rambaut 

@ This is just going on and on 

  

This article jus 

  

ps back and fortt 

0] Newsweek 

  

¢ controversial experiments and Wuhan lab suspected of startir navirus 

  

    t Covid-19 occurred naturally, U.S. intelligence modified its sta 

    

say it might have leaked 
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Eddie Holmes 05:51 

| have to agree with Ebright on PREDICT though. We annoyed that some peopie have pointed the finger at the Wuhan CDC and my mate Tian. There are no bat samples there...they all go straight 

to Beijing. No passage work is done at all. Plus, Tian was tested and is SARS-CoV-2 negative and has no antibodies to it. 

Robert Garry 08-15 

@Robert Garry for you: https://twitter.com/nextstrain/status/1255708669091573760?s"21 i assume you are holding back on submitting all of the weird Italian-Chinese-German recombinants | 

with the eet crawfish inserts. (edited) 

Kristian Andersen 142 

So much bullshit again. | have decided that I am going to die on this hill, so I'll talk to a few reporters and try to beat some sense into them, NYT had an article earlier today (I talked to them a 

couple of weeks back): https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/30/us/politics/trump-administration-intelligence-coronavirus-china.html 

€ The NewYork Times By Mark Mazzetti, Julian E. Barnes, Edward Wong and Adam 

Goldman 

Trump Officials Are Said to Press Spies to Link Virus and Wuhan Labs 

Some analysts are worried that the pressure from senior officials could distort 

assessments about the coronavirus and be used as a weapon in an escalating battle 

with China. 

Robert Garry 15.37 

Keep at it Kristian - | will take the rebound as needed - looks like the WashPost is also following up with a story. 

Kristian Andersen 16.01 

Yeah, Paul Sonne? Just talked to him. 

| pinged Ed Yong about potentially writing something - | really would love to see him write an article about this as | know he'll do it right 

Robert Garry 16-19 April 30th, 2020 ~ 

Yes - Paul Sonne. Tricky to stay in the science lane and not venture to much into the political breach. Think it’s fine to comment that science should transcend politics, but | always been rather 

naive or call it aspirational about such things. Yes - Ed would do it right. 

Kristian Andersen 16:25 

Indeed. In fact, | blew up the call with the White House panel I'm on earlier this morning by suggesting that maybe we as a country should stop blaming others for our own failures and instead 

focus on making science-based decisions to get in front of this disaster - and that maybe we could write a letter to the president about that. | doubt I'll be invited back. 

Robert Garry 1642 

Kinda shocking to see the "WIV or China CDC released this thing on the world" coming from both the left and the right. Trump has a few advisors that know exactly how to create a 

distraction. (edited 

Andrew Rambaut 19:12 

It really doesn't help that the Chinese are trying to suggest that it didn’t start in Wuhan (or Hubei, or even China). 

Kristian Andersen 15:29 

No. The Chinese blaming the Americans is about as unhelpful as the Americans blaming the Chinese. 

Eddie Holmes 19:08 

Yes, both are in the wrong. For China, | think it's a large part about saving face and the perceived shame of being the place where the outbreak started. It has seriously weakened their global 

standing so they are trying to change the narrative to sow uncertainty around this. Plus the CCP are clearly control freaks: they have to control every message. The word 'SARS' is just toxic to them. 

The China CDC are guilty of bungling the early response to this...but that’s cock-up, not conspiracy. 

Really interested to see this Norwegian/St. Georges thing. 

Eddie Holmes 19:23 

Coronavirus US live: intelligence report concludes Covid-19 was not ‘manmade or genetically modified’ https://www.theguardian.com/world/live/2020/apr/30/coronavirus-us-live-federal- 

guidelines-social-distancing-expire-trump-cuomo-latest-news-updates?CMP=share_btn_tw&page=with:block-5eab4 1b68f087 6ffc1 9f175#block-Seab4 1b468fO8F76ffc19F175 

@ the Guardian 

Coronavirus US live: intelligence report concludes Covid-19 was not ‘manmade or 

genetically modified’ 

Office of director of US intelligence releases statement after Trump reportedly asked 

officials to investigate whether virus was made in Chinese lab 

Ape 30th, 2020 (85 kB) ¥     
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Qo Eddie Holmes 19:36 
ttps: wew.bt om /news/ world i 

BBC News 

US intelligence debunks manmade coronavirus theory 

    

US spies say they are still ir 

from a lab. (74 kB) » 

NS 

gating the virus origins, as Mr Trump suggests it came 

        

ge Kristian Andersen 
4 Yes yes, but our Great Leader sets the record straight with some clear language. a 

  

What did President Trump say? 
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